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APPLICATION OF THE AIR FORCE'S NEW

STRUCTURAL REQUIREMENTS TO CO_IPOSITES

By

Gary K. Waggoner

Aeronautical Systems Division

SUMMARY

The new requirements, contained within the Air Force's approach

to achieving structural safety _ dursbillty In millta,-_y aircraft,

are reviewed. The approach to be taken, Hen qualifying and certifying

structures made from composites, is described. While structures made

from con_osites can be qua]tried and certified to these requirements,

it appears that the lln_ted state of the technology today in predicting

life and residual strength under combined service loading and environ-

mental effects will result in increased test requiIements over that

normally anticipated in qualifying and certifying metal components.

This points up the need for significant advances in the understanding

of life limiting factors in composites coupled with the development

and validation of analytic tools to predict behavior under real life
conditions.

INTRODUCTION

Within the last five years, significant changes have occurred in

the Air Force philosophy toward achieving structural safety and dura-

bility in military aircraft. The necessity for these changes became

evident when a number of Air Force systems began experiencing unsatis-

factory service histories in terms of both safety of flight problems

and unacceptably high maintenance costs. These problems were an

indication that the requirements which were used to insure structural

integrity throughout the life of the system were not completely adequate.

Therefore, a complete revamping of the requirements was begun to

eliminate those requirements that did not work, to minimize arbitrary

requirements, and to develop new requirements which addr ssed the

specific causes of the problems. Reference I presents an excellent

summary and discussion of the rationale behind the revisions that took

place.

Basically, the new requirements are geared to the development of

a structure that is capable of accommodating flaws induced either in

manufacture or in service (damage tolerant), in addition to having an

economic life in excess of the design usage life (durable). In additic_,

a force management program has been defined in order to maintain
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structural integrity by tracking actual service usage and determining

individual aircraft ipspection and maintenance times, based on that

usage.

_IL-STD-1530A REQUIREMENTS

The basic elements of the revised requirements are presented in

a document entitled Aircraft Structural Integrity Program, MIL-STD-1530A.

This standard identifies five tasks to be accomplished during the

development and use of an airframe. These tasks are as follows:

TASK I - DESIGN INFORMATION - defines those actions involved in

bringing the appropriate criteria and planning to bear on an airframe

design so that the specific operational requirements will be met.

This task begins as early as possible in the conceptual phase and is

finalized in subBequent phases of the airplane life cycle.

TASK II - DESIGN ANALYSIS AND DEVELOPMENT TESTS - encompasses the

work necessary to determine the environments in which the airframe must

operate (load, temperature, chemical, abrasive, vibratory and acoustic

environment) and to perform preliminary analyses and tests based on

these environments to design and size the airframe to meet the required

strength, damage tolerance, and durability requirements.

TASK III - FULL SCALE TESTS - assists in determining the adequacy

of the structure in meeting the basic design requirements through a

series of ground and flight tests. These tests include static, dura-

bility, damage tolerance, ground and flight operations, sonic durability

and flight vib_ tion and flutter.

TASK IV - FORCE _NAGEMENT DATA PACKAGE - describes the minimum

required elements of a data package which the contractor shall provide

so that the Air Force can maintain structural integrity of the force

during actual service usage. Basic elements of this package include

the final updated analyses, development of inspection and repair

criteria, an initial and an updated force maintenance plan, and a

plan for individual and force tracking procedures Reared toward pro-

viding actual service usage data.

T_SK V - FORCE MANAGEMENT - describes those actions that must be

conducted by the Air Force during force operations to ensure _he

damage tolerance and durability of each airplane. The objective is to

determine adjusted times at which the force structural maintenance

actions must be performed on individual aircraft and each critical

area thereof. This task is primarily the responsibility of the Air

Force and will be performed by the appropriate commands utilizing the

data package supplied by the contractor in Task IV with the minimum

amount of contractor assistance.



As stated previously, each of these tasks are pointed toward

developing and maintaining a structure which exhibits an adequate level

of damage tolerance and durability. Within the program just described,

the general procedure to be taken in arriving at a damage tolerant and

durable design is described below.

DAMAGE TOLERANCE

The specific requirements and procedures for achieving damage

tolerance are defined in MIL-A-83444 and MIL-A-8867B and are based on

the design concept selected (slow crack growth or fail safe) and upon

the level of inspectability of the structure (6 categories ranging

from in-flight evident to noninspectable.) Then, for any given design

concept and level of inspectability, it is assumed that specified

defects (flaws) exist within the structure as it comes off the assembly

line. These assumed defects are based on those types and sizes that

have been found to escape detection by good NDI methods commonly

employed by airframe manufacturers. The defects are then grown by

analytic techniques and actual tests to demonstrate that the structure,

at any time within a specified service usage interval, will possess an

adequate residual strength capability.

Throughout this process, a controlling document called a damage

tolerance control plan is to be developed and maintained to identify

all of the tasks to be accomplished in meeting the damage tolerance

requirements. It includes the development of a fracture critical

parts list, the inspection, process control and quality control pro-

cedures necessary to verify the initial defect type and size assumptions

and identification of all analysis and testing that is to be performed

within the program.

DURABILITY

The specific requirements for durability are contained in

MIL-A-8866B and MIL-A-8867B. They require that a disciplined prccedu_e

for durability design be instituted to minimize the possibility of

incorporating adverse residual stresses, local design details, materials

and processes, etc, that could lead to early maintenance problems or

uneconomic service experience. In addition, analyses are to be con-

ducted which account for factors affecting the time for production

variables (defects) to reach repair sizes such as: initial quality

and variations, environment, load sequence and environmental inter-

actions, and material property variations. If various protection

systems are used in the design they must be shown to provide acceptable

endurance for one design lifetime under the chemlcal/thermal environment

which the structure will see in service. Finally, design development

tests are required to verify the analytical predictions.

I III



These, then, are the basic requirements and methods by which the

Air Force develops airframe components which will exhibit adequate

damage tolerance and durability.

APPLICATION OF REQUIREMENTS TO COMPOSITES

APPROACH. In addressing the application of these requirements to

composites it is determined that the basic requirements contained

within MIL-STD-1530A must be maintained. It must also be stated that

the procedures which must be employed in qualifying, certifying, and

managing components made from composite materials to these requirements

are in a state of development at the present time. Therefore, the

discussion that follows describes the procedures which are determined

necessary based on the level of the technology (data base, analytical

capability, and service experience) at this point in time. It appears

that the static design capability within the industry is quite well in

hand although this capability can vary significantly from one company

to another. However, it is felt that in the area of life and residual

strength prediction capability a technology deficiency exists. This

deficiency will impact the qualification, certification, and force

management portions of the overall program.

LIFE AND RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION CAPABILITY. A data base presently

exists on a number of individual factors which affect the strength and

stiffness behavior of the material. We have, for example, information

on the creep behavior of the material, both wet and dry, as well as the

wt and dry static strength behavior of the material with temperatuze.

We also have fatigue information on wet and dry laminates. However,

the majority of the data that is available is basically tension-tension

fatigue with very little information available for either fully

reversed cycling or compression-compression fatigue with a wet (pre-

soaked) material. Moreover, we do not have a sufficient data base on

the fatigue behavior of the material under real time flight-by-flight

load/environmental service conditions, nor do we have a validated

e_alysis capability to take the bits and pieces of data we do i_ave

from individual effects and combine them in some sort of an analytic

prediction method. In addition, a number of questions have been raised

within recent months concerning moisture distribution effects, possible

dimensional changes due to moisture absorption, and the effects of

revised service usage, about which limited data exists today and which

therefore cannot be easily dismissed. With the current state of the

technology it appears that in order to predict life or residual

strength, an empirical method must be employed; that is, tests must be

conducted during the design development program which applies those

conditions which are deemed to either affect life/residual strength or

which pose a question for which we have no data.

RESULTS OF LIMITED AIR FORCE SERVICE EXPERIENCE PROC_IS. Within the

past six months the Air Force has been evaluating a number of service

experience programs utilizing composite parts that were placed in

4 9!_



service some 3-5 years ago. While the success that the individual

articles experienced in service is varied (in some cases, quite good

and in other cases, not so good), the conclusion that can be drawn

at the present time from this limited evaluation is that the qualifi-

cation and certification procedures utilized within the individual

development programs did not identify the life limiting factors that

some of these structures would eventually see. In addition, force

management procedures such as tracking actual usage and providing

adequate levels of inspection and/or maintenance actions were not

adequate to identify emerging problems. It therefore appears that

some revisions to the approaches that have been used in the past are
warranted.

I would like to briefly highlight what some of those procedures

that appear to need revision are. In the qualification portion of the

program emphasis has been placed upon achieving sufficient static

strength and restdualstrength after fatigue testing to account for

such things as manufacturing and processing variables and for the

effects of load, environment, time, etc. Also, the factors that were

shown to effect strength degradation such as moisture and temperature

were not adequately simulated during the design development and verifi-

cation tests. Finally, the moisture levels that were applied to the

structure did not account for those moisture levels that the structure

might see during its service life. In terms of certification, a

standard NDI procedure was employed. However, the effects of the manu-

facturing and processing variables which were identified were not

determined under real service conditions and therefore the validity of

the results of those tests are not known. In the force management

area no tracking was required to determine actual aircraft or force

environmental usage. Generally, only visual inspections were called

for at the depot levels, if even that was required. Moreover, the

inspection intervals were not based on possible damage growth rates

with environment since those rates were not determined within the

certification program, nor was information available on what the actual

service environment was. In looking at the_e procedures it appears

that a number of things should be done differently in order to properly

address the damage tolerance and durability questions which must be

answered in moving toward satisfying the requirements. The approach

that will be described has been developed by comparing MIL-STD-1530A

requirements with the current state of the technology and determining

appropriate procedures which are necessary to meet these requirements.

CURRENT APPROACH TO _UALIFICATION_ CERTIFICATION_ AND FORCE MANAGEMENT.

It appears that the following should be accomplished: (a) A more

extensive design development and test program which will account for

service environmental effects on design details and production variables;

(b) Possibly a more extensive full scale durability test program;

(c) An individual article certification procedure which will account

for the variables which may be _ntroduced into production articles and

which will determine the effects of these variables on stiffness and



strength degradation with actual service usage; (d) A force management
pregram that will adequately track critical factors which have been
determined to affect structural life and which will define inspection
and maintenance requirements based on the kno_ production variables
and damagegrowth rates under the actual service usage conditiens.

I will discuss each of these areas of revision in more detail.

_UALIFICATIONPROGRAM - DESIGN DEVELOPMENT. During the design develop-

ment program a design analytic spectrum should be developed based on

the specified usage which accounts for such factors as load, time, and

environment. Coupon and element tests should then be conducted to

define which parameters of the analytic spectrum affect structural life

and residual strength. The results of these tests are to be used in

determining a final test spectrum whlch will be applied throughout the

remainder of the program. Using this test spectrum, subcomponent and

component tests should be conducted to determine the strength and

stiffness degradation behavior of all critical structur_l details and

production variables. Specifically, we are looking at the development

of these strength behavior trajectories for design details which are

determined by the contractor to be critical, such as joints (both

mechanically fastened and bonded), areas of minimum margin, and possible

matrix sensitive areas such as those areas subjected to compression,

shear, bearing, and out-of-plane loads. In addition, the effects of

production variables resulting from incoming materials, processing,

manufacturing, and assembly operations which have been determined to

exist in production hardware based on program, quality control, and

NDI procedures employed shall be determined utilizing this final test

spectrum.

QUALIFICATION PROGRAM - FULL SCALE DURABILITY TESTING. In the area of
full scale durability testing there are two main overall objectives

which need to be met. These are: (i) the identification of "hot

spots", or areas of unexpectedly high stresses within the co.nplete

structure; and (2) the demonstration that the economic life of the

airframe is greater than the required life. The test article,s) co

be used for this program may be the complete aircraft airframe, or it

may be separate components of that airframe. In either case, an early

full scale development or RDT&E article is to be tested. The test

spectra to be imposed shall be a flight-by-flight spectrum coupled

with the degree of service load/environmental simulation which has

been determined to be necessary from the design development program.

That is, the full service conditions must be applied if significa_it

questions still exist after the design development program to warrant

their inclusion in the test (inadequate completeness in number or

types of tests or test conditions; confusing results; undesirable

effects; etc.)

However, in this type of testing the desire always exists to

minimize the overall test costs by truncating as many parameters as



possible without affecting the ability to reach the objective. In

order t_ determine the allowablt level of truncatio_l the rationale of

Figure I must be applied. In order to truncate a given parameter, the

effect of that parameter on the structure must be fully defined in

terms of its either ha'Ting no effect, or that the effect can be pre-

dicted and accounted for in the results obtained. It is only when

these conditions are met that a parameter can be truncated.

The test duration is to include a minimum of two lifetimes unless

the economic life is reached prior to that point in time. If the

economic life is not reached within the first two lifetimes, an option

is to be provided far the Air Force to conduct additional lifetimes

of testing, if desired.

The schedule requirements for this test provide for the completion

of one lifetime prior to production decision and two lifetlmes prior

to the delivery of the first production aircraft.

At the completion of the fatigue testing it is a requirement that

functional checks be performed on the article to indicate any change in

its operational capability. After completion of these checks it is felt

that more information may be gained by conducting additional tests

other than the residual strength test which currently is common practice,

Consideration should therefore be given to conducting such tests as

service damage and repair tests, damage tolerance tests, and fail safe

tests. At the completion of all testing a detailed inspection is to

be conducted on all desigr details to identify damage not found during

normal test inspections.

INDIVIDUAL ARTICLE CERTIFICATION. The objective of this program is to

assure that variables (in materials, processing, manufacturing, and

assembly) which could result in structural failure or loss of functional

capability prior to the required design life will not be introduced into

service. Therefore, regardless of the method of certification chosen,

the allowable acceptance limits on production variables must be defined

and their effect on life and residual strength with actual service

usage established. This requires that strength degradation trajectories

be developed for each failure mode which is present within the structure.

Again, with the current state of the technology, this must be established

primarily by test. The actu_l variables which must be tested are ba_ed

on the level and type of NDI which the program is utilizing and which

may escape detection. Base_ n the results of those tests the con-

tractor has a number of opti_ _s fSee Figure 2) by which he may certify

a structure. If the strength degradation trajectories show that

adequate residual strength exists after the required usage interval,

the method used to establish the initial variation level is adequate

for the full service usage interval. If, however, the inspection used

to establish the initial level allows variables to exist in the

structure which will provide inadequate residual strength for the full



lifetime, the certification concept will require either in-service
NDI or an in-service proof test in order to adequately maintain
structural integrity.

FORCE _NAGEMENT. The objective of this program is to maintain the

overall force structural integrity by determining the actual aircraft

usage and by taking appropriate maintenance actions at the required

times. There are two portions to this overall program. The first is

the establishment of overall force maintenance estimates based on actual

service usage. The information is used for force maintenance planning

purposes in terms of scheduling and budgetary requirements. This

portion of the program requires that the contractor develop a plan

which will provide for the tracking of parameters that are determined

to significantly affect strdctural life. This information is then to

be utilized in developing a "baseline operational spectra" which in

turn is used to develop revised maintenance times and actions (revised

maintenance times from those specified at the conclusion of the develop-

ment program which were based on the design usage spectra.) The

updated force structural maintenance plan specifies the when, where,

and how for actual force inspection and modification requirements.

As in previous portions of the overall program our capability to

analytically predict life and residual strength capability forces us

into a test mode to determine revised maintenance times.

The second part of the force management program is the individual

aircraft tracking program which results in indiviJual aircraft inspection

and maintenance times. It is this portion of the overall program that

actually maintains the structural integrity of each aircraft in the

force. It is analagous to the overall force maintenance plan with the

exception that each airplane usage is now tracked and appropriate

maintenance actions for each individual aircraft are developed. It

is in this area that we foresee a relatively large impact due to the

lack of a validated analysis capability. In the normal determination of

revised inspection and taaintenance times we now have each airplane in

the fleet flying to a different spectrum and we must determine individual

aircraft actions based on each different flight usage. Since running

tests for each aircraft usage is impractical, we will be required to

conduct tests based on the most severe and least severe usage, and then

interpolate between the two for every other aircraft in order to plan

for the required actions.

CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing has discussed those procedures and actions that

are determined to be necessary in qualifying, certifying, and managing

airframe structures made from composite materials. It is our belief

that the composite structures today can be adequately designed,

developed, and managed in order to allow them to be put in the Air

Force _nventorv today. However, a rather cumbersome test requirement



appears necessary on any development program at this point in time due
to the limited data base and life prediction analysis capability that
exists today.

At the present time, there are a numberof laboratory programs
addressing numerousareas of deficiencies and the data base in these
areas is expanding very rapidly. There is still, however, a great
need for research and development programs to address the manyquestions
which exist in the areas of: life limiting factors in composites;
manufacturing, and processing procedures to minimize variables; NDI
procedures for bonded structures; development and verification of life
and residual strength analysis methods; and the development of environ-
mental test procedures.

The goal in addressing and answering these questions is to improve
the data base, analytic capability, and our understanding to the point
that improved procedures to meet qualification, certification, and force
-_nagement requirements may be developed in the very near future.

The answers to these questions will not come easily, or by them-

selves, but will only become available through a dedicated, coordinated

effort on the part of industry and the government.
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CERTIFICATION R_QUIR_ENTS FOR CIVIL CC_POSITE

COMMERCIAL AIRFRAME STRUCTURE,_

By James E. Dougherty, Jr.

Federal Aviation Administration

SUMMARY

This paper di3cusses the regulatory implications associated with the use

of fibrous composite materials in civil aircraft primary structures. It

briefly reviews the applicable requirements. It highlights some of the major

problems confronting the FAA when such materials are used extensively through-

out primary structures. The paper summarizes the current thinking of the FAA

in regard to how best such arrangements could be accepted for use in civil
aircraft. It recognizes that further inputs from the aviation industry are

needed to assure uniform development and application of such requirements.

INTRODL_CTION

As you know, the FAA has certificated advanced composite secondary

structure for use in commercial service in recent years. Although the service

history has been relatively short, the experience to date with these structures

has been good.

With the award of the advanced composite vertical fin contract by NASA

Langley Research Center and the anticipated application to a com[lete wing and
to a pressurized fuselage, the aviation community is on the threshold of a new

technology application - advanced composites in aircraft primary structure.

Advantages such as strength to weight ratios, cost and fuel savings warrant

careful assessment by all in order to make certain that this new technology

can assure a structural integri_ equal to or better than the level provided

by current structures fabricated from state-of-the art and non-metallic
materials.

There is a need to utilize aircraft to acc_nulate large numbers of hours

of normal service to produce a broad base of data and experience to increase

producer's and user's confidence in advanced composite structures. In this

process it is essential to assure that any new materials, such as advanced

composites, will not introduce features hazardous to the operational safety of
the aircraft involved - whether commercial or military.

Herein are discussed current FAA thoughts on the certification basis of

advanced composite primary structure in commercial aircraft. They are predi-
cated on use of the current effective issue of FAR 25* to the maximum extent

* Federal Aviation Regu " tions, Part 25, "Airworthiness Standards -

Transport Category Airplanes."
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practicable. TCnen deemed necessary these standards are adapted to cope with

__ique problems of design, fabrication and operation.

"_ere necessary, special conditions may be required. Several are proposed

in the Appendix of this paper. The guidelines discussed herein, in conjunc-

tion with FAR 25, are therefore proposed as the certification basis for

advanced composite primary structure employed in transport aircraft. The

special emphasis on "proposed" and "tentative" is deliberate on our part as it

is necessary to explore further with the industry on the exact terminolo_ to
set forth.

As part of the overall aircraft safety record, there has been a constmnt

increase in the reliability of safety of aircraft structures. Composite

primary structure would, therefore, be expected to meet a level of safe_y at

least equivalent to its metallic counterparts at the time of certification.

MAT_ AND FABRICATION DEVOUT

The objective in developing materials, processes and joining methods for

primary advanced composite structure is to concentrate on those formulations

which will result in an efficient structure that provides adequate strength,

reliability, and service life. The selection of materials and processes,

including joining for tension-loaded primary structure, is dominantly control-

led by weight, cost, and service life considerations. A primary factor in the

final selection should be the results of the design concept/material/weight/

cost tradeoff studies performed as an initial part of the fracture and fatigue

control program. Problem areas peculiar to advanced composites should be

addressed early in the design development phase of the program, resolved by

analytical methods, and verified by coupon and su0co_ponent testing.

Before testing and analyses are done the material composition and material

processing are to be defined to the degree needed to provide a basis for

producing a reproducible and reliable structure. Process specifications are

especially critical for composite materials.

Absorption and saturation levels of water vapor in the composite matrix

and/or adhesives must be determined. Absorption and saturation studies should

conservatively reflect service lifetime and usage conditions. The effect of

water absorption to the anticipated saturation level, upon design allowable

stiffness, strength, and fatigue/residual strength changes and the engineering

properties at elevated temperatures need particular attention. _phasis

should be also directed to the potential impact of moisture and temperature on

mechanical and/or adhesive joint allowables, both in static and cyclic loading

modes.

Subcomponent tests conducted should employ the primary load transfer region

(mechanical and/or adhesive). The specimens should be tested statically in a

humid environment and to an environmental/fatigue history. The performance of

the subcomponent static and fatisue tests should provide initial information

on the expected failure locations and/or modes. An analytical methodolo_ _

supported by extensive testinz is needed to assess the occurrence and/or growth



of bonding defects, cracks and other damage in composite structure in the
environmental and cyclic stress environments to which that portion of the

component is expected to be subjected in service. Once the damage growth
rates and acceptance limits are determined, the inspection, repair, or

replacement time can be estimated. It will be essential to develop reli-
able non-destructive testing met_ ods. Experimental studies are needed on

the impact of quasi-real time/environmental fatigue history versus the

traditional accelerated fatigue history. Studies should emphasize coupon

size test specimens of typical joining modes, mechanical and/or adhesive.
This evaluation should include examination of residual static strength

changes and, where possible, fatigue life. Tests should be repe_ted to
establish characteristics on a statistically sound basis.

The maximum allowable defects (voids, etc. ) permitted by process

specifications should be established by test and analysis in order to show

adequacy for the fatigue/fail-safe/residual strength requirements. Produc-

tion components should receive I00_ inspection to assure that process speci-
fieatiam limits are adhered to.

E_K)F OF STEJCTURE-G_ERAL

Analysis and specimem, subcomponent, and full-scale tests are th_ normal

metlods for proof of structure. All of these methods are typically used in

a major program but in the case of advanced comoosites, all may be required

to provide adequate substantiation. Analysis provides a practical method to
evaluate the many loading conditions and failure conditions not tested and to

determine the conditions to be tested. Analysis also provides assurance

(where test verification is not practical) that all parts will have adequate

strength. Specimen testing provides the opportunity to evaluate many vari-

ables including the variation between specimens.

However, due to the complexities and uncertainties involved, full scale

and subcomponent static and fatigue tests of the primary sturcture are

needed. Subcomponent testing provides a practical met.od of evaluating
environmental effects, the variation of strength between specimens, the loca-

tion of the more obvious failure modes, and the growth of partial failures.
The full-scale testing assures that all critical structure is tested and that

test loading and environment is realistic. There is some indication that
variation of strength between individual structure may be greater in composites

than conventional structure. Strength scatter should be established by

component testing. Ultimate static tests and the scatter factors used in

conjunction with fatigue testing should take into account strength scatter
effects.

PROOF OF STRUCTURE-STATIC

Ultimate load static test - original and residual strength determination

Experience _ith regard to several complete aircraft test programs indicates

that major components on some aircraft have experienced major test failures
under loads less than design ultimate. For advanced composite pr_ary structure,



the methods of (I) establishing material allowables, (2) analysis of

differen+ types of construction, and (3) assessing effects of environment,

will be somewhat comparable to past practice. However, reliance on t':ese

procedures to substantiate structures, either bY analysis only or by

analysis and limit load tests, is questionable since new materials, new

fabrication means, new configulrations, and new environmental effects _ii

m_<e dependence on current methods less reliable. Therefore, a comprehen

sire static test program to ultimate strength is considered essential.

Tests of laboratory specimens and service a_ticles _ave indicated that

water (or water mixed with fuel) absorption in the matrix reduces static

strength and that repeated loads usually reduce but may under some conditions

increase static strength. Consequently, it is believed that ultimate full-

scale static tests should be performed after fatigue testing in a humid environ-

ment unless the effects of water absorption can be predicted reliably with

subccmponent tests. This suggests sufficient subcomponent static tests

should be performed on both static and fatigued articles in hmmid/dry

envirer_neuts to determine h_idity effects, the variation of strength between

specimens, ar_ to assure that static testing after fatigae test is conservative.

Proof load test requirements -

Current nondestructive inspection te_.hniques are inadequate for detecting

weak bonded joints. Also in initial production, there is a significant chance

of a void or other defect existing and a possibility of not detecting it in

production inspection. Therefore, proof testing is considered necessa_j where

bonding is used in primary structure or where ample static margins are not

provided for ultimate loads with the maximum defect permitted by inspection.

In such cases each full-scale production article should be proof tested to

limit load under the critical design condition during initial p__oduction run

or whenever drastic changes are made in production methods. The proof load

should be adjusted to cover the expected environmental degradation over a

service lifetime and any increase in material or component strength scatter

over that of conventional strmctures. The proof test will ensure that the

structure _ill not enter service without sufficient strength to withstand

the maximum load expected in service.

PROOF OF STRUCTURE - FATIGUE

The present fatigue requirements, FAR 25.571, provide for either a fail

safe or safe life approach in establishing the fatigue strength of the

flight structure. Current jet transport fleets have been designed using

the fail safe approach for the flight structure. This design concept, in

conjunction with inspection procedures, has proven effective. The safe life

approach primarily considers only the classical fatigue failure concept. It

does not directly account for damage or structural deterioration due to other

causes or circumstances. Furthermore, it is extremely difficult to assure

that fatigue cracking of the structure will not occur in service or to predict

where it will occur. It is therefore contemplated that the fail-safe concept

would continue to be used in advanced composite design.
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The desired objective is to assure that theprimary structure is

capable of supporting the expected environmental/repeated loads and desio_n
limit loads in a humid em_ronment after an obvious partial failure. It is
believed thab the environmental effect on the composite matrix and/or

adhesive is of sufficient magnitude to justify including it in the repeated

loads test.

The present fatigue requirements, FAR 25.571, do not specifically pro
vide that the structure must support environmental/repeated loads after

obvious partial failure. The structure is, in fact, exposed to environmental/

r_pcated loads after each partial failure until failure is detected. There-
fore, it is believed that the structure should be capable of supportLng such

repeated loads until the partial failure can be detected in lieu of assuming
that residual static strength requirements will provide the needed strength.

Also, it is believed the structure should remain capable of supporting limit
loads in a humid environment after partial failure since they are the maxi-

mum loads expected in service and may be imposed, especially if the inspection

period is long, or if the partial failure occurs in severe turbulence. Further,
this larger fail-safe Ioad maybeneededwith advance composites because it is

more difficult to predict the extent of fail-safe damage and the strength of

the partially failed structure. _g_ile the proposed guidelines do not include
a dynamic magnification factor on fail-safe loads, they would require that

the design limit be supported under realistic partial failure conditions.
Thus the fail-safe evaluation would involve a determination of probable fail-

ure areas by fatigue tests on subcomponent and full-scale articles. The

residual fatigue and static strength would then be demonstrated with obvious

partial failures in the probable failure areas and in other critical areas.
The residual fatigue strength would have to be sufficient to provide assurance

that the partial failure would be discovered with the inspection program. An

obvious partial failure would usually consist of complete failure of one

element but may involve partial failure of _u element, or complete failure

of several elements depending on the nature and location of the failure and

the type of inspection contemplated but, in any case, it should be obvious

during the planned inspection.

It is expected that new failure modes associated with advanced composites

will require special inspection m_thod. The planned inspection method should,

therefore, assure detection with a _high degree of confidence.

A full-scale fatigue test is needed and must be performed to unearth all

failures that would occur in a fleet with the predicted variability of fatigue

strength and loading spectrum under the expected environment such as described
in AF_-TR-75-17& ,,Joint Aircraft Loading Structure Response Statistics of
Time to Service Crack Initiation." In this regard, the period of the full-

scale fatigue test should be at least two lifetimes predicated on civil opera

tional spectra. Higher factors but not to exceed four lifetimes may prove

necessary as the test program e'-olves. The fatigue test should include

application of a conservative loading spectrum in a humid environment, simu-

lating actual flight vehicle usage in a realistic flight-by-flight sequence
of loading. For each failure location it must be shown by full-scale or sub-

component testing that the structure with an obvious partial failure will

support the expected repeated loads and design limit load until detected by

the planned inspection program.
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Residual strength deteI_nination should be made on the full-scale

fati_e test article, under a humid enviror_nent. The residual strength

so dete_vnined should be equal to or greater than the critical ultimate

static load adjusted for material scatter, component static strength

scatter, and any environmental degradation determined in the material

and subcomponent tests wi_2ch is not included in the full-_cale fatigue

tests. The regulations state that the structure shall be able to sustain

ultimate static load throughout a service lifetime. This residual

strength, then, is the strength level that the article must be able to

sustain with deterioration present without endmngering safety of flight

or degrading performance of the article for a specified _inimum period

of unrepaired service usage. This includes loss of strength, loss of

stiffness, excessive permanent deformation, or loss of control.

A minimmm of ten coupon specimens should be trimmed off the full-

scale fatigue test article in the predicted failure locstion during fabri-

cation. These specimens should be statically tested to determine where in

the static structural distribution (determined from prior coupon and sub-

ccmpon_t tests) the fatigue test article is situated. The material scatter

can then be determined as being the difference between _he fatigue test

article static strength and the material ,,_, allowable providing the

specimen is part of a redundant structure in which the failure of the

element would result in the load being safely distributed to other load-

carrying members.

SPECIAL REQUTR_C_TS

As part of the function of the structure, crashworthiness aspects

should be considered. Assessment of composite capability to contribute

to safety under crash conditions is needed, including consideration of

energy absorption and fire characteristics.

Boron and graphite filament organic matrix composites are susceptible

to lightning damage and do not dissiPafe P-static electrical charges nor
provide electroma_netic shielding, rest evidence sPould demonstrate that

advanced composite-faced honeycomb or laminated structures have been pro-

vided with lightning strdZ_e protection for levels of intensity expected in

service. Galvanic and other interactions between the basic structural

material and materials added to cope with electrical charges should be part

of the long-range reliability assessments.

_e environmental spectrum for tDis installation must consider random

occurrences such as hail and foreign object impacts as well as the long-term

effects of factors such as aging, humidity, erosion, ultraviolet radiation,

thermal and chemical deteriorations. This should t_e into account the

effects of glycol, hydraulic fluid, fuel, and other generally use_ agents.

To insure successful application of advanced composite structure, it is

essential tlat a quality assurance program be establisked to provide a con-

sistently sound structure. Quality control inspection reot_rements are

numerous. Incoming raw materials must be inspected for conformance to material



specifications; in-process quality control must be established for conformance
to processing specifications in the fab1<cation of the composite material; and,
as a final check, somecombination of destructive/nondestructive and proof
testing of the finished material must be scheduled. Further tests are then
required to inspect structures fabricated from composite materials. Suffi-
cient testing of raw material must be performed to establish material uni-
formity from batch-to-batch and within specific individual batches.

CONCLUDINGR_.IARKS

Advancedcomposite material development has progressed considerably;
however, there are several problem areas which must be addressed and
resolved. Related aspects to consider in finalizing this basis include the
following:

I. Structural reliability is equal to or better than conventional

designs in use today.

o Extensive evaluations of the material properties is needed to

statistically establish minimum design allowables covering a

wide range of properties.

3- For large structural components, special emphasis must be directod

to:

al

b.

C.

d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

i.

j.

k.

4.

5,

Humidity effects

Fuel wetting

Adverse chemical composition effects

Lightning protection

Elevated temperature effects

Hail and ablation

Reproducibility of fabrication processes and quality, controls

Static tests to ultimate

Fatigue evaluations under fail-safe and life concepts

Inspectability of structure

Detail design of load transfer areas and fittings.

Extensive service experience is needed. The means whereby this is
attained must be identified.

Development of reliable non-destructive testing met_ods is essential.
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It is realized meetings of this type go a long way towards clarifying

some of these issues, but well before major components such as the tail,

wing, or pressurized fuselage are put into commercial service a fuller under-

standing of this new technology is needed. It is contemplated therefore, that

the exact certification basis will be an evolutionary program over the next

decade, with need for periodic meetings between the FAA and key aviation

specialists to further define the certification basis.
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APPENDIX A

Tentative Speci_] Conditions

I. Add New FAR 25.307(e)

For advanced composite primary structure, a program of ultimate

tests perfo_ed in a humid atmosphere, which validates ti_e original and

residual strength for the major design loading conditions, is required.
Supplemental tests are required to the extent and level necessary to
validate the methods of analysis used for conditions and areas no_ tested.

Where a program of subcomponent static tests in a humid atmosphere on
new and envirom_entally fatigued stracture demonstrates that it is more

critical to perform the ultimal,e static test on the fatigued article,

the full scale ultimate load static test on the new structure may be
waived.

2. Add New FAR 25.307(f)

For advanced composite primary structure, a production proof

inspection plan shall be established. The magnitude of the proof load

employed shall be that of the critic_rl design limit load condition adjusted

to reflect material and component scatter, and the expected enviror_nental

repeated load degradation over a service lifetime.

3. For transport aircraft utilizing advanced composites in primary
structure, the following applies in lieu of FAR 25.571 and FAR 25.573:

a. Fatigue and Fail-safe Characteristics:

The strength and design of the primary structure must be

adequate to insure that the catastrophic failure in the service environment

under the expected repeated loads is extremely improbable. Primary structure

consists of that portion of the structure, failure of w_ich could be cata-

strophic.

b. Fatigue Evaluation Procedure:

It must be si_own by analysis, emriron_ental repeated load tests,

and static load tests (performed in a humid environment) that the primary

structure, in conjunction with the inspection program, meets the provisions

of paragraph a . The probable failure locations must be determined by

fatigue tests in subcomponent articles. The loading and environmental

spectra used in these t_ts must be representative of critical types of

operations, q_qe effects of maneuvers, ground-air-ground cycles, gusts,

landing and taxiing pressure and temperature cycles, moisture absorption,
weathering, aginh, fluid exposure (skydrol, anti-icing), sump water and other

pertinent environmental effects must be included in spectra, if significant.

The expected static strengt dispersion of the composited structural com-

ponents shall be determined from these tests. All primary structure must be
evaluated to show compliance w-th paragraph a in accordance with (I) and (2).
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(I) It must be shown that adequate residual strength is provided

to assure that any obvious partial failure _rill be detected before a hazardous

condition develops. Thi" involves sho_&ng that the structure remains capable

of supporting the expected repeated loading, temperature and environmental

spectrum, and critical design limit loads in a i_mid environment '_it'nous

catastrophic results during the period after any obvious fatigue failure or

partial failure has prog£essed to obvious proportions and prior to detection

by inspection.

(2) The durability of the structure shall be verified by a full-

scale fatigue test, in a humid environment, the period of which shall be at
least two lifetimes and for as much as four lifetimes unless shown to be

inappropriate by the results of the overall test program. Fuel or a fluid of

similar chemical constituency shall be included in the test if applicable.

The structure shall be able to withstand the repeated loads of variable

magnitude of a typical loading spectrum expected in service. In the substan-

tiation of t_e pressure cabin by fatigue te_ts, the cabin, or representative

parts of it, must be cycle - pressure tested, using the normal operating

pressure plus the effects of external aerod_r_ic press .....combined with the

flight loads. The effects of flight loads may be represented by an increased

cabin pressure or may be omitted if they are skow_ to have no significant

effect upon fati_ae. Upon completion of the fatigue test, a residual strength

determination shall be made by conducting a static test employing the critical

static design condition, on the full scale fatigue test article, repaired for

obvious defects. The residual strength test shall be performed in a humid

environment t¢ failure or to achievement of the residual strength goal. The

residual str_ngtn goal is defined as the ultimate static design load adjusted

upward for material scatter, component static strength scatter, and _ny

environmental degradation determined in the material and subcomponent tests

w_ch is not included in the full scale fatigue test.

(3) It must be shown by tests, by analysis, and supporting tests,

or by the service history of airplanes of simi]ar structural design and sonic

excitation enviror_ent, that:

(i) Sonic fatigue cracks are not probable in any part of

the flight structure subject to sonic excitation; or

(ii) Catastrophic failure caused by sonic fatigue cracks is

not probable, assuming that the loads prescribed in paragraph (1) of this

section are applied to all areas affected by those cracks.

(A) The following apply as ultimate loading conditions:

(i) For a pressurized cabin, the normal operating pressures

combined with the expected external aerodynamic pressures must be applied

simultaneously with the flight loading conditions specified in paragraph (I)

of this section; and

(ii) The combined pressures set forth in subparagraph i of

this paragraph multiplied by a factor _f 1.33 must be applied to the pressur

ized cabin withou_ any other load.
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L_. For transport aircraft utilizing advanced composites in primary

structure, the following addition is made to FAR 25.581:

a For advanced composites primary structure compliance wit

• _ ......be shown by analysis and tests thatparagraph _ cf <hi:: see+ion .....

(i) An acceptable means of divertin[ the resulting electrical

current has been incorporated, so as not to endanger the airplane.

5. For transport aircraft utilizing advanced compcsites in design of

control surfaces, the following addition is made to FAR 25.651:

a Ultimate load tests of the advanced composite control surfaces

are reauired. These tests must include the horn or the fitting to which the

control system is attached.

HIGHLIGHTS OF APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

I. FAR 21.16 Special Conditions

2. FAR 25.301 Loads including Flight Loads Survey

3- FAR 25.307 Proof of Structure

_. FAR 25.571 Fatigue

5. FAR 25.581 Lightning Protection

6. FAR 25.605 Materials

7. FAR 25./_D5 Fabrication Methods

8. FAR 25.6!5 _aterial Strength Properties mud Design Values

9. FAR 25.615 Design Properties

I0. FAR 25.629 Flutter

II. General Design Criteria of FAR 25 Subpart D on Protection of Structure

25.609, Accessability provisions (25.611), Special factors 25.619 (fitting),

Bird Str_ke Damage, 25.631.

12. Fuel tank provisions.
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FAIL-SAFE DESIGN AND RELIABILITY IN

COMPOSITE COMMERCIAL AIRCR AFT STRUCTURE

|)_,

l)ale S. Warren

Douglas Aircraft Compan}

.McDonnell Douglas Corporation

ABSTRACT

A brief review of principal fail-safe and reliability considerations for incorporation of fibrous

composites in commercial aircraft structure is presented. The considerations include basic philosophy

and current practices in fail-safe design of metal airframes, and relevant trends in the behavior of

fibrous composites. Emphasis is on maintaining the present high level of .sat\_ty of primary structure
of commercial aircraft.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced composite materials offer a major sm_clural weight reduction, and the economic and

sociological significance of this saHag is compounded by the energy shortage. A potential saving of 25

percent of structural weight in commercial jet transports may be expected. [he resulting impact on

direct operating cost (D()(') is N to 12 percent (for fuel at 65 c+.'nt_, per gallon ). and perhaps even more

important is a potential _lving ofa billion gallons of jet fuel it] the U.S. anne:lily.

At this time. it appears that onl,, the l\fllowing three significant prol3lem_ ,,land in the wa\ of realizing

the benef, ts of extensive use of 'advanced comp,.)_,ite,, in con]inertial aircraft Mruclure:

I . The tcchnolog+_ is just emerging to the level that co_,t-con+pctitivc z_pplication_, of ,tdvanccd

COml+osite> are fca>,ible, l!owever, a_ utilize+lion incrca,_c,,, the tJnit co_,t_ will decreaye and

projections, indicale that tiff>, l+_roblem will di>,appear.

Many material problems unique to a.lv,|nced composites ha,,e been solved, i+tl least in principle.

The li.st incluoe_, void control, n]achinil3g, special test equipn]ent, special analysis methods.

alleviation of local stress concentrations, lightning strike, and ._ll:pressurizing tooling. Presently

the "'last'" basic materials problem is degradation due to moisture ab.,_)rption. The industry is

strongly focused on the moisture problem, and a practical understanding should be available
soon.

. The "'last'" general problem is evolution of a means to assure an acceptable level of reliability.

The requirement is a level of reliability as good as current airframes, as viewed by all concerned,

primarily the manufacturers, operators, financing agencies, and p:|ssengers. The following

paragraph.,, SLIIIIII];+II'i/C the Ctllrell[ approach and rc,,,'t ,_nd describe some of the ,_tep_, required

to match the r:cord ol today's commercial jet transpt,,, fleet.

 AGE BLANK NOT FILIal
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RELIABILITY OF COMMERCIAL JET FLEET

Structural failure,, are a minor factor in tile acckh_'nt record pro, ented iJ_ Fi_urt.' I...\s recorded tn the.'

_,_orld Airline Accident StHllmary found in the rep_rt of the ('i_il Aviati_m Authority _('\:\ _l" th,'

United Kill_donl). OllJ\ lJlru'e acu'itlu'l/Is title to ntrtlcttlr:ll CaLI',C', occurred dtll'ill_ 20 \c._lrs t)J jet

p,issen_er service. Two of the_,e three are tile' v, cll-know=_l ('t_me[ acckleiHn o,,cr the .Xlcditcrrancan Sea

and were the result of a previously tlnencotlntcrcd phenomc_on cssentiall 3 ugiquc to the high cruising

altitude of jet aircraft. Fhc third in listed b,, CAA as al_ "'accidelll which ro, ulted in ,,ub,,tanlial

damage": however, tile accident actuall._ is lestimony of success ill lail-sal'e th'nigN. :-\I1 undetected

fatigue crack grew to critical Icnglh. fast fracture and crack arrest occt,rred. ,ltltI the 'aircraf! ]atldcd

safely without serious injury to passengers or crew.

FATIGUE

CAUSE

GUST OVERLOAD

FIRE

TOTAL

NO. OF

FAILURES

3

5

5

13

FIGURE 1. AIRFRAME FAILURES (1954-1973) COMMERCIAL JETS - PASSENGER SERVICE (CAA)

Many lJctor.,, are important to the excellent record of saletv of the commercial jet flee! as indicaled

in Figure 2. Design. manufacturing, and inservice phases are equally important m th;_t failure in a_L_

phase can defeat the best efforts of other phases. The single most significant lhctor is prohabl_, a s,:t

of design criteria compatible with the factors of all Ihree phases.

CURRENT DESIGN CRITERIA AND PROCEDU RES

The design criteria used in commercial transport development are frequently misunderstood. The

misunderstanding probably stems from the legal option to prove certificability by either fail-_fe or

safe-life analyses. As shown in Figure 3, the actual design criteria used today are three times

redundant. For example, at significant ,'xpense as expressed by the increase in man-hours expended

for tests listed in Figure 4. the DC-10 development program included the following measures:

l. Workin_ stress levels and desi,,n._ details were established b\:. developmenl tests to provide a

crack-free life of 20 ye;_rs (and an economic life of 40 years). These l'e,llures were verified by a
T 1"full-scale faligue test under flight-by-flight spectrum loading.



DESIGN *

• EXTENSIVE TEST DATA -- MATERIALS, JOINTS, ASSEMBLIES

• SOPHISTICATED, PROVEN METHODS

• "FORGIVING" MATERIAL (ALUMINUM)

• LARGE TRAINED WORK FORCE

M_NUFACTURING *

• EXTENSIVE MATERIAL/COMPONENT SUPPLY SYSTEM

• LARGE TRAINED WORK FORCE

• ELABORATE AUTOMATIC EQUIPMENT

• EFFECTIVE QUALITY CONTROL

IN-SERVICE •

• STANDARD INSPECTION/REPAIR PROCEDURES

• LARGE TRAINED WORK FORCE

• COMPATIBLE DESIGN CRITERIA

FIGURE 2. FUNDAMENTAL STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY FACTORS

1. CRACK-FREE FOR ONE LIFETIME

2. DETECTABLE CRACKS

3. SLOW CRACK GROWTH

4. FAIL-SAFE

FIGURE 3. CURRENT COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT CRITERIA (REDUNDANT STRUCTURE AND
REDUNDANT CRITERIA)



MATERIAL PROPERTIES

DC-8 DC-9 DC-10

20 34

DEVELOPMENT TESTS 670 74 429

COMPONENT TESTS 250 118 196

2.

.

.

FULL-SCALE TESTS 460 262 1866

FIGURE 4. DOUGLAS COMMERCIAL JET STRUCTURAL TEST PROGRAMS (APPROXIMATE COST
IN THOUSANDS OF MAN-HOURS)

Extensive development testing was conducted to establish tapers, scallops, and fastener patterns

in multitayer built-up joints so that the critical ,sections are in outside elements of the joints,

thereby providing excellent inspectability, in addition, the cracks that developed during the

full-scale fatigue test were monitored and cataloged to provide gt|idance for inservice inspections.

Based on tests of coupons, panels, and _)phisticated components, materials and stress levels were

selected to ensure crack growth rates that arc slow relative to standard interval._ for inspection of

commercial passenger aircraft. Predicted rates were verified by monitoring crack growth during

the full-scale fatigue test.

Materials. stress levels, reinforcement schemes and fastener methods were _elected on the basis

of extensive developmetlt te,_ting to assure fail-safe strength. The fail-safe performance of the

l'mal dc_dgn was verified b3 rcali.,,tic testing t)l" sophisticated _,ubcomp_ment_, representing the
final design.

UNIQUE FEATURES OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Most inatcrial change,, which have occurred within the recent histor3 of axiation have been

evolutionar.v as the aircraft industry progressed from one aluminum alloy to another. These material

changes were readil3 accommodated within the existing criteria and procedures, and, in general,

changes in criteria did not result from material cha,ges. Advanced composite materials present a

radical departure from the nmterial systems of the past, and it is important to consider the new

characteristics of the systems in order that they may be properly accommodated. The principal

characteristics requiring technology advances are lack of service experience and brittle stress-strain
chara cterist its.

The lack of service experience results in a general lack of specific knowledge concerning the

susceptibility to damage fronl the service environment and repair procedures for damaged
components.

Figure 5 is a compari.,,on of stress-strain dah: for two representative composite patterns witll 7075-Tfl

aluminunl. The curves show the complete lack of ductilit\' in high-strength graphite epox3. This

91e
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120

80

HIGH-STRENGTH

GRAPHITE/EPOXY

(0/+ 45/0)

7075-T6

STRESS

(KSI)

4O

HIGH-STRENGTH

GRAPHITE/EPOXY

(0f + 4s/gO)

0 I I
0 0.04 0.08

STRAIN (IN./IN.)
0.12

FIGURE 5. TYPICAL STRESS-STRAIN DATA FOR ALUMINUM AND COMPOSITES

characteristic implies the need for a I'Jr greater amount of detail i_1analyses required for design u.sing

composites. (t_rrent design of multifastener joints in aluminum takes advantage of nearly complete

plasticity at ultimate Io:ld. In contrast, effects of plasticity are essentially nonexistent in multilkt._tencr
joints using composites. Figure (_ shows _ test theory correlation of the load distribution at l';+ilt_re in

the bolts of :l multifastener joint. Bolt loads were determined experimentally from strain ,gage datzL

and the load in the end bolt agrees within 7 percent of the value predicted b> a linear elastic analv,,is.

As part of the process of developing a composite design, bolt patterns, bolt size. and laminate tapering

must all be very carefully estabhshed by detail design analysis for every major joint.

Figure 7 is an indication of the extreme range of options available in the selection of a laminate

pattern for one advanced composite system tThornel 300/5208). In a particular design, the structur:,!

engineer will have the choice of patterns for a particular material system and. in addition, may select

blends of numerous available material systems. A high level of technical skill is required of the

designer on these projects.

MODIFICATIONS TO CRITERIA AND PROCEDURES

The unklue characteristics of composite materials lead to the concltzsion Ill:z! l_)orc extel_Sive

modifications in criteria are necessary than was the case for materi;d changes of the recent past. The

lack of service experience causes major difficulties in establishing criteria ,liar will result in composite

5]-7



BOLT LOAD

(KIPS)

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

I
t STEEL BOLTS /-COMPOSITE

" 1 2 3 4 56 78 9/LAMINATE

i --, Iiiii:ii' i 

-_ TEST

-_ -- -- --- ANALYSIS

0 ' I I,,, , i I I I I ......
1 3 5 7 9

BOLT NUMBER

FIGURE6. TEST-THEORYCORRELATION- BOLTED-JOINTLOAD DISTRIBUTIONAT FAILURE

24O

2OO

166

120

8O

0 o

40

8O

AVERAGE

STRENGTH

(KSI)

50

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

PERCENT _+45 DEG PLIES

FIGURE7. 5208/T300LAMINATESTRENGTH/STIFFNESSCARPETPLOTS
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structure with the reliability of cxb, tmg structLlrcs. In tile inlclim, the cxi,4ing criteria mu_,t bc u_,ed

with conserwttism, backed by extensive testing and thorough ilmcrvicc ilmpcctiolL

In addition to potential change3 in criteria, ba,4c dil]'crencc,, c,_n be expected in the b_l_,ic

design;verification procedures de,,igm|ted in Figure _3. Fir_l. the material allowable,, _,ctivity is

significantl) different for metal _tructurc_,. A greater nulnbcr of basic material propertie_ al<' r_xluircd

and they must be generated trom specimen tests. The specimen configur;_ti¢ms are generally different

and the data must be generated by each company since processing dittcrenccs have t'undamcntal

impact on properties.

CONVENTIONAL
CONSTRUCTION

!
PRE LtMINAR¥ DESIGN J

INTERNAL LOADS }4F

,L
FINAL DESIGN

I

STRESS _F-- -- ---_1..
ANALYSIS

I
I

,It

I CERTIFICATION

DEVELOPMENT TESTING

<
VERIFICATION 1
TESTING

COMPOSITE
CONSTRUCTION

I _ PRELIMINARY !PRELIMINARY I_ ALLOWABLES lDESIGN

INTERNAL LOADS L

r i

J FINAL MATFRIAL I
ALLOWABLES

STRESS
ANALYSTS TESTING

IP'

I CERTIFICATION l

FIGURE 8. DESIGN/VERIFICATION PROCEDURES

The structural analysis activities are changed considerably. The nonductilc and noni.'kotroFic nature of

the materials results not only in requirements for new and modified methods but also for higher

quality analysis with more accurate results. In nmjor fittings and splice areas shown in Figure O.

considerably more refined analyses are nccess, lr3 in order to detcrnline detailed stresses and holt load

distributions. Overall. it is :inlicipaled that the structural analysis :ictivities will increase from 35 It)75

percent. Figure I0.
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
" - LOADED DEGREESOF FREEDOM

/ _ -- CONSTRAINED DEGREESOF
FREEDOM

COVER

BOLT

./CENTRAL

PLANE

KICK RIBS (2)

AI SPLICE PLATE,

FIGURE 9. ALUMINUM TO COMPOSITE MULTI-FASTENER JOINT

EXTERNAL LOADS

METAL
COMPONENT

COMPOSITE
COMPONENT

0.05 0.05

INTERNAL LOADS 0.2 0.25 -- 0.30

FEA OF DETAILS 0.05 0.2 -- 0.3

STRESS ANALYSIS 0.5 0.6 -- 0.8

FLUTTER AND VIBRATION ANALYSIS 0.2 0.25 -- 0.3

1.00 1.35- 1.75

FIGURE 10. ANALYSIS ACTIVITY COMPARISON FOR A MAJOR COMPONENT
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MATERIAL PROPERTIES

CONVENTIONAL
AIRCRAFT

COMPOSITE
AIRCRAFT

0.01 0.10 -- 0.15

DEVELOPMENT TESTS 0.17 0.50 -- 0.75

COMPONENT TESTS 0.08 0.25 -- 0.40

FULL-SCALE TESTS 0.74 1.00- 1.50

1.00 1.85- 2.80

FIGURE 11. COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT STRUCTURAL TEST PROGRAM

MATERIAL PROPERTIES

t 330 LAMINATE

• 200 LAMINATE

DEVELOPMENT TESTS

• 20 FATIGUE

i 10 FRACTURE

/ T___ _-__-" LIGHTNING TIP
_'; "C%.<.,:-.-
., --.-< .! . ,

-,.'# ..

, .,_.C,w__ SWEPT STROBE

. " "_"_<_ _" ," LIGHTNING TEST

" _VIBRATION

, ,",-- SPAR
• 20 REPAIR , ,.,

• 44 BEARING 'i'/"'//_"
COMPONENT TESTS '_.,,._'-. "_'_, / SKIN SHEAR

• SEE DRAWING _,__"\'"__ AR
¢! ; SP

FULL-SCALE TESTS ,"•".',S'"_ ._ / HINGE FITTING AND CRANK ARM

• STATIC /' ii;' ._, / TO DRIVE RIB ATTACHMENT
,J. /
.... i STATIC BOX

• VIBRATION L r ' _'

(COMPOSITE RUDDER WEIGHT" 57.2 LB)

FIGURE 12. DC-10 COMPOSITE RUDDER TESTS
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The testing activities indicated iu Figure 1 I arc increased over tho,,c required t'_r metal structures not

only because of the diffcrc!lcc_, ill {he matcriab, but also duct() the kick of,,c_ice cxl3cricncc. The

lack of service experience |cquircs better simulaliol_ of the scnqcc cnvironn,cnt for both static and

tatJguc tc>,ts to enable the st|ucturc_, to t,c qualil'icd for a 20-_car life. Early v'onit)OllCllt._ require more

extensive development t_stillg than will be needed after the basic t'ornls of con%tructioll arc

established and significant service experience is av,liklble. 1"he extensive dcvch+pmcnt tc_,t progranl

spuci!'ied in Figure 12 for lhc D('-IO graphite rudder prt+gram will bc con>idcrablv lc_,_ cxtcm, ivc on

t'uturc comp(mettts using similar cott.,,truction.

CONCLUSIONS

Current commercial airframes have a high degree of reliability, and advanced composite structure

must meet or beat this record to be acceptable for general use in primary structure. As an interim

approach, advanced composites may be used by conservative application of existing criteria supported

by extensive testing apd special inservice inspection procedures. Effective general use requires

significantly more service experience and criteria specialized for composites. With these advances and

a competitive cost status, advanced composites will be used extensively in commercial jet aircraft.
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FAIL-SAFE DESIGN AND RELIABILITY IN COMPOSITE

CO_iERCIAL AIRCRAFT STRUCTURF

By Robert E. Watson

Boeing Commercial Airplane Company

I_rRODUCTION

j_
Dale Warren of McDonnell Douglas and I were asked to present industry views

on fail-safe design and reliability using composites in primary structures
of conmercial aircraft.

I would like to present my views by first reviewing relevant commercial air-

craft criteria, the design philosophy we expect to follow, and then discuss

some.concerns and actions, such as the development testing, which must be

accomplished before we can realistically expect to coa_ait significant primary

commercial aircraft structure using advanced composites.

DESIGN CRITERIA AND APPROACH

In commercial aircraft design we have two fundamental structural criteria -

safety and durability. Obviously the first, safety, is of utmost importance.

Safety in aircraft structure has been acquired through the efforts of many

people thinking, developing, testing, and adjusting existing criteria where

required from service experience, to insure structural safety. Engineers

from both the military and civil sectors have contributed to the prefection
of this criteria.

In commercial aircraft design criteria we also have the option of designing
to either "fail safe" or "safe life" criteria. All present day U.S.
commercial aircraft are designed to the fail safe concept as defined in
Figure I.- To date I am not aware of any instance where this criterion has
failed us.

The second fundamental criteria which I believe all U.S. commercial manufac-

turers use is one I will call durability. Commercial aircraft are designed

for a useful life on the order of twenty years and therefore many thousands

of flight cycles. Just as in all good products bought today some form of

warranty and service life policy is demandcd of the _nanufacturers and we

provide these. Therefore, wc must design as bcst we can to insure a minimum

of _n-service surprises and thcrcby maintain the economic risk to an

acceptable level throughout the life objective. Significant testing is

associated with assuring meeting our objectives.

5_5
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For any new structural concept I see no reason to alter our basic philosophy
of design which has proven to be successful with the present forms of
construction. As noted in Figure 2, we have built up over many years a
design and analysis discipline in metal structures that has been verified by
long term service operations. As we change over to composite structures we
must follow these fundamental design philosophies but the work in ccmposites
to date has shown that full scale development programs are required to

establish the detail design-analysis disciplines and service verification is
essential for a production commitment in commercial aircraft.

An example of this design/analysis discipline concern that must be under-
stood is shown in Figure 3. To provide structural safety in these new
structures we must design for damage containment. We all recognize the

basic brittle nature of advanced composites so we must develop designs which
recognize this characteristic and still provide the over-all damage tolerance
and fail safety at least equivalent to what we have today in. metal structures.

Specifically, the FPA certification requirements we believe adequately provide
for potential damage to the structure whether they be accidental service
damage, inadvertent manufacturing defects, or service induced fatigue or
partial environmental damage of the structure as shown in Figure 4.

In metal structures we have used a combination of slow crack growth materials

and multiload path methods tc obtain the necessary safety. We can see some

new ways to go using these brittle fiber forms of construction, such as

material tailorability, and we must perfect and dew,nstrate this capability.

An example of this material tailorability to provide damage containment is

shown in Figure 5. By a combination of "soft" strips incorporated in the
structure we can alter the stress intensity thereby reducing the crack growth
rate and permitting larger crack lengths to exist and still maintain fail
safe strengths. This then would permit us to use the sane sort of inspection
controls used today in providing obvious partial failure inspection detection
to prevent exceeding fail safe limits.

Probably one of the most important known "unknowns" of a technical nature
in the use of advanced composites is this problem of durability. Let's look
at some of these concerns as shown in Figure 6.

In metals we can, for example, analyze for fatigue failure locations. In
advanced composites we have some new failure characteristics in the failure

mode problem. Further, we have seen some evidence of environmental degrada-
tion which may be greater, and is less understood as compared to metals.
And, of course, we must satisfy our concern about the combination of these.
These concerns are shown graphically in the lower portion of the figure. If

not resolved they could be "show stoppers" for the use of composites in
primary commercial aircraft structures.

Figure 7 outlines some specific considerations when we tackle this problem
of durability. In the past economic considerations have provided the
necessary design controls and this will continue for this new structure. And,



of course, we must continue to provide the service life policies and design
life goals of the past metal struc:ures.

As in all designs we must establish and follow some criteria. With advanced

composites we must exs_lne the existing criteria and alter it where required
based on the new s_ructural material behavior and characLeristics envisioned.

One of these i_ certainly an expansion or altering of the environmental
criteria, tfnat about water degradation? }tow much soaking should ,e use in
the laboratory to simulate a realistic long life service environment? are
some of the criteria considerations.

Other concerns directly associated with the analysis and design discipline

are the specifics of detail design of aircraft parts utilizing the full
advantages of the characteristics of composites, not just substit,ition for
metals. Although a number of structures have been designed and some are in

service, this discipline of detail design is in its infancy and we are not
yet ready for the commercial aircraft design without unacceptable private

company risks.

A lot of attention has been given to the fiber and its mechanical character-
istics, but the role of the matrix in this structure is vital and therefore

_ust be equally understood. We have used accelerated test methods in the
past for metal structures and they have become standard. No standards have
been established yet for accelerated environmental testing of composites.

Designs using composites show a high payoff potential from several stand-

points." Not only do they show the possibility of the largest weight payoff
in aircraft structures since we changed from spruce and fabric to aluminum

structures, but they show promise of other potential benefits as show_ in
Figure 8. Due to the anticipated high cost of these fabricated structures
we must make every effort to simplify the designs as shown in the figure.
Not only could these simplified design ideas reduce fabrication costs, m_ny
also reduce the severity of the durability problem where past expeeience
with _etal structures has shown a critical problem to be the intersection of

structural members. In composites we see the potential to have a significant
reduction in intersecting parts.

Through material tailoring we can also see the potential of reducing stress
concentrations around necessary cutouts and mechanical fastener installation

by shunting the load around the mechanical joint where required. As we
know the advanced composites today, they also have the potential of being
easier to environmentally protect against corrosion characteristics of the
metal structure_. However, as mentioned before, we must ensure against
unacceptable environmental degradation of the matrix in the composite
structure.

We have mentioned material tailorability in the use of composites. Figure 9

shows graphically what can be done by altering the E of the structure in the
vicinity of a cutout to reduce the effective KT and thereby control the

detail stresses within acceptable limits.
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Although it 5s impossible at this time to outline specifically all of the
number and t_pes of tests required to reach an acceptable risk production
commitment for commercial aircraft st1_ctures, Figure 10 scopes the problem

as we see it. The length of time to accomplish all of this is of course
dependcnt upon many factors, some of which are outside the control of the
technical cc:_nunity, such as funding. Experience has shown us that if we
fail to understand the structure by overlooking some of the activities shown
on the chart, we can get ourselves into serious trouble. The example of the
7079 aluminum alloy forging is but one example of where we have failed in
the past. _'e cannot afford to make this kind of mistake in the gross primary
structure of commercial aircraft.

SU_L_RY AND RECOMqENDATIONS

In summary, Figure 11, we believe that today's existing fundamental criteria

and design economics considerations are adequate to provide safety and
durability guidance. We believe we recognize the material properties of
concern and _ust pursue these to insure no "fatal flaws". As we develop
more and more structures our design capability will be validated. Concur-
rently we are accumulating service experience at an increasing rate. In
commercial applications the service experience on secondary structures has

been good to date and that encourages us to proceed with primary structural
design development.

It is _ecommended that we expand primary structural development as presently
proposed by both the Air Force and NASA focusing on the items shown in
Figure 12. We are certainly not completely in the dark on composite
structures. We have used them in the form of fiberglass parts for years
with generall)" good success. However, for primary structures using the
high strength and generally more brittle fibers, we have a lot of ground to
cover. _ith todays environment on product liability alone, the commercial

aircraft _anufacturer must understand the risks and be able to justify to
not only our own company officials but to the customers and the certifying
agency that we understand what we are doing and how the structure will
perform throughout its expected life. The Boeing Commercial Airplane Company
is prepared to step up to this challenge and has high confidence that the
proposed activities are the major steps leading to the commxtwent of advanced

composite structures in a future commercial transport.



SAFETY FAIL SAFETY

NO CATASTROPHIC
FAILURE AFTER FAILURE
OR OBVIOUS PARTIAL FAILURE
OF A STRUCTURAL ELEMENT

DURABILITY FATIGUE/ENVIRONMENTAL LIFE
SERVICE LIFE POLICY
FOR SPECIFIED
SERVICE LIFE

Figure i.- Design criteria.

STRENGTH-DURABILITY-FAIL SAFETY

METAL STRUCTURE
DESIGN/ANALYSIS DISCIPLINES
VERIFIED BY SUCCESSFUL LONG-
TERM SERVICE OPERATIONS

COMPOSITE STRUCTU R E

Figure

FOLLOW DESIGN PHILOSOPHIES
PROVEN SUCCESSFUL FOR METAL
STRUCTURES

CONDUCT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
AND OBTAIN SERVICE EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY TO PROVIDE COMPOSITE
DESIGN/ANALYSIS TECHNOLOGY

2.- Design philosophy.
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• MAJOR CONCERN--DAMAGE CONTAINMENT

• DESIGN APPRCACii MUST RECOGNIZE BRITTLE NATURE OF MATERIAL

RE'DUAL l
STRENGTH .

EPOXY

jALUMINUM

DAMAGE SIZE

Figure 3-- Safety.

• CRITERIA

- CURRENT CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS ADEQUATELY
PROVIDE FOR POTENTIAL DAMAGE

• POTENTIAL DAMAGE SOURCES

• - ACCIDENTAL SERVICE DAMAGE
- MANUFACTURING DEFECTS
- FATIGUE DAMAGE

• DESIGN APPROACH-FAIL-SAFE DESIGN

- MULTILOAD PATH
- MATERIAL TAILORABILITY

F_gure &o- Safety considerations.
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MATERIAL TAILORABILITY PERMITS UNIQUE DAMAGE

CONTAINMENT DESIGN

STRESS
;NTENSITY
FACTOR

t
F_

SOFT
SKIN"_-" "-_ STRIP

DAMAGE LENGTH

Figure 5-- Safety -

7

,_f _FT STRIP

composite design.

MAJOR CONCERNS:

- MULTIPLE FAT'GUE FAILURE MODES

- ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

-- COMBINED EFFECTS

t
M.I

rt,-
I--
¢/J

TENSION-

TENSION

LOAD!NG

TENSION.__.._

_YCLES

Figure

ENVIRONMENT

_AIR

CYCLES

Durability.
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ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS PROVIDE ADEQUATE DESIGN CONTROL

DESIGN POLICY

- SERVICE LIFE POLICY

-- DESIGN GOAL: 20 YEARS

DESIGN APPROACr_

ENVIRONr,4ENTAL CRITERIA NEEDED

ESTABLISH ANALYSIS AND _ESlGN DISCIPLINE:

• DETAIL
• MATRIX ROLE

• ACCELERATED TEST METHOD STANDARD

Figure 7.- Durability considerations.

• COMPOSITES ENABLE DESIGN SIMPLIFICATION

-- REDUCED PART COUNT
- REDUCED PART INTERSECTION
- REDUCED JOINTS
- ADAPTABLE TO BONDED JOINTS

• MATERIAL TAILORABILITY

-- REDUCED STRESS CONCENTRATION AT:

• CUTOUTS

• MECHANICAL FASTENER INSTALLATIONS

POTENTIALLY EASIER TO ENVIRONMENTALLY PROTECT (NO CORROSION)

Figure 8.- Durability- composite design.
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MATERIAL TAILORABILITY PERMITS UNIQUE DURABILITY DESIGN

1
K t

"BUFFER STRIP

'" BASIC SKIN

EBUFFER STRIP

Figure 9.- Durability -

eA

composite design.

, w II

i PI_Y OF.SlU &AIMLYSIS j

! DESIGN& REPAIRCRITERIA J

PRELIMIHARYSPECS& ALLOWABLES I

I PNOcessVeUIFICATIOH=Too[_HGSCA|,E-VeJ
I No,"PeOCESSCO,'m J

• FATIGUE -HEAT
DURABILITY•MOISTURE•LIGHTNING
TESTING • CREMICALS•SOttlC

• DAMAGETOLERAICE

L SILIWICEBAI.UATiOII

[_.mCl=U. = .mcTiu corn

\

/

an= =,miA==_= !
k ,EPA,,P,OCEOU_l

I CERTIFICATIONANALYSIS& TESTING J

F'gure IC.- C:;,mn,:si_,e development plan.

k
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• EXISTING CRITERIA AND DESIGN ECONOMICS CONSIDERATION

ADEQUATE TO PROVIDE DESIGN SAFETY AND DURABILITY

• MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF CONCERN RECOGNIZED

• DESIGN POTENTIAL BEING VALIDATED

• SERVICE DATA ACCUMULATING

• SERVICE DATA (HISTORY) GOOD TO DATE

Figure II.- Su_nary.

PROCEED WITH EXPANDED PRIMARY STRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMS TO ALLOW:

- FOCUSING ON DEVELOPMENT OF REAL DESIGN/

ANALYSIS DISCIPLINE NEEDS

- EXPOSURE OF ADDITIONAL ECONOMIC INFORMATION
NEEDS

-- EXPANDED SERVICE EXPERIENCE ACCUMULATION

Figure 12.- Recommendation.
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STATISTICAL DESIGN CRITERIA

By B. Walter Rosen

Materials Sciences Corporation

INTRODUCTION

The critical design condition for aircraft structures may be

the repeated application of a spectrum of loads, none of which,

when applied separately, would produce static failure of the

structure. Failure, under such conditions, may be viewed as the

culmination of a process of gradual weakening of the structure.

For this concept, the critical design parameter is time to failure,

rather than structural strength; and design reliability is secured

by life assurance rather than safety factor. When this approach

is applied to composite structures, the multiplicity of potential

failure modes associated with composites increases the complexity

and decreases the confidence level of the design process.

This lecture, which is a background statement for the panel

discussion which follows, addresses some of the basic concepts

associated with the prediction of lifetime for composite structures.

The objective is to expose the underlying philosophy, rather than

the detailed, specific, experimental and analytical methods and

material models. This includes treatment of the philosophy

inherent in the wearout design methodology. The aim is to high-

light some of the problems associated with incorporating the

problems unique to composite materials into the life assurance

design criteria.

DESIGN APPROACHES

A design methodology may be built upon factors of safety,

both for static load and for fatigue lifetime. For composites,

the simple approach of using large factors of safety on static

loads may well have the effect of assuring long lifetimes for the

kinds of composite structures that we're presently designing.

This approach can be used with statistically defined material

allowables, to enable us to design the flight hardware needed to

obtain practical service experience. However, the safety factor

approach will encounter problems when there are local strain levels

which are high enough to cause local material damage. These

damage zones may experience significant growth during the lifetime

of the structure. With our present limited understanding of

composite damage growth, lifetime predictions are unreliable. The

problems associated with lifetime predictions include not only

the fact that we are dealing with a structure which has statistical
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load histories and a significant degree of material variability,

but also that this material variability influences the fatigue

deterioration of material properties in a different manner than it

influences material static strength.

Thus, it becomes imperative that for lifetime prediction, we

deal with probability of static failure and it's consequences.

Figure 1 presents a simple schematic superposition of a load

exceedance curve and a material allowable probability density

function. This is intended to convey the capability of predicting

probability of failure when both of these statistical quantities

are defined. The probability of failure being simply the probabil-

ity that the stress(s) which results from a given load exceedance

is greater than the allowable strength o. The complicating factor

which becomes of exaggerated importance in composite materials is

that the probability distribution function for allowable material

strength g (o), varies with time, and in addition, it can be

affected by environment so that our g (6) function becomes in

actuality g (o,t).

This effect is illustrated in Figure 2. This representation

of time dependent strength shows the initial static strength

distribution function at time zero and the changes in this function

with lifetime. The changes result from the effects of repeated

loads and environmental exposure. One can observe that at any

particular point in time there will be a strength distribution

function defined as residual strength, which will differ from the

initial static strength distribution function. This deterioration

of residual strength with time may eventually bring the material

strength down within the applied load envelope thus causing what

we commonly describe as a fatigue feilure. Fatigue, in this

terminology, is the reduction of the residual strength capability

down to the applied stress levels.

It is important to emphasize here that residual property

characterization need not necessarily be limited to strength. In

situations where stiffness critical design occurs it may well be

a deterioration of material stiffness; it may be a change in

material damping characteristics; it may be a change in the

susceptibility of the material to any of the various aspects of

its environment that becomes the critical design factor.

The prediction of failure at any point in time can be accom-

plished if the residual strength distribution functions are known.

Thus we define p(t) as the probability density function for failure

of one member of the set. It follows, from the concept illustrated

in Figure i, that the failure probability is the intersection of

the probability of experiencing a stesss and the probability of

a stress causing failure. Thus:



o(s)

p(t) =So f(S)" {f g [o (S) ,t]do}ds
o

and the cumulative distribution function is:

t

P(t) = S p(_)dT

0

From this, the reliability, R(T), is defined by:

R(t) = 1 - P(t)

Hence, reliability is a function of time.

If we define Rn(t) as the probability of zero failures of n

units, at time, t, we find:

Rn(t) = [R(t)] n

Hence, if Pn(t) is the probability of at ]east one failure of the

set:

P (t) = 1 - R (t)
n n

From this it follows that the probability distribution function

for time to first failure:

d {
Pn (t) -dt 1 - [R(t)] n }

This indicates that in our statistical design criterion, the key

variable is time to failure. We can translate the failure

probability or the reliability of a structural element into a
distribution function for time to first failure in a group of

structures coming from that population. Given this distribution

function, then we can do such things as determine the expected

time to first failure, or any other measure which we desire to

impose upon the lifetime variable. The expected time to first

failure, {,, is defined by

_, = _ t Pn (t)dt

This translation of static strength variability to lifetime

prediction is the essence of what has come to be called "wearout".
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WEAROUT

Wearout is a mathematical and physical residual strength

model in which we quantify the concept that a load which d()_s not

produce failure in a single application can produce failure after

multiple applications. The physical consequence of that fact is

that there is an inherent deterioration of material properties;

and in the case of composites, this is a measurable deterioration.

The philosophy is that failure is caused by initi_lly existing

flaws; that these flaws extend in a known manner; that this

increased flaw or damage size causes decreased nmteria] strength.

Thus, the elements of this wearout model are first, a definition

of the initial defect geometry, This includes defect geometry

which exists by virtue of design (such as holes, attachments, etc.)

and defect geometry which exists as a consequence of the imperfec-

tions of the manufacturing process. We must also know the

material properties initially. Secondly, we must be able to

define changes in both geometry and material properties as a

function of icad and environment. Third, in order to define

failure at any point in time, we must have a relationship between

the strength and any possible instantaneous characterization of

geometry and properties. These are the basic elements that one
must deal with and these are the elements that have been dealt

with very successfully in metal design, through the methodology
of fracture mechanics.

This methodology is illustrated schematically in Figure 3.

The first sketch, upper left, suggests the fact that the initial

static strength must be defined in a statistical sense. For

metals, if we apply the concepts of fracture mechanics, there is

a one to one correspondence between the size of the initial
k
c

defect, a, and the material strength, ,_, given by: _ -

Here, kc, the critical fracture toughness is the material constant

which makes this translation f_om flaw size to strength. The

initial defect population changes when subjected to the total

environment (which may include factors other than loading) and

what happens is that we have a new statistical distribution of

defects at any later time. The change in defect size is described

da _
for metals by a crack growth rule law: dt can n h i.

This new statistical defect distribution can be retranslated back

into a new strength distribution function using the fracture

toughness relation. This leads to the residual strength char-

acterization as a function of time, g(a,t). This is precisely

the input that is necessary for the design criteria for lifetime

prediction.
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COMPOSITES

The critical question here is hovz can this methodology be

applied to composites. The principal problem is that there are

multiple failure modes so that initial defects do not necessarily

propagate in a self-similar way. This is suggested in Figure 4.

A composite laminate is composed of layers of material which are

highly anisotropic in their strength characteristics. Thus,

there are possibilities for defects to grow perpendicular or

parallel at least to any of the different fiber directions in the

composite. One may find that the same defect may propagate in

different modes depending upon the load history and the

environmental effects. Thus, unlike the fact that for metals

where the most important damage growth mechanism is a self

similar propagation of an initial defect; i., the case of flawed

composites, we have to deal with this multiplicity of failure

modes.

Initially, we deal with fibers which are broken and

with defects in the matrix. This initial flaw geometry

could change by propagation in the form of adjacent fiber breaks,

a growth that is similar to a metal defect. The initial damage

could change due to matrix damage resulting in a crack parallel

to the fibers. This may be dependent upon load history and

environment (e.g. moisture). Furthermore, there are damage

mechanisms which will result from the interaction between layers

which may cause local delamination. Thus, even for fiber dominated

laminates, the changes in the matrix stress-strain characteristics

can influence the nature of the propagation and hence the design

lifetime.

The importance of matrix effects is suggested in Figure 5, by

the fact that even in simple notched laminate tests of boron-epoxy

laminates, there is a change in failure mode as one chanqes from

static to fatigue loads. Thus, if we consider these two laminates

02/±45 and ±45 with a sharp central slit notch, static loading

results in a colinear propagation to two-part failure of the

specimen. Similar specimens subjected to fatigue loading experience

failure mechanisms in which the plane of failure is parallel to

a fiber direction. This change in failure mechanism can have

some serious consequences in what happens to our flaw distribution

function.

One example of the problems associated with lifetime prediction

for composites is presented in Figure 6. The curve, t = 0, is a

probability distribution function for the initial defect sizes.

Two alternate damage growth paths are suggested on the right with

the growth of the damage in eithe_ _ colinear or self-sim'lar
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fashion or in a mode which reflects some additional local failure

mechanism in the material. The existance or nonexistance of

either ef hhose modes of failure can change the character of the

distribution function for the flaws. For a self-similar propagation,

db = 0, we see the classical effect of the largest cracks growing

fastest; the mean size of the flaw growing; and the dispersion

in the flaw growing because the rate of growth is proportional

to some power of the initial size. In the case of damage growth

in the presence of secondary failure mechanisms, db = 0, there

is something of a local blunting of some of the stress irregu-

larities and this can serve to narrow the dispersion associated

with the flaw distribution. Thus, although we get an increase

in the mean flaw size, there will be a decrease in dispersion.

The primary consequence of these multiple failure modes upon

lifetime is that we may lose the ability to make the desired

translation from static strength to lifetime. Figure 7 is a

simple schematic representation of this problem. The initial

static strength distribution function has been broken down into

two separate distribution functions which add together to give

the measured strength function. If these two failure mechanisms

are of the two types shown in Figure 6, it is entirely conceivable

that the change in dispersion of one failure mode can result in

a situation where lifetime prediction will be governed by a

mechanism of failure that differs from the one that governs the

initial static strength distribution. Thus, the critical life-

limiting defects may not be identified by initial proof testing.

One cannot rule out the need to make additional nondestructive

inspections, or perhaps even additional proof testing, after a

portion of the lifetime environment has been experienced by the

structure.

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, these comments are intended to support the view

that there is a rational approach to lifetime assurance for

structures. The development of this approach for composite

structures is incomplete at this time. These shortcomings are

compensated for in contemporary aircraft structural design by the

use of conservative design approaches for static loads. This

includes the use of low static allowables and fail safe design

configurations. As we gain service experienced with the current

composite structures, and as we advance our understanding of the

failure process, we will be able to design for higher reliability,

and better performance with longer life.

Current mathematical models for lifetime prediction for

composites are inadequate, although perhaps of transitory value.

The existing wearout methodology is a desirable framework for
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life assurance. However, when applied to composites, it must be

modified because the initial static strength distribution does

not define the initial flaw distribution in a unique fashion.

This difficulty is a rasult of the existance of many different

failure modes. In composites, defects grow at different rates

and _l different directions depending upon initial crack geometry

and load history and environmental effects upon matrix properties.

As a result of these characteristics of composites, static proof

tests may not guarantee safe crack growth life.

If we want to use the safelife design philosophy, we are

going to have to move forward with developing an understanding

of these failure mechanisms. We must also keep in mind that

residual properties other than strength may become important at

some later time in the service life. What this means is, that

we are going to have to recognize that we are living with design

criteria and qualification procedures which are inevitably going

to change over a period of time as our knowledge increases. At

the present time our shortcomings in the understanding of the

growth of damage within a composite should be compensated for by

the use of overly conservative design procedures.
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DESIGN, FABRICATION, AND FLIGHT SERVICE EVALUATION

OF COMPOSITE-REINFORCED C-130 CENTER WING

By W. E. Harvill, Lockheed-Georgia Company,
and H. Benson Dexter, NASA-LaRC

SUMMARY

The efficiency and longevity of selective reinforcement of metallic structures

with boron-epoxy laminates is now being demonstrated by flight evaluation of two
C-130 composite-reinforced center wing boxes. The first year's flight evaluation

of these structures, which are being used by the U. S. Air Force in regular opera-
tional service, has been cc,mpleted and is summarized. Ground tests in support of
the service utilization are reviewed, including static, fatigue, and ground vibration

test results. Basic structural design/fabrication problems and solutions are discussed,

including the achievement of minimum residual thermal stresses after bonding and the
NDI techniques employed. Results of periodic service inspections are discussed, and
tentative reliability projections for the composlte-reinforced structure are defined.

The information reported was generated by Lockheed-Georgia and NASA-LaRC
personnel during conduct of Contract NASI-11100, "Program for E_tabllshing
Longtime Fligh _ Service Performance of Composite Materials in the Center Wing
Structure of C-130 Aircraft. "

INTRODUCTION

Application studies and development tests (References 1 and 2), conducted for
NASA by Lockheed, showed that boron-epoxy composite laminates bonded to the

skin panels and spanwise stiffeners of the C-130 aircraft center wing box signifi-
cantly improved the overall fatigue endurance of the structure, at a Iow__r weight

than that possible if metal reinforcements were used to achieve the same endurance
levels. These advantages are being demonstrated by designing, fabricating, and

testing three boron-epoxy reinforced C-130H center wing boxes, in a five-phase
program extending over 6 1/2 years. Fabrication was completed ;n late 1974;

ground tests will be complete in early 1976; and flight service evaluations will
continue into 1978.
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The C-130 center wing box size and location are illustrated in Figure 1. The
structural box is 11.2 m (440 in.) in length, 2.03 m (80 in.) in chord, and, in the

all-metal configurations, weighs approximately 2243 kg (4944 lb.). The structural
configuration of the center wing box consists of upper and lower surfaces that are

reinforced with hat-shaped spanwise strlngers, the forward and aft wing beams, and
truss-type ribs. The configuration of the C-130H all-metal wing box, illustrated

in Figure 2, is applicable to all of the C-130 and L-100 series aircraft.

The same structural arrangement was used for the composite-reinforced center

wing box as for the all-metal box. The structural criterion for design of the
composlte-reinforced wing box was to provide sufficient metallic structure to support

limit design loads. Reinforcement by adhesive bonding unldlrecticna! boron-epoxy
laminates to the wing surface panels and stringers provided additional strength for
ultimate design loads (1.5 x limit load), and for required fatigue strength and stiff-

ness. Composlte reinforcements were used in the wing surface panels only; spars,
ribs, and major joints were retained in the basic metal configuration.

The final composite reinforcement concept, shown in Figure 3, satisfied all
structural requirements. The boron-epaxy laminates were made from AVCO 5505
Rig:.dlte (_) , and were bonded to the metal adherends with AF 127-3 epoxy adhesive.

Fasterers at the ends of laminates were provided to prevent initiation of peeling.

Where fasteners were used, additional bearing strength was provided by titanium
shims interleaved in the laminates.

Although weight saving was not a major program goal, and was actually sub-
ordinated to accomplishment of flight service program goals, it was, nevertheless,

an important factor. Actual weighlngs of the completed wing boxes showed savings
of 222 kg (488 lb.) for the test article and 205 kg (450 lb.) for tile flight articles.

This represents an average saving of 15 percent in the surfaces w_ere a metal
removed 'composlte added ratio of 2.5 was achieved. Based on total wing box

weight, a saving of better than nine percent was attained.

Fabrication involved laying-up and curing boron-epoxy laminate reinforcements
on an autoclave tool followed by adhesive bonding the cured boron-epoxy laminates

to the spanwlse stringers and wlng surface panels. The laminate and metal adherends
were bonded together on a massive steel tool, designed specifically to overcome the
warpage problems !r,herent in elevated temperature bonding of materials with different

therma I expansion properties.

This special tool restralned the aluminum alloy, reducing its expansion during

the curing operations. The reinforcing laminate was allowed to expand without
restraint, to compensate for the slight tool expansion encountered due to some tool
temperature changes. The resulting parts were essentially straight, indicating
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achievement of a practically stress-free bondline at room temperature. This achieve-
ment eliminated assembly problems which might have been incurred if the bonded parts

had not been straight. A schematic of the special restraint tool is shown in Figure 4.

Assembly of the composite-relnforced components into the center wing box was
accomplished without difficulty by C-130 production personnel, using normal pro-
duction fixtures and techniques. In the first stage of this process, shown in Figure 5,
the hat-section stiffeners were joined to the surface panels and to the production

joint fittings to form a complete upper or lower surface. In subsequent operations
ribs, spars, and trailing edges were installed to complete the box. Design and
fabrlcatlon details are fully reported in References 3 and 4.

Three C-130 center wing boxes were fabricated; two were installed on opera-
tional aircraft, and one was used for extensive ground-testing. The C-130 aircraft

on which the composite-relnforced center wing boxes are installed have successfully

completed a full year of operational service. Ground tests and flight evaluations
are discussed hereafter.

TECHNICAL DISCUSSION

Ground Vibration Tests

Vibration tests were conducted on the first aircraft with the composlte-relnforced

center wing to verify analytical predictions that the existing aircraft flutter speeds
had not been adversely affected by the modification. Accelerometers were attached
to selected locations on the aircraft structure to measure amplitude vectors at each

impcrtant resonant frequency. The overall vibration test set up is shown in Figure 6.
For one set of measurements, the shakers were attached to the wing rear beam at

each wing tip, and for the second set, the shakers were located at the aft end of
each external fuel tank.

The vibration test was conducted by making constant force frequency sweeps
from 0.5 Hz to 50 Hz, symmetrically and asymmetrically, with the shakers located

at the wing tip rear beams first, and then relocated to the aft end of the external
fuel tanks. Plots of output acceleration versus frequency were made to identify the
resonant frequencies. Also, a modal survey was made at each important resonant

frequency using a roving accelerometer to make recordings at pre-selected locations
on the structure. The resonant frequencies recorded during the vibration test were

compared with results from a similar test on an aircraft with an all-metal center wing.
it was concluded from the comparative results that the vibration characteristics of

the two aircraft are essentially identical.



Static Proof Load Tests

The composlte-relnforced wing test article was proof-loaded for the most critical

of the design upbending and downbending conditions. The critical upbending con-
dition was a symmetrical flight maneuver representative of a positive 2.5 g load
factor. The critical downbending condition results from taxiing the aircraft with

capacity wing fuel at maximum gross weight. Prior to applying four lifetimes of
fatigue loading to the wing test article, critical upbending and downbendlng loads

were applied to it. Upon successful completion of four simulated lifetimes of fatigue
loading, the wing test article was successfully loaded to the critical upbending
condition. Figure 7 shows the wing test article installed in the test fixture prior to

conducting the first proof load test.

The test article was instrumented with a mixture of axial, shear and rosetta

electrical resistance strain gages. A total of 337 gage elements were used. All
rosette and shear gage installations included "back-up" gages for cancellation of

bending strains. Loads were applied to the wing test article by hydraulic actuators
in the test fixture that were electro-hydraullc servo--controlled and hydraulic servo-
controlled with hydraulic power supplied by a pump system rated for continuous duty

at an output pressure of 3000 psi. A calibrated dual-brldge load transducer was
located in series with each actuator in each load control channel. One bridge of

the transducer supplied feedback to the load control system, and the other was used
for load monitoring and recording.

Measured strains, taken during limit load tests before and after the four-lifetime
fatigue endurance demonstration, showed a very close comparison. Thus, at loads

up to the maximum upbendlng design load expected in service, there has been no
apparent degradation in structural integrity. The comparison of "before" and "after"

strains in Figure 8 illustrates the excellent agreement achieved.

Fatigue Tests

Four simulated lifetimes of fatigue loading were successfully applied to the wing

article upon completion of the first upbendlng proof load test and the downbending
proof load test. Spectrum loads were applied that were identical to those used for

full-scale testing of the Model C- 130 all-metal wing structure. Strain surveys and
ultrasonic inspections were conducted at the beginning of the fatigue test and after
completing each lifetime. Pulse-echo techniques were the primary ultrasonic

method used for this and subsequent ultrasonic inspections. In addition, local
ultrasonic inspections were conducted after each load pass in areas of suspected
disbonds detected after the proof load tests. No dlsbond propagation was found in

four lifetimes of fatigue testing.
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Theapplied fatigue loadsspectrumsimulatedFourlifetimes representing40,000
Flight hoursand 28,868 aircraft landings. Eachsimulated lifetime consistedof"10
passes,and Fortypasseswere completedduring the Fatiguetest: a total of 1,028,900
load cycles. Eachload passconsistedof incrementalblocks of load cycles for gust,
taxi, and ground-air-groundconditions. During the Fatiguetest, each strain survey
was made applying the maximum upbendin_ local condition (gust) and maximum down-

bending load condition (taxi) from the Fatigue spectrum and recording the strains.
Strains were recorded at each load increment for comparison with initial strain mea-

surements. Four channels were used For continuous strain monitoring on a strip
recorder. Strains on all channels were recorded once in each load pass For one

selected load condition as a check on test specimen behavior.

During the course of the four simulated lifetimes, only minor damage was detected

in the wing test article until the last load pass in the fourth lifetime was nearly
completed. At that time, two cracks were found in the front beam web of the test

article where it was attached to the lower front beam cap. Both cracks were outside
the composite-relnforced areas of test article. They were not judged to be detrimental

in completing the fatigue test, and the test was completed wl thout repairing them.
The only other minor damage that occurred during the fatigue test involved a few

broken fastener collars and heads. Fasteners having broken collars or heads were
replaced at the end of the load pass in which they were detected.

Local ultrasonic inspections of the suspected adhesive bond llne defects detected
after the proof load tests did not show any propagation during the Four simulated life-

times of Fatigue loading. Ultrasonic inspections performed on the accessible composite-
to-metal bondlines after each of the Four lifetimes did not reveal any defects.

Crack Growth Test

Successful completion of the required fatigue tests, with no apparent damage to
the composite-relnforced surface panels, allowed an extension of the original t_st to

develop crack growth data. After a satisfactory limit upbending load test, the crack
growth tests were initiated. The crack growth test was a cyclic load test on the

artificially damaged wing test article. The cyclic loads were identical to fatigue
loads applied during the four lifetimes endurance demonstration. Artificial damage

was inflicted in the wing test article at twelve selected locations in the upper and

lower wing surface skin panels and in the composlte-to-metal bondlines common to
the wing surface skin panels. The types of damage in the wing test article are des-
crlbed below, and locations are illustrated in Figure 9.

a. Saw cut in the wing surface plank at the outer fastener hole in

the composite reinforcement run-out area. Fastener was reinstalled
in the hole after saw cut. (See Figure 10.)



be Saw cut in the wing surface plank at the outer Fastener hole
in composite reinforcement run-out area. All fasteners

were removed from the composite-reinforced run-out area,
and the boron-epoxy laminate was disbonded from the end
of the laminate to the most-inboard fa._tener location.

Ce A saw cut was induced through the lower wing surface skin

panel in the aft edge of the access door cut-out that
extended 0.25 cm (0.10 inch) into the access door Fillet.

(See Figure 11.)

do Adhesive bondline was dlsbonded on the inboard side of the

access door cut-out from the composite reinforcement ter-
mination to the first fastener. All fasteners were removed

from the composite reinforcement run-out area.

e. Adhesive bondllne was dlsbonded on the inboard side of the

access door cut-out from the composite reinforcement ter-
mination to the first fastener. Fasteners were not removed

from the composite reinforcement run-out area.

fo A saw cut was induced through the lower wing surface skin
panel between two stringers in the chordwise direction. The

length of the saw cut extended across the uninterrupted dis-

tance between Flanges. (See Figure 12.)

The artificialiy induced disbonds were ultrasonically inspected to establish a

"baseline" of disbonded areas prior to initiating fatigue cycling. During the crack
growth test, visual and ultrasonic inspections are being performed on the wing test

article exterior surfaces after each load pass. During cycling, the saw cuts are
being monitored to determine when they have reached critical proportions. When a
saw cut has propagated to its calculated crltlcal length, the cyclic loadlng will be

suspended and a residual strength test will be conducted on the wing test article.
If, at the end of the sixth load pass, none of the cracks have reached critical pro-

portions, crack lengths will be extended to assure that at least one crack will reach
its calculated critical length by the end of the tenth load pass. Cycling into the
tenth load pass will be continued until one crack reaches the critical crack length or

the tenth pass is completed. The damaged wing _est article will be tested to failure
or 130 percent limit design load, whichever occurs first, applying the critical up-
bending load condition.



Flight ServiceEvaluation

Uponcompletionof the flight acceptance tests on the two C-130 aircraft,
AF73-01592 and AF73-01594, on which the composlte-reinforced center wing boxes

were installed, they were delivered to the Air Force and flown to the Little Rock
Air Force Base, Jacksonville, Arkansas. Both aircraft are currently being used in

basic and proficiency training, including cargo airlift missions. This is the regular
assignment For the operational command, which includes rotation of aircraft to other

widely dispersed bases. The aircraft have been in operational service for one year.
During that period, as shown in Figure 13, the First composite-reinforced center wing
box to enter operational service has been inspected three times, and the second

composite-relnforced center wing box has been inspected twice. No disbands or
other irregularities were detected that exceeded the specification limits. The speci-

fication limits for adhesive bond quality are:

lo The maximum allowable area of any individual d|sbond is
0.5 square inch.

B Disbanded areas shall not exceed 5 percent of the total

bonded area of each detail part.

,, The distance between two adjacent disbands shall not be

less than four times the largest dimension of the largest
dlsbond.

. No detectable disbanded areas shall be within 0. 125

inch of any bondllne edge.

The service evaluation has proceeded uneventfully thus Far, and (based on ground
test results) no difficulties are anticipated. After successful completion of the initial

three-year service evaluation, it would be desirable to continue monitoring the
operational experience for an extended period to verify the _ongevlty of composite-

reinforced primary structures.

Tentative estimates of structural reliabi llty, based on an assessment of the
adhesive bondllne and the probability of dlsbonds, indicate that, in production, 99
out of every 100 structures would be delivered without unbonded areas. Since no

dlsbond propagation was found in four lifetimes of fatigue testing, it can be concluded
that this would not significantly degrade structural integrity, and that the quality of

the composlte-relnforced structure will assure satisfactory achievement of program
goals.



CONCLUDING REMARKS

Progress to date on the C-130 con,poslte-reinForced center wing has shown this
concept to be an efficient method For design and Fabrication of primal" aircraft
structures. Using the conservative approach of designing the center wing metalllc

structural components to support design limit load, and adding composite reinforce-
ments for satisfaction of other structural requirements, the resulting design weighed

significantly less than the all-metal center wing. In the first year of operational
service, no problems have developed with either of the two composlte-relnforced

center wing boxes. During this trouble-free operational period, no special considera-
tions have been accorded to the two aircraft having the composlte-reinforced center

wings, and they have been used in routine operational service typical of other C-130
aircraft.

Ground tests, including proof load, fatigue, and ground vibration, have been

successfully accomplished satisfying or surpassing all structural requirements. The
successful completion of the four simulated lifetimes of fatigue loading on the
composlte-reinforced center wing test article allowed development of crack _o-
pagatlon data uslng the cornposi te-relnforced center w ing test artlc le for further
tests.
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BOLTED JOINT STATIC STRENGTH MODEL

FOR

COMPOSITE MATERIALS

James R. Eisenmann

General Dynamics Fort Worth Division

ABSTRACT

A method is presented for predicting the static strength

of bolted joints in advanced composite nmterials. This strength

mGdel predicts failure load and failure loca_ion accounting for

the effects of geometry, absolute fastener diameter, laminate

orientation, and stress state. The approach is based on the

now accepted observation that failure of advanced composite

materials is modelled more closely by stress intensity than by

absolute stress magnitude. Results o_ a serie3 of forty-eight

static tests indicate excellent correlation of measured failing

load and observed failure location with strength model predic-

tions.

SCOPE

The technique proposed in Reference i for modelling the

strength of notched composite laminates has been exFanded into

a form suitable for the analysis of a br,lted joint element. The

approach consists of comparing values of laminate fra_ -ure

toughness measured by test with values of the Mcde I stress

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT
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intensity derived analytically at selected points on the bound-

ary of the fastener hole.

This technique can be applied to the analysis of complex

joints on an element-by-element basis as shown in Figure i.

Each of these elements is subject to a general set of uniform

membrane stresses and to a bolt load acting in some arbitrary

direction with respect to the primary laminate axes as shown

in Figure 2. Examination of many failed joint test specimens

led to the selection of the eight locations shown on the hole

boundary which will be included in this analysis. Failures

were observed to initiate at or very near one or more of these

eight points as through cracks propagating radially for a short

distance before losing the distinct features of a through crack.

Values of laminate strength and fracture toughness at these

locations can be measured using tensile coupons and edge-notched

beams fabricated such that they represent laminate properties in

the direction tangent to the hole boundary as shown in Figure 3.

Because of material symmetr_ tests representative of points i,

2, and 3 are usually sufficient. A good discussion of fracture

toughness test techniques, data reduction schemes, and extension

of the edge-notched beam data to other laminates can be found

in References 2 and 3.

As discussed in Reference i, once the laminate strength

and flacture toughness have been determined the characteristic

ill[];g;;I



a idimension, , can be calculated for each of the eight selected

loca t ions.
• 2

ia = -- (i)

_ullt,

For the purpose of estimating the stress intensity at each

i
of the eight locations on the hole boundary, the dimension a

will be taken as the length of a through crack extending radially

outward from the hole boundary. The Mode I stress intensity is

then calculated at each of the eight locations for each of the

five basic unit load conditions as indicated by the example for

location 2 as shown in Figure 4.

Using linear superposition, the expression for the stress

intensity at location i can be written for the general load case

i = K i _ + i _ + i
_xyKI Itx tx KI ty ty Klxy

+ K i Ki

Ibx _bx + Iby by (2)

For any set of applied stresses the stress intensity at

point i can be calculated and compared to the corresponding value

of fracture toughness. The failure criterion is

K I = _ (3)

An alternate form of Equation (2) which has proven useful

is obtained by expressing the stress intensity resulting from

a unit applied stress as

565



r a

K I -- J : a f (r) . (4)

Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (2) gives

o"

i

i KI i i

%: a i = f(_) _ + f ( )
tx tx ty

ty

i i i

+ +  a)bx + (5)

In this form the function f(_) appears as an "effective stress

concentration factor" giving rise to an "effective tangential

i
stress" at the hole boundary, _ . The failure criterion for

this form of the equation is

= _ _ult (6)

In practice it is often more convenient to calculate values of

stress intensity, or of f(a), for an infinitely large plate

and apply finite width correction factors to account for the

finite boundaries of the rectangular joint element. Equation (5)

is then rewritten as:

O"

i i

i = k i f (a__)r _ + k i f (a__)
tx tx tx ty r _ty

ty

i i i

i f(_) (rxy + _bx _ bx+kxy f( ) o"
xy bx

i

i f(_)by _+ _ by by. (7)



A test program has been conducted to assess the usefulness

of the bolted joint strength model as developed here. Correla-

tion between the strength model and the test data will be dis-

cussed in the next section.

CONCLUSIONSAND SIGNIFICANCE

A series of forty-eight graphite-epoxy coupons were tested

to static failure at room temperature. The test fixture had

provisions for apportioning the load between axial tension acting

throughout the coupon and local bearing load introduced in

double shear By a 0.375 inch diameter untorqued fastener at the

center of the coupon. In fabricating the test coupons, the

] was at an angle respect02/-+45 c laminate oriented with to the

applied axial tension and bearing loads. In this way it was

possible to simulate biaxial tension, shear, and biaxial bearing

stresses acting on an element in the vicinity of the fastener as

shown in Figure 5. The test series included laminates oriented

at 0°, 22.5 ° , 45 ° , and 67.5 ° with respect to the applied load

axis. Bearing loads equal to O, 30, 50, and i00 percent of the

total load were applied to the coupons. Three coupons were

tested at each combination of bearing load and laminate orienta-

tion. The test results are summarized in Table I and plotted

in Figures 6 through 9. For this test series the critical

failure locations were i, 2, 3, 7, and 8. The applied stress

5{7



required to cause failure at each of these locations as predicted

by Equation (7) is plotted as a solid line. The lowermost

boundary of this family of curve q represents the failure envelope

for the coupon describing both the applied stress at failure and

the location of the failure on the hole boundary. The data for

the laminate oriented at 0° are shown again in Figure i0 to

demonstrate the interaction between tension stress and bearing

stress more clearly. As shown in Figure Ii, the measured fail-

ing stresses agree very well with the strength model predictions

for all four load ratios. Likewise, the predicted failure loca-

tions are included within the set of observed failure locations

tabulated in Table I.

The strength estimation technique developed here is only a

first step toward a thorough understanding of composite mech-

anical joints. It does, however, provide for the first time a

single approach which relates the effects of geometry, applied

stress state, and laminate mechanical properties to the strength

of a composite bolted joint.

SUPPLEMENTARYINFORMATION

Stress intensities for each load case shown in Figure 4

were obtained numerically for several values of crack length

using the boundary integral equation solution technique

(References 4 and 5). The expressions in Table II were then

5d8



obtained by curve-fitting the numerical results and are applica-

ble to infinite isotropic elements. In order to correct these

isotropic results for use with orthotropic elements, the elastic

stress concentration factors for holes without edge cracks are

used to form an orthotropic correction factor for each load

case and crack location. The elastic stress concentration

factors for open holes (Reference 6) and holes loaded in bearing

(Reference 4) are given in Table III in terms of the engineering

constants for the orthotropic laminate. These values are used

in Table IV to form the orthotropic correction factors as follows:

i { }= - B3] + B3 B4 (8)

The effect of the correction factor defined by the expression

in braces in Equation (8) is to insure the two conditions:

and

J •

(_) aif = 1.13 Kt 1 for -- = 0.0,
,_ _ r

a i ^ i a i i

_ r C

a i

where (_--) is the denominator of the expression for B2 in
C

Table IV. The correction factor should only be applied for

ai _._o_<--<_( ).
r

C



i
a

The values of f(-_)_ obtained in this manner are inexact

in that the boundary conditions at the hole which were assumed

for the analysis are not those which actually exist in the

application. Analysis for the tension and shear load cases

assumes no applied stresses or specified displacements on the

hole boundary when in fact the presence of the fastener in the

hole alters both the deformation and state of stress nearby.

Similarly the analysis of the two bearing load cases was based

on the assumption of a cosine distribution of radial stress to

represent the bearing load. Here the presence of the fastener

affects the displacement of the hole boundary and the shape of

the applied bearing load distribution. Discrepancies between

analytical predictions and test results for the individual load

cases were noted, and the empirical constants B4 in Table IV

were included to correct for effects beyond the capability of

the current analysis. It is recommended that the values of

these constants be updated whenever test data for the individual

load cases is available.

Tables V and VI provide typical values of radial crack

length and unnotched laminate strength, respectively. These two

tables are applicable to Narmco 5208/T300 laminates of the

[0i/(+45)j] family for room temperature, dry conditions where

I0 _ PCTO _ 50.



Tables VII through XIX provide values of finite width

i for the [0i/(+45)j] family of ortho-correction factors, _ ,

tropic laminates• The correction factors were obtained in the

same manner as those discussed in Reference 4. Although the

engineering constants for boron-epoxy were used in generating

these correction factors, they will be approximately correct

for other material systems if interpolation within the tables

is based on the value of Kt I for the material system of interest.
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S_.IBOLS

r

i
a

i
or
ult

i
Kt

i

K I

i

f(_)_

^ i

f(_)_

hi

or

E x ,Ey ,Gxy,

U
xy

Hole radius

Value of crack length used to calculate stress

intensity at location i

Unnotched laminate ultimate strength in tangential
direction a_ location i

Laminate fracture toughness co_-responding to radial

crack propagation at location i

Elastic tangential stress concentration factor at

location i for applied load condition

Mode I stress intensity at location i for appliea
load condition

Effective orthotropic stress concentration factor

at location i for applied load co._dition

Effective isotre_ic stress concentration factor at

location i for applied load condition

Finite width correction factor at location i for

applied load condition

Applied stress for load condition

Subscript denoting applied load condition as follows:

= tx tension in x-direction

= ty tension in y-direction

= xy shear

= bx bearing in x-direction

= oy bearing in y-direction

Engineering constants for orthotropic laminate
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E_

PCTO, PCT45

Laminate modulus in tangential direction at locations

2, 4, 6, 8;

l-2v -i

me = 4 ( xy + _ + i___)

Ex Ey Gxy

Percentages of 0-degree and !45-degree plies in

orthotropic laminate
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_able II EFFECTIVE ISOTROPIC STRESS

CONCENTRATION FACTORS

______
i

tx 1,5

ty 3,7

tX i 2,4,6,8

ty 2,4,6,8

tx 3,7

ty 1,5

xy 2,_,6,8

bx i

by 3

,, i

bx 2,8

by 2,4

bx 3,7

by 1,5

4,5,6

by 6,7,8

/_c.a l

_tT-)

a i
-0.16 + 0.095 (_-) + 0.97 exp [-4.169(a_)]

minimum value: 0.0

O. 73-0.14(_) + 0.40 exp [-3.689( )]

minimum va lue: O. 5

minimum value: 1.0

minimum value: 0.5

0.452-0.085 (_j ½-O. 171(_) I13

minimum value: 0.0

i ai
0.406-0.i16(_)+0.447 exp [-4.344(_--)] J

minimum value: 0.0

i 14<÷,}0.370-O.070(_)+0.545 exp [-4.9

minimum value: 0.0

; 0.0



Table III ELASTICTANGENTIALSTRESS
CONCENTRATIONFACTORS

--'7

cx 1,5

ty 3,7

tx 2,4,6,8

ty 2,4,6,8

tx 3,7

xy

bE

1,5

2,6

4,8

by 3

........ !

bx 2,8

by ; 2,4
J

1

bx I 3,7

b_l 1,5

I xY I 1,3,5,7

I ux i 4,5,6
I by ! 6L L_,7,8___

Kt l

- _IEx

- _ Ex/Ey

Ee (Kt3tx+Kt3tv)
2E x

Ee (2_Kt3x+Kt3) (Kt3ty)
c cy

y xy

_E G
x xy

E___e(Kt3tx- Kt3ty3 (Kt3tx_l)
2E x - .

_Kt 2
xy

1.671 Kt_x + 1.280

-0.036(Kt3tx )2 + 0.418Kt3tx -1.205

1.023Kt2tx -0.050

0.576 Kt2 x + 0.754

0.403 Kt3tx - 0.403

0.401Kt_y -0.399

0.0
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Table V

.._ ..................... .............

i

1,5

2,4,6,8

3,7

RADIAL CRACK LENGTH

i
a (inches)

0.210 - O.O0178(PCTO)

0.0658 - O.O0081(PCT45) + 0.381 x IO-5(PCT45) 2

0.184 - 8.66 x 10-3(PCTO) + 2.04 x IO-4(PCTO) 2

- 1.77 x 10-6(PCTO) 3

Table VI UNNOTCHED LAMINATE STRENGTH

i

J

1,5

3,7

i
i

i

_ult (psi)

Tension

Comp.

Tension

Comp.

Tension

Comp.

:

20100 + 697(PCTO) - 12.82 (PCTO) 2

0.0132 Ey

0.0047 E
e

0.0132 E
e

0.00976 E
x

0.0132 E
X

+ 526 (PCT45)

_TB



Table VII

- 30
E/D W/D _ •

2.00 2.00 2.60
2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

3.33

3.33

3.33

3.33

3.33

h i i=1,5
tx

Kt _
tx

-.38 -.46

I. 95 I. 74

1.79 1.63

1.60 1.46

1.45 i.30
i. 39 i. 24

i=1,5

-.55

1.62

1.53

1.38

i. 24

1.16

- .66

1.52

i .45

1.33

1.18

i.ii

- .80

i .43

1.38

1.30

i. 14

1.06

-I.00

1.28

1.26

1.23

i.ii

.98

2.50 2.40

3.33 2.17

5.00 11.97

I0.00 1il.87

2.00 i 2.i0 1.63 1.52 1.45 1.41 1.35 1.25
2.50 11.97 1.55 1.43 1.38 1.33 1.28 1.19

3.33 _ 1.80 1.42 1.35 1.31 1.26 1.24 1.18

5.00 1.63 1.29 1.22 I. 18 1.15 i. 14 i. 12

I0.00 1.53 1.24 1.15 1.09 1.06 1.03 .99

1.73 1.47 1.41 1.38 1.36 1.33 1.24

1.60 1.37 1.30 1.27 1.26 1.23 1.12

1.50 1.29 1.24 1.20 1.18 1.16 1.13

1.37 1.18 1.15 1.13 1.12 1.11 1.11

1.30 1.11 1.07 1.05 1.03 1.O1 .97

1.37 1.36 1.35 1.31 1.20

1.24 1.24 1.23 1.21 I.ii

1.15 i. 15 1.14 I. 13 i. Ii

1.09 1.07 1.08 1.06 1.06

1.04 1.02 1.02 1.01 .99

66.7 50 33.3

33.3 50 66.7

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.OO

i0.00

5.00 2.00 1.53 1.39

5.00 Z.50 1.37 1.26

5.00 3.33 1.27 1.16

5.00 5.00 1.20 i.ii

5.00 IO.O0 1.13 1.05

i

16.6

83.4%0 ° i00 83_4

%_+45 ° 0 16.6

o

ioo
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E/D

2. O0

2.00

2. O0

2.00

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

3.33

3.33

3.33

3.33

3.33

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

Table h i
tx i=2,4,6,8

VIII

Kti i=2 4,6 8
tx ' '

W/D ] .17 .25 .35 .49 .71

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0.00

1.65 1.04 .89 .84 .86

1.88 1.32 i. 14 1.06 1.06

2.12 1.48 1.29 1.18 1.15

2.18 1.60 1.37 1.27 1.21

2.24 1.64 1.40 1.29 1.23

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0. O0

1.14 2.61

.91 I.Ii

1.09 1.27

1.17 1.29

1.19 1.28

1.18 1.25

1.18 .84 .77 .78 .82 .89 1.13

1.41 1.08 .97 .98 .99 1.05 1.23

1.59 1.20 i. II 1.08 1.08 I.ii 1.23

1.71 1.32 1.20 1.14 1.13 1.13 1.21

1.76 1.36 1.23 1.16 1.14 1.13 1.21

2.00 .88 .72 .71 .76 .82 .89 1.07

2.50 1.12 .92 .91 .94 .97 1.04 1.26

3.33 1.24 1.04 1.03 1.02 1.04 1.08 1.21

5.00 1.35 1.12 1.09 1.06 1.07 i.i0 1.16

i0.00 1.41 1.16 i.ii i.i0 1.08 i.i0 1.20

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0.00

%0o i00 83.4 66.7 50

%--+450 0 16.6 33.3 50

•71 .68 .71 .76 .82 .9! 1.13

•88 .88 .91 .94 .99 1.05 1.26

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.09 1.25

1.12 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.15

1.18 1.08 1.06 1.06 1.06 1.08 1.16

33.3 16.6 0

66.7 83.4 i00

580



.00

.00

2.00

2.00

2. O0

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

3.33

3.33

3.33

3.33

3.33

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00
I

I

%0 °

%_+45°

W/D

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0.00

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

I0.00

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0.00

i
Table IX )%tx i = 3,7

i 8.24

1.45

1.39

1.36

1.33

1.31

1.37

1.31

1.28

1.26

i. 24

Kttx i = 3,7

5.27 4.17 3.47

i

2.91 2.39 1.77

1.38 1.39 1.42

1.30 1.28 1.28

1 .24 i .22 i .20

1.21 1.17 1.15

1 .19 I .14 i. 12

1.33 1.35 1.39

1.24 1.23 1.24

1.19 1.17 1.16

I. 16 I. 13 I. 12

I. 14 i. i0 1.08

......... • ..... i

1.47 1.56 1.85

1.30 1.34 1.49

1.21 1.22 1.27

I. 14 i. 14 1.16

1.09 1.07 1.05

i

1.46 1.56 1.83

1.27 1.32 1.46

1.17 1.19 1.24 i

1.12 i. 12 i. 14

1.07 1.05 1.05

1.31 1.30 1.34 1.39 1.45 1.56 1.86

1.24 1.20 I. 20 1.23 1.26 _ .32 1.48

1.20 1.14 1.13 1.14 1.15 1.17 1.24

i. 19 i. ii i. 09 1.09 1.09 i. i0 i. 12

i. 18 i. i0 1.07 1.06 1.05 1.04 1.04

2.00 1.27 1.30 1.34 1.39

2.50 1.18 1.18 1.20 1.22

3.33 1.14 i.ii i.ii 1.12

5.00 I. 12 1.07 1.06 i. 07

i0.00 i. ii 1.06 1.05 1.04

i00 83.4 66.7

0 16.6 33.3

1.46 1.56 1.85

1.26 1.32 1.49 i
1.14 1.17 1.25

1.07 1.08 i. II i

1.04 1.03 1.03

50 33.3 16.6 0

50 66.7 83.4 i00



Table X A i
bx

i __

Kt_x i = i

E/D

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

W/D 1.28 .78 .57

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0.00

•91 .89 .86

.86 .84 .79

.83 .84 .79

.82 .86 .84

.83 .89 .91

2.00 1.00 .98 .95

2.50 .95 .92 .90

3.33 .91 .90 .86

5.00 .88 .90 .88

i0.00 .89 .94 .95

3.33 2.00

3.33 2.50

3.33 3.33

3.33 I 5.00

3.33 i0.00

5.00 2.00

5.00 2.50

5.00 3.33

5.00 5.00

5.00 i0.00

1.07 _.04 .98

1.02 1.00 .97

•97 .96 .95

.95 .95 .93

.94 .96 .97

i.ii 1.05 1.00

1.06 1.03 .98

1.02 1.00 .98

.99 .99 .98

•97 .99 .98

.39 .18 -.13 -.67

.80 .56 1.54 1.00

.72 •39 i. 69 i. 04

•69 .33 1.92 1.12

•80 .56 i .54 I .09

.92 .89 .92 .93

.90 .67 1.46 1.00

•85 .61 1.54 1.04

.80 .50 1.62 1.07

.82 .56 1.62 1.12

.95 .89 1.08 1.00

.90 .67 1.54 1.03

.90 .67 1.54 1.06

.90 .72 1.46 1.07

.87 .67 1.46 1.09

.95 .83 i. 15 1.04

.92 .67 1.54 1.06

.90 .67 1.46 1.03

.92 .72 1.46 1.07

.95 .78 1.31 1.07

.95 .83 1.23 1.06

%0 ° i00 83.4 66.7 50 33.3 16.6 0

%_+45 ° 0 16.6 33.3 50 66.7 83.4 I00

58_



!

I

J

I

|

2.00

2. O0

2.00

2. O0

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

3.33

3.33

3.33

3.33

3.33

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

Table XI A i
bx i = 2,8

I •Kt_x i = 2,8

!

_W/_--28 .04 .24 .44 .70

2.00 I .00 5.75 1.67 1.34 1.24

2.50 1 .07 5.75 1.71 1.36 1.27

3.33 .ii 5.75 1.71 1.41 1.30
5.00

i0.00
!

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0.00

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0.00

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

Ii0.00

•ii 6.00 1.83 1.45 1.34

.ii 6.50 1.92 1.55 1.41

1.16

1.21

1.25

1.27

1.30

1.35

2.60

1.31

1.37

1.34

1.36

1.40

.21 4.75 1.54 1.29 1.23 1.21 1.33

.32 4.50 1.54 1.29 1.24 1.23 1.34

.39 4.25 1.50 1.29 1.23 1.22 1.30

.43 4.25 1.54 1.32 1.24 1.22 1.27

.43 4.50 1.63 1.36 1.28 i.26 1.30

.36 4.25 1.54 1.30 1.23 1.20 1.27

.50 3.75 1.46 1.27 1.23 1.23 1.35

.57 3.25 1.38 1.25 1.20 1.21 1.28

.64 3.00 1.33 1.20 1.17 1.17 1.22

.64 3.25 1.38 1.23 1.18 1.18 1.22

.47 4.25 1.54 1.30 1.23 1.20 1.27

.61 3.50 1.46 1.27 1.23 1.23 1.35

.72 3.00 1.38 1.23 1.20 1.20 i 27

.
79 2.50 1.29 I 18 1.16 1.15 1.21 J

.82 2.25 1.25 1.13 1.13 1.12 1.15

50 33.3 16.6

50 66.7 83.4

%0O i00 83.4 66.7

%--+45o 0 16.6 33.3
0

i00 i
r

585



J

|

k
E/D W/D

2.00 2.00

2.00 2.50

2.00 3.33

2. O0 5. O0

2.00 10.00

2.50 2. O0

2.50 2.50

2.50 3.33

2.50 5.00

2.50 i0.00

3.33 2.00

3.33 2.50

3.33 3.33

3.33 5.00

3.33 i0.00

5.00 2.00

5.00 2.50

5.00 3.33

5.00 5.00

5.00 ! I0.00

Table XII A i i
bx

Kt i
bx

2.92 1.72 1.28
I

2 .44 2 .34 2.44

2.32 2.11 2.11

2.26 1.99 1.93

2 .24 i .89 i .80

2.18 1.83 1.70

= 3,7

i = 3,7

.99 .77 .56 .31

!

2.66 2.96 3.56 5.75

2.20 2.34 2.68 3.90

1.95 2.00 2.16 2.81

I. 78 1.78 1.86 2.22

1.65 1.61 1.61 1.77

2.26 2.23 2.38 2.62 2.94 3.56

2.10 1.96 1.99 2.11 2.28 2.64

2.04 1.81 1.77 1.82 1.88 2.05

2.00 1.72 1.65 1.65 1.66 1.73

1.96 1.66 1.55 1.52 1.49 1.50

2.11 2.18 2.35 2.61 2.94 3.54

1.92 1.87 1.94 2.09 2.27 2.62

1.82 1.67 1.66 1.74 1.82 2.02

1.76 1.56 1.51 1.53 1.54 1.63

1.74 1.49 1.42 1.40 1.39 1.41

2.02 2.17 2.35

1.79 1.83 1.93

1.63 1.59 1.63

1.54 1.42 1.42

1.51 1.34 1.30

5.61

3.88

2.71

2.06

1.68

5.71 i

3.87

2.68

1.94

1.55

2.61 2.94 3.54 5.61

2.08 2.27 2.62 3.91

1.72 1.82 2.02 2.68

1.45 1.49 1.57 1.90

1.29 1.28 1.30 1.42

%0 °
%+45 °

i00 83.4 66.7 50 33.3

0 16.6 33.3 50 66.7

16.6 0

83.4 i00
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i
Table XIII _ i = 1,5

ty

E/D

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

W/D

2.0

4.0

6.0

i0.0

i

Ktty i = 1,5

2.453 2.358 2.260 2.111 1.770

1.187 1.194 1.202 1.213 1.235

1.125 1.138 1.154 1.180 1.215

1.109 1.114 1.121 1.135 1.184

1.108 1.113 1.119 1.129 1.180

3.0 2.0 1.143 1.154 1.168 1.185 1.210

3.0 4.0 1.077 1.086 1.093 1.099 1.123

3.0 6.0 1.060 1.066 1.074 1.086 1.099

3.0 i0.0 1.049 1.052 1.054 1.057 1.084

4.0

14.o

4.0

_4.0
___L

%0 °

%+45 °
i --

2.0

4.0

6.0

i0.0

1.143 1.151 1.159 1.166 1.180

1.061 1.066 1.070 1.072 1.078

1.047 1.054 1.060 1.065 1.064

1.045 1.050 1.055 1.060 1.050

66.7 50.0 33.3 16.6 0

33.3 50.0 66.7 83.4 i00
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E/D W/D

2.0 2.0

2.0 ! 4.0

2.0 1 6.0

2.0 i0.0

3.0 2.0

3.0 4.0

3.0 6.0

3.0 i0.0

4.0 z.0

4.0 4.0

4.0 6.0

4.0 i0.0

%0 °

%_+45°

Table XIV _ki
ty i = 2,4,6,8

Kt I i = 2,4,6,8
ty

1.659 i. 768 1.880 2. 059 2. 610
................................

1.407 1.440 1.491 1.578 1.750

1.074 1.091 1.113 1.149 1.284

1.046 1.061 1.076 1.098 i. 196

1.045 1.062 1.081 1.114 1.200

1.399 1.427 1.476 1.565 1.730

1.082 1.093 1.109 1.140 1.269

1.049 1.054 1.064 1.082 1.185

1.039 1.048 1.057 1.071 1.1.53

1.395 1.423 1.472 1.560 1.730

1.078 1.085 1.096 1.113 1.257

1.044 1.051 1.061 1.081 1.196

1.035 1.045 1.055 1.070 1.157

66.7 50.0

33.3 50.0

33.3 16.6 0

66.7 83.4 i00
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Table XV _ki i = 3,7
ty

E/D

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

W/D

2.0

4.0

6.0

I0.0

Kt_y i =
3,7

-2.176 -1.817 -1.517 -1.251 -I.000

1.518 1.413 1.323 1.217 1.125

1.298 1.286 1.274 1.252 1.170

1.189 1.171 1.161 1.153 1.130

1.147 1.123 1.105 1.087 1.085

2.0 1.401 1.360 1.317 1.242 i.i00

4.0 1.169 1.150 1.126 1.093 1.067

6.0 1.120 i.iii 1.116 1.116 1.068

i0.0 1.040 1.037 1.039 1.043 1.037

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

%0 °

%+45 °

2.0

4.0

6.0

i0.0

1.424 1.390 1.343 1.251 1.125

i. I01 1.089 1.077 1.060 1.013

1.071 1.077 1.077 1.065 1.011

1.030 1.030 1.030 1.030 1.008

66.7 50.0 33.3 16.6 0

33.3 50.0 66.7 83.4 I00
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E/D

2.0

2.0

2.0

2.0

i
3.0

i
' 3.0

3.0

3.0

A i
Table XVI by i = 1,5

W/D

2.0

4.0

6.0

I0.0

Kt_y i = 1,5

1.341 1.294 1.260 1.212

2.288 2.360 2.477 2.708

1.801 1.846 1.910 2.031

1.751 1.785 1.831 1.922

1.748 1.782 1.826 1.911

2.0

4.0

6.0

i0.0

.310

3.150

2.520

2.340

2.295

4.0 2.0

4.0 4.0

4.0 6.0

4.0 i0.0

%0 °

70+45 °

2.172 2.254 2.386 2.611 3.000

1.591 1.621 1.667 1.753 2.073

1.475 1.495 1.524 1.580 1.854

1.450 1.466 1.488 1.531 1.743

2.147 2.214 2.314

1.540 1.565 1.613

1.389 1.405 1.430

1.329 1.339 1.353

2.484

1.712

1.478

1.380

16.6

83.4

66.7 50.0 33.3

33.3 50.0 66.7

2.770

1.885

1.692

1.542

0

i00

588



Table XVII
i

by
2,4

E/D W/D

2.0 2.0

2.0 4.0

2.0 6.0

2.0 I0.0

3.0 2.0

3.0 4.0

3.0 6.0

3.0 I0.0

.992
i ....

1. 929

i
1.302

i
1. 260

1.258

I

Ktby i = 2,4

1.148 1.340 1.693 2.600

1.884 1.864 1.850 1.850

1.287 1.277 1.276 1.350

1.246 1.234 1.223 1.262

1.246 1.234 1.223 1.240

1.926 1.881 1.866 1.865 1.850

1.275 1.262 1.257 1.260 1.374

1.198 1.188 1.181 1.178 1.240

1.183 1.175 1.168 1.162 1.190

4.0

4.0

4.0

4.0

2.0

4.0

6.0

i0.0

Z0 °

7°_+450

i.927

1.265

1.175

i. 145

66.7

33.3

1.884 1.870 1.870 1.850

1.252 1.246 1.248 1.390

1.167 1.164 1.165 1.244

1.139 1.135 1.132 1.165

50.0 33.3 16.6 0

50.0 66.7 83.4 i00
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Table XVIII )_y i = 3

E/D W/D__

2.0 _ 2.0

2.0 { 40

3.0

3.0

3.0

3.0

6.0

I0.0

2.0

4.0

4.0 2.0

4.0 4.0

4.0 6.0

4.O i0.0

%0 °

 +45o

i
Kt i = 3

by

.016 -.174 -.311

5.0 4.343 2.002

4.0 2.776 1.786

3.0 2.067 1.468

3.0 1.993 1.438

-.450 -.670

i.167 1.000

1.394 1.093

1.234 1.077

1.223 1.064

5.0 4.255 2.182 1.356 1.000

3.0 2.485 1.607 1.276 1.031

3.0 1.871 1.410 1.224 1.070

3.0 1.559 1.267 1.148 1.062

6.0 4.654 2.346

3.0 2.276 1.535

3.0 1.834 1.382

3.0 1.399 1.204

66.7 50.0 33.3

33.3 50.0 66.7

1.407 1.000

I. 264 .968

i. 203 i. 041

I. 121 i. 059

16.6 0

83.4 i00

590



I

f

J

J

i

I

Table XIX A _ i =
xy 2,4,6,8

E/D W/D i

2. O0

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.00

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.50

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

10.00

Kt_y i = 2,6

3.518 3.858 4 316

1.133 1.139 1.151

1.098 1.098 i. I01

1.080 1.074 1.070

1.074 1.069 1.063

1.072 1.063 1.058

2.00 1.127 1.136

2.50 1.089 1.093

3.33 1.064 1.062

5.00 1.054 1.050

i0.00 1.052 1.048

3.33 2.00

3.33 2.50

3.33 3.33

3.33 5.00

3.33 i0.00

2.00

2.50

3.33

5.00

i0.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

5.00

1.148

1.099

1. 062

1.045

I. 044

1.122 1.130 1.140

1.085 1.090 1.097

1.056 1.058 1.060

1.039 1.037 1.034

1.037 1.034 1.030

1.117 1.119 1.119

1.082 1.085 1.088

1.054 1.057 1.058

1.033 1.034 1.033

1.025 1.023 1.019

5. 074

1.175

1.115

1.071

i. 060

i. 057

1.170

I. 113

I. 068

1.041

1.040

1.162

1.109

1.067

1.034

1.026

1.115

1.096

1.064

1.034

1.015

%0 °

Z+45 ° 66.7 50.0 33.3 16.6

33.3 50.0 66.7 83.4

7.211

1.269

1.188

1.117

1.085

1.070

1.266

1.178

1. 114

1.062

1. 057

1.273

1.176

1.109

1.059

1.038

i.i00

1.135

1.118

1.057

1.022

0

i00

591
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DESIGN OI-" TIlE B-1 COMPOSITE

tlOIIlZONTAI. STABII,IZI_ll IIOOT .1OINT

B. Whitman, P. Shyprykevich, and .I. Whiteside

Grumman Aerospace Corporation

SUMMARY

This paper describes the problems encountered and solutions developed for

the design of the attachment of the stabilizer covers to the root fitting. A combined

analysis and test approach was used and the problems and lessons learned are dis-

cussed. The results of over 200 joint tests are reported.

INTRODUCTION

The B-1 composite horizontal stabilizer is being developed, reference 1, to

provide cost and weight advantages over a metal design. Bonded splices are effec-

tively eliminated from the structure by considerations of cost and a desire to

utilize the durability qualities of fiber-dominated advanced composite laminates.

The composite cover is bolted directly to the substructure in a manner similac to

that employed in the metal stabilizer.

The root area splice where co\'er loads are transferred to the titanium 13earing

support fitting presents an especially challenging desig'n i)roblem. The com0osite co\'er

forms air passage eontour_ hence bolts are countersunk into the laminate and loads

are transferred by single shear. The composite desig_ uses the same titanium

forgings for the bearing supl)ort fitting as does the metal stabilizer design because

any alternative is economically unattractive. The thielmess of the composite cover

over the fitting is bounded by the geometry available in the forgings m_d by the air

passage surface. Under these eonstraints, adequate joint strength cannot be

realized from a graphite-epoxy laminate. A boron-graphite-epoxy hybrid laminate with

the boron layers oriented in the primary (spanwise) cover load direction proxidcs satis-

factory strength margins.
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This paper describes the approachused to desig'nthe root joint of the horizon-

tal stabilizer and the data basegenerated to provide design strengths for the hybrid

boron-graphite-epoxy laminate under combined stress with single-shear [)ill load
reaction at an arbi,r::_ry angle.

SYMBOLS

D

E

f
F

N

P

t

W

Q

6

bolt diameter

Young' s modulus of elastic ity

stress

allowable stress

membrane load intensity, force/width

bolt load

thickness

width

joint flexibility, 6/P

displacement of bolt eenterline at inner plate midplane relative to outer

plate midplane

angle between load axis and laminate reference axis

Subseripts:

b bolt

B boron-epoxy

br bearing condition

G graphite-epoxy

oh open hole or unloaded bolt condition

net net area eondition



DE "IGNANALYSISOF THE ROOTJOINT

Splice Configuration

Theplanform arrangement of the stabilizer covers and bearing support fitting

is illustrated in fi_tre 1. The splice desig_ must transmit 500,000 lb ultimate

in-plane cover load to the bearing su_pport fitting through a pattern of 130 bolts to

the titanium bearing support fitting. Figure 2 presents a scale view of the root area

bolt pattern. The geometry of this splice configuration is typical of current aero-

space practice. The use of advanced composite material for the stabilizer covers,

however, requires the desigu analyst to approach his task in a different fashion than

would typically be tim case for metal designs.

Geometric stress raisers such as notches and, in particular, loaded bolt holes

reduce the static strength of filament dominated composites. This notch penalty is

analogous to the behavior of a brittle metal with a crack at the stress raiser. Under

fatigue, however, composites do not tend to develop and grow through-the-thickness

cracks as metals do. Paradoxically, notched eompoqites under fatig-ue appear to

grow stronger. The softening strip concept can reduce the static notch penalty and

provide a means to reduce drilling time in hybrid boron-graphite epoxy. But the

softening strip concept is impractical for the complex bolt pattern required to accomo-

date the bearing support fitting of the horizontal stabilizer.

The durability of advanced composite materials structures maT_ exceed that of

aircraft metals. The essential problem in desig_ is to achieve a structure that i_

dominated by the properties of the graphite or boron fibers rather than by the organic

matrix materials which may degrade under fatigue and environmental exposure.

Matrix dominated failures are found in bonded joints, compressive local instability

modes, sandwich face wrinkling and laminates which cannot be classified as filament

dominated laminates because of their fiber orientations and/or their loading, e.g.,

local thiclmess-direction shear and normal loads. .Matrix dominated failures arc

characterized by high scatter and sensitivity to fatigue and environment. A laminate

may be regarded as a filament dominated laminate if the fiber orientations are such

that primary loads are reacted by fibers and the resulting layer shear and transverse

stresses are inconsequential. Transverse crazing of a layer is regarded as incon-

sequential if there are fibers oriented transverse to the layer in question.

i, i



Fastener Flexibility

The strength of a composite laminate loaded in tension and bolt bearing de-

pends upon the amount of load reacted through bolt bearing. Data will be presented

which shows that increasing the portion of load reacted through bolt bearing reduces

the total strength in a linear fashion. Further, the distriLution of internal loads witl]in

the complex redundant structure comprising the root joint depends upon the stiff-

nesses both of the plate members and the fasteners connecting them. It is necessary to

determine the effect of bolt load on the load ca_'rying capacity of a given laminate

and the effect of bolt flexibility on the accuracy of bolt loads derived from a finite

element analysis of the joint area.

Examination of the five-bolt splice element illustrated in figure 3 shows that

the relatively flexible character of the bolts and the relatively stiff character of the

splice plates dominates the bolt load distribution. The results of

analyses are included in figure 3. In each analysis, the splice is treated as a

redundant structure comprised of axially loaded bars interconnected by shear loaded

bolts. The bar flexiblities are t2_ken as (length) -- (area x elastic modulus). Single

shear bolt joint flexibilities are estimated using a semi-empirical formula developed

by Richard N. Hadcock (unpublished research, 1961):

2 1)6 (tl + t2) + 3.72 i -

a= _p - EbD3 tlEl t2E2

(1)

The results summarized in figure 3 indicate that it is necessary to obtain reasonable

estimates of individual bolt flexibilities. Further, the bolts in this splice are so

flexible compared to the plates that doubling the bolt flexibilities has a rather small

effect upon the final bolt loads. This does not imply that bolt flexil:;iities can be

varied indiscriminantly.

A composite-metal bolt load-displacement curve typical of that which is found

in the stabilizer root joint is illustrated in figure 4. Equation (1) tends to overestimate

the flexibility of this configuration by about 40 percent. It is emphasized that any

such estimate of bolt flexibility must be assessed carefully both with respect to its

applicability and to the sensitivity of the design to the bolt loads being esthnated.



Design Approach

The state of combined in-plane loads, Nx, Ny, Nxy , and the bolt load reactions,

Px' p must be established for each bolt in the joint before detailed strength
Y

analysis can proceed. These internal loads are obtained from a structural model

using a finite element analysis, reference 2. A relatively fine grid of membrane

stress elements is constructed representing the orthotropic composite cover and

the isotropic bearing support fitting structure. At each bolt location, coincident nodes

are assigned to the cover and fitting and are connected by a spring element representing

the stiffness of the bolt. In practice, every single Ix)It cannot always be represented by

a node pair, particularly in tightly spaced areas, and after the inevitable small adjust-

ments to the structure are made. .Judgement and hand analyses are sometimes required

to assign equivalent lumped stiffnesses to the appropriate members. Similar judgement

is obviously required to interpret the results of the analysis.

The structure was analyzed by the finite element method using bolt stiffnesses

obtained from equation (1). Test results indicated that equation (1) overestimates

bolt flexibility (underestimates bolt stiffness). To assess the impact of increased

bolt stiffness, the analysis was repeated twice with the bolt stiffnesses increased by

30 percent and then 60 percent. Fig'ure 5 illustrates the effects upon the bolt loads

produeed by multiplying the stiffness of equation (1) by a factor, K A 60 percent
P

overall increase in bolt stiffnesses raises the leading bolt loads about 10 pereent.

Following the determination of internal loads in the root joint, a point-by-point stren_h

analysis was performed at each bolt location using design stren,o-th data obtained

from the joint test program.

The entire root joint design analysis effort, including design stren_h test

data generation, took place in about six months. The authors recog-nize and wish to

emphasize that all the analysis methods employed, including strength margins,

could be incorporated into a data processing and post-processing scheme with

considerable savings of engineering effort. The data and methods were not available

in time to automate the splice analysis for the stabilizer root joint.

t <Ji



DESIGN STRENGTH DATA

Test Program

A test proD'am strongly oriented to the horizontal stabilizer design was per-

formed to provide allowable stress data for boron-graphite-epoxy hybrid laminates

(0°B '/±45° G/90° G) under combined stress with bolt load reaction at an arbitrLtry

angle. The scope of the test program is given in table 1. A total of 237 specimens

were tested. Off--axis specimens were used to cletermine failure trader tension-

tensiop-shear stress field, while biaxial specimens were used for the tension-

compression loadings. The specimens were config'ared as straight-sided tension type

specimens with fiberglass end grippers for load introduction. The specimens were

made 24 in. long to lessen the end effects in the off-axis tests. All specimens had a

5/16 or 3/8 in. diameter hole with standard 100 ° countersink. The widths of the cou-

pons were made 1. 875 or 2.25 in. so as to maintain a const,'mt width to diameter ratio,

W/D = 6.

The test fLxture used for these tests is shown in figure 6. It contains two intermedi-

ate hydraulic jacks to allow controlled partial load reaction through a single shear fast-

ner. Provisions were made to allow adjustment of the jacks to align the specimen in

the fixture. Bending across the thickness and width was monitored by strain gages.

For loaded hole tests additional restraining blocks were used to minimize bendixig

across the joint. Strain gage readings were used to check the stiffness properties of

the laminate.

Test Results

Test results are presented in terms of the principal variables. All test results

are tabulated in the Appendix. The effect of bolt load on net tension strength is

shown in figures 7 and 8. Net tension failure stress is reduced in the presence of

bolt load from the open hole value; the reduction being nearly linear with increase in

the ratio of bolt load to total load. Specimens loaded at 22.5 ° 'md 45 ° to the lami-

nate axis (tension-tension-shear loading in the laminate axis) show least degrada-

tion. Overall laminate load-strain response was observed to be essentially linear

to failure. The behavior shown in fig, are 4 however, is typical of the joint load-

displacement curve at high bolt loads. It is possible to produce yielding of the bolt

and local crushing of the laminate without catastrophic laminate tensile rupture.

c_5



:iemperature e[tect on tension strength, figures 9 and 10, is seen to be small.

The strength of boron-epoxy critical laminates increases at -67 ° F and deteriorates

at 300 ° F. The reverse seems to be true for hybrids where failure is traced to

graphite-epoxy layers,

Desig_ Allowables

Test results shown in fig_tres 7 through 10 were used to establish design allow-

ables. These results are obtained from two laminates, 4_B-12G-36 G and 32B-16 G-

48 G, which comprise two third_ of the test data. Test results from five other

l_uninates were used to verify and extend the strength data base.

Open hole data for 48B-12G-36G and 32B-16G-48G laminates were used to re-

late brea_king load to far-field layer stresses calculated from lamination theory.

Layer longitudinal stresses for the 0 °, 90 °, ± 45 ° plies were determined using test

results for the two laminates loaded in the 0 °, 22.5 ° , 45 °, end 90 ° directions. The

average of far-field gross layer longitudinal stress values derived from test was then

reduced by a factor or 0.8 to determine the following design allowables:

F0° = 80 ks| (Boron)

F90 o = 45 ks| (Graphite)

F45 o = 45 ks| (Graphite)

(2)

The next step is to incorporate the effect of bolt loading into the combined stress

allow'tbles. Figures 7 and 8 indicate that the degradation of strength due to bolt load

is a function of lamhl-tte orientation a.nd loading direction. Specimen loaded at 22.5 °

and 45 ° show the least de_'adation. In order to maintain a simple, conservatlvc

approach, it was decided to penalize the _45 ° layers (critical in the 22.5 ° and 45 °

load direction tests) by an amount corresponding to the m_Lximum bolt !oad and to

assign the components of the bolt load to the 0 ° and 90 ° layers. That is, although

the entire bolt load is assumed to be reacted by the 0 ° and 90 ° layers, the _45 °

layers are limited to a stress level corresponding to that seen when maximum belt

loads are applied in the tests. Aeeordingly, the +45 ° (Graphite) allowable layer

longitudinal _Toss stress is reduced from 45 ks| to 41 ks|. For the 0 ° and 90 ° l%er,

the steepest slope seen in figures 7 and 8 was applied to obtain

(F)ne t = (Foh)ne t - 0.208 fbr (3)

I Illll I ] I --_ I : ..... III _ ---_--£
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where fbr is the nominal bearing stress, P/Dt. (Here P is the component of bolt load

in the 0e or 90°direction and the net stress is a function of the laminate and the load

direction. ) As a matter of design philosophy biaxial contributions to unaxial streng_th are

ig-nored while reductions of strength are taken into account.

Variation of width to diameter ratio is accounted for by maintaining a constant

net section allowable stress for W/D ratios less than six. l{ole size effect is ac-

counted for by correlating the open hole test data at diameters of 5/16 and 38 i_.ch

with the analysis method of Whitney and Nuismer, reference :{. The hole size eorree-

tion factors are given in table 2.

Tests on five-bolt splice elements similar to fig_are 3 indicate that tension is

more critical than compression at temperatures from - 07 to 300 ° F, even "after four

lines of spectrum fatigue. A test program is underway to verify the root joint design

under humid environment conditions simulating a twenty-year aircraft life with run-

way storage.

Comparison With Test Data

The test results are plotted against predicted values in figx_res 11 tba_ough la.

Since the predictions are based on the 48B-12G-36 G and 32B-16G-48G laminates,

good correlation is to be expected for those cases. The plots show very good agree-

ment for the other laminates as well. More scatter is evident for the 90 ° layer

failures. This may _.e due to the low percentage of 90 ° plies in those cases. Statis-

tical analysis of the specimens breaking in the =45 ° l'tyers produced a 'B-basis'

factor higher than the 0.8 wtlue used here for design.

CON CLUS[ONS

The strength of thick hybrid boron-g-raphite-ct_:% lan_inates comwcted to

metal in single shear bolted joints depends upon the bolt bearing load transferred at

each bolt. The internal bolt load distribution is a function of the plate stiffnesses

and the interconnecting bolt stiffnesses, hence reasonable estimates of joint flc.,d-

bility are important in design analysis. Equation (1) provided a reasonable estimate

in this application but measurement of joint stiffness is still deemed necessary and

should be undertaken as soon as preliminary sizing of a _,ew des:gn permits.



The integ-ration of the design analysis procedures directly into the finitc

element analysis would sio_ific_mtly reduce the effort required in the preparation of

input data and lnterpret-ltion ef results.

Bolt bearing reaction interacts with laminate notched tension strength in a linear

fashion. Reduced lamina far-field allowables provide a simple load and design

analysis approaci_ which was verified for combined loading by off-axis and biaxial

testing. Yielding of the bolt and local laminate crushing (bearing failure) can occttr

without castastrophic laminate tension rupture although laminate load-_tram response is

essentially linear to failure. Tensile strength was found to be relatively insensitive

to temperature.
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.\PPENDIX A

Tabulation of Test Results

Individual test results are ._ivenbelow. All thicknesses are basedon a non_r;_:,l

layer thickness of 0.00525 inches andloads are given in customat-5units {K -- 10_: i ,.
All faihu-es oceured in net tension.
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"Fable 1 Number and Type of "rests

EMPERATURE -67°F

TYPE OF TEST

LONG OR

_TRANSV

TENSION

OFF AXIS

TENSION

[" B I AXIAL

TEN-

COMPR )

RM

LONG. OR I

TRANSV I OFF
TENSION , AXIS

48B 12G.36 G 8

44B.12G.32G 3

33

12

27

32B.16G.48G 7
32 27

8B-4 G -!2 C

6 B "2 G -16 G

48B-12 G -32 G

- 12 -

1 - 2 1

1 1 48B-28 G -32 G 1

TOTAL 22 8 2 96 60

!
I 300°g

LONG. OR |

BI AXIAL TRANSV OFF BIAXIAL
AXIS

TENSION

16

5 2

- 1,5

- 5

1 1

7 39

3

3

TOTAL

84

22

81

12

14

7

17

237

I

"Fable 2 ttole Size Corrections

I
D IN. 1/8 3/16 1/4:5/16 3/8 7/16 1/2

kD 1.26 1,15 1.07 1.0 0.95 0.90 0.87 _
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Figure 1 Planform of the Horizontal Stabilizer

Showing the Location of the Bearing
Support Fitting
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SKIN TERM

40% LINE

FASTENER CODE
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5/16 DIA
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Figure 2 Root Arc.a Bolt Pattern
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BOLT

LOAD --_
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12 I"! ,-_ FAILURE = 10.5 K

101K_690.000 LB IN. _

| I " I " I

0 0,005 0.015 0.025

DISPLACEMENT, IN.

Figure 4 Typical Room Temperature Test Load-

Displacement Curve for a 3/8- inch diameter

Titanium Bolt Connecting 44B/12G/32 G
to 1/4 inch Titanium

LOAD

1.0

1.06

1.10

LOAD

1.0

1.055

1.102

LOAOIKP1.0 1.0

I Kp 1.04 1.3

1.0_ 1.07 1.6

+

1

LOAD "1/1I 1.0
1.3

1.6

1.0 I 1.0
1.049 1.3

1.094 1.6

(NOTE: Kp IS BOLT PATTERN STIFFNESS FACTOR)

SCHEMATIC

PLAN VIEW

--SPINDLE AXIS

Figure 5 Effect of Bolt Stiffness Variation

on Analytical Bolt Loads
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Figure 7 Effect of Bolt Load on Net Tension

Stress for 48B-12G-36 G Laminate
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Figure 8 Effect of Bolt Load on Net Tension

Stress for 32B-16G-48G Laminate
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NASA i.%R.qle, Fes_a_'2h Center

This paper reviews results from ongoing programs at the F_SA Langley

Research Center which have as their objective the establishment of a weight and

strength data base for efficient graphite/epoxy structural components. Effi-

ciency studies are presented which were obtained from a newly developed <rnthe-

sis code for designing structural panels subjected to combined loads. Results

from an experimental evaluation of two 91- by ll9-cm (96- by 47-in.) graphite/

epoxy, sandwich shear webs are presented_ as well as recent test results on

152-cm-long (60-in-long) hat-stiffened graphite/epoxy compression _anels. Also

reviewed are new results from an experimental program being conducted to study

the low-velocity im@_cL oenavior el' graphite/epoxy structures. Some design

implications of this research _re discussed in the context of redesigninm

commercial-aircraft aluminum wings with gra©bite/epoxy material.

iN_.:ODNCTION

A comprehensive program is beins cursued at the NASA ls,n_ley Fes_{rch

Center LaRC to advance the technolo<,, for designing _nd f_r buil'_,!n< 'N'.'%nc,<d

comec s[te qtrcc,+ures comparable to the technolo_L _ which presently exists for

a] :reincar.structures. £_thou<h there h,_ve been si_m<fican? %dv,znces in cemroa'__co

mechanics and design methods over the mast I0 )'ears, further effor_c "_re ne,_es-

sara/ to fully exploit the potential '¢dv:tnt%_.:esoffere_ b/ %dv_:nced commosite

materials. Nor exs,mpl_, in addition +,o offering weigh9 advanta<es and t_'!or-

able structural properties when compared with al,_u,_in,mn,composite materials w!%h

their radically different fabric:_tion processes also offer the potential for

reducing manufacturing costs. It should be expected then that the develoement

of advanced composite structures will be an evolutionary development with man>-

iterations between manufacturing and structural design.

In an effort to obtain the neefled interaction between desih_n, analysis,

and manufacturing activities, a program is being conducted at the Langley

Research Center to establish an experimentally verified weight-strength data

base for varmous generic structural components. Establishing this data base

not only provides experience with composite hardware but provides a much needed

standard against which the relative merits of various structnral conce_ts can

be compared. The critical experience that is obtained onl_ from the actual
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design of flight hardware is provided through interaction with industry and with

composite-structures flight programs at the Langley Research Center.

in the present paper a review is given of graphite/epoxy composite struc-

tural design technology studies in progress at LaRC. Specific items discussed

include: development of new anal?_ses and design procedures, establisb.ment of a

weight-strength data base for compression panels_ establishment of a weight-

strength data base for shear webs_ and a study of the impact behavior of com-

posite laminates. Also presented is a discussion of some design implications

associated with composite ma<eria]s, with specific attention given to the design

of substitution wings for medium-size commercial aircraft.

SYlV_OL S

Measurements and calculations were made in the U.S. Customary Units. They

are presented herein in the International System of Units (SI) with the equiva-

lent values given parenthetically in the U.S. Customary Units.
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panel width
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effective experimental panel length
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ultimate _pplied load

thickness of skin under hat cap

thickness of vertical webs

panel weight

shear angle

filament orientation

allowable stress
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PANELANALYSISANDDESIGNPROCEDD_KES

In this section _ review is given of the analysis and design procedures
which are currently being used or are under development at L_RCfor composite
panels under combinedloads. Current research is focused primarily on stiffened
composite panels; however, manyof the methods d_scussedare equally applicable
to sandwich panels.

Panel Stability Analysis Methods

Due to the large numberof variations in laminate geometry, filament orien-
tation, and material properties associated with composite structures, computer
codes with rather general stiffness and geometry capability are necessary for

analyzing their stability. The needed codes are being obtained both by con-

verting existing codes to deal effectively with anisotropic properties and by

developing new ones. A list of nine computer codes presently being used and
their associated features are listed in table I. Also listed in the table are

the references (refs. 1 to 9) in which each code is discussed.

The first four codes listed, BUCLASP 2, VIPASA, BOSOR 4, and SRA, are rapid

one-dimensional codes and are used primarily to study the complex buckle modal

behavior commonly associated with stiffened composite panels tailored for high

structural efficiency. An example of the BUCLASP 2 code being used to study

hat-stiffened panel which exhibited modal interaction is presented in refer-

ence I0. The fifth code, BUCIgLP 2, is used to study the stability of curved

unstiffened anisotropic panels which exhioited bending-extension coupling. The

next four codes listed: BOP, NASTRAN, SPAR, and STAGS, are used to study com-

posite panels where the assumption of a single trisonometric shap_ _ ias in the

one-dimensional code for the buckle mode is not adequate because of boundary

conditions or variatzons in stiffness, loading, or temperature. The STAGS com-

puter code can also efficiently handle geometrically nonlinear problems. The

STAGS code was used in reference I! to solve the nonlinear _roble_ of she%r web

buckling with an initial imperfection.

Panel Design Procedures

The two panel optimization programs (POP) presently being used at L_RC are

given in figure i. In both programz_ mathematical programing techniques are

used as the basic optimizing tool for arriving at m_nimum weight designs. These

programs provide the weight of a panel required to carry a given set of combined

loads and also provide a complete description of all skin thicknesses and

stiffener element lengths. In addition, design constraints m_ch as shown in

figure i may be specified. In the first procedure (POP-I) the assun_tion is

made that the panel buckling behavior for the local modes and _ide col_mn Euler

modes can be represented independently b_z s[mp!e closed-form solutions, such as

was done in reference 12 for metal _anels. T_oical!y_ iOOC to 2060 iterations

and about 25 seconds of computer time are require_ to obtain a sins]e design.

A more complete disc_ssicn of this procedure is _resented Jn reference ]_ and
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some applications of it are presented in reference I0. Although panel designs

obtained using this procedure (POP-I' must be checked wi!h a corer!eta :'t,_bi!it)-

analysis such as BUCIASP 2 or V[PAS.\, %h_ r£_-[ procedure has been found +o be

a very useful tool for _e _'_'_'_ _arar_'_'ic _+u_:_s or _vmn _-cn__,_+inF ffin_l

desirous for well-understo < I sfiifi'ener concer)ts.

in the second procedure <=_=,_ _:, "m e:<r{ct e_{env'_iue. _ouc_="'--_nc :_o],_tion

techniaue (BUCLAZF f or UIP\SA is utili::ed to properlj accotmt for element "on-

nections and csmnlex buckle mod_ Tn _:r':Tr complete buck!in:" r_o!u+ions ....

not obtained for each iteration} instEad_ approxim_,te ana]j,'ses <tre made and are

updated periodically with the exact ana!vsis. This proce_lure requires about

i00 to }00 seconds of computer time to obtain a single design. ._.discussion of

the optimization technique used in the POP-I! code is presented in reference !a.

This design procedure (POP-II) implicitl[f uses an exact stability analysis;

therefore_ it is used for studying open section stiffeners that are highly sus-

ceptible to large load reductions due to rolling of the stiffener. Resear2h is

also underway using this procedure (POP-II) to design panels with mode shapes

controlled in such a fashion as to minimize the effects of initial imperfections.

Sample results for the weight-strengthperformance of hat-stiffened

graphite/epoxy panels under combined loads are presented in figure 2. These

results were obtained using the POP-I panel design code. On this chart the

weight index W/AL is plotted as a function of the loading index Nx/! for

several ratios of applied shear to applied compression Nxy/N x. For low values

of the loading index, the panels are mainly stability critical; whereas, for

high values the panel weights are controlled by stren_h considerations, as

indicated by the steeper si:pes on the curves above Nx/L : i000. For all

the res_ts shown in figure 2, @ was constrained to be -5 _.

Recent test activities on composite _sme!s at the han_;le;,_Research ,tenter

have been focused on e::tabiishing a weight-strength data base for hi_'hffy effi-

cient hat-stiffened and ooen-corru.aoed graohite, e_o._._p:{ncis desi,Fned for com-

pression load onlv. The simple load condition ._as chosen to faci!i<ate the

understanding of failure mechanisms and to provide a standard for read.V com-

parison of various stiffening concepts. The validity of various desi{_n proce-

- _,,] 4-dures and analyses is being tested by comparisons with e.._perim_ntal reo_±._s on

the compression load designed panels, and efforts are underway to expand the

testing program to combined loads.

Panel Designs

The three panel cross-sectional configurations presently beinF considered

are shown in sketch (a). The shaded and unshaded areas distinguish between the

orientations of the plies and their distribution. Configuration A ':_s she_,m in
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CONFIGURATIONA CONFIGURATIONB

Sketch (a)

CONFIGURATIONC

reference I0 to be a structurally efficient arrangement for carrying axial com-

pression loads with the ply orientation angle e being ±45 °. The essential

features of this design are (i) that 0° (high axial stiffness) plies are located

in the hat cap and skin to provide maximum column bending stiffness and (2) that

the vertical webs are composed of all ±e (low axial stiffness) plies to mini-

maze the amount of axial load carried by the webs, thus permitting thin, light-

weight webs. Also, the ±e plies in the vertical webs provide the shearing

stiffness needed to minimize column transverse shearing deformations. Confi_-

ration B, also shown to be efficient in reference !O, had O° plies concentrated

in the skin under the hat. Configuration C is a s_metrical open corrugation

which is applicable where smooth skins are not required.

_2¢_.c_,ii_,between _j¢:O toIn wing panels the comnressive load ]eve!s are _, _ _ '_

5300 kN/m (2000 to _0 OOO Ib/'in. _ with a rib spacin_ of about 76 or. :r_ in. ]

In space vehicles, compressive_ load levels are _,_nera]7-__,,much lower - t_,_icall?:,

88 to 525 _N/'m i_00 to 3000 ib/'in.). The three load ]evels chosen for this

.... _on.1_zon,_ were 15°, _:P=,study as being representative of these loadin_ "__ r!"_-" _ _, _nd

1580 kN,,'m (900, _000, and qO00 ib/in. The panels werc designed uszn_l the

POF-I design code discussed previously. Selected panel desi({ns were fabricated

and tested. For each design, specimens 41 cm (16 in. _ long were used to evalu-

ate local buckling and ultimate strength, and specimens I_,2 cm (6C in.) long

were used to evaluate Euler and interactive buckling modes.

Panel Tests and Results

To date, panels have been designed and tested _; load levels of 158, 525,

and 1580 kN/m (900, 5000, and 9000 ib/in.). The 158 kN/m panel was an open

corrugation while the 525 and 1580 kN/m panels were of hat-stiffened design.

Comparisons of test results with BUCLASP 2 results are reported in reference I0

for twenty-three :_l-cm ii!6-in.) specimens and for six 152-cm (60-in._ specimens.

T:,_ical failures of the _-,_ and 1580 k_N/m. ,'C] -cm-long) panels are sho_,m in

figure 3. it can be se_n that failure of the _<_ kN, m panel has _ccom_anied a
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de!amination of the skin from the stiffeners while the 1580 kN/m panel failed
in an explosive fashion with one of the stiffeners totail;! separating from the
skin. The nature of the f_ilures are apparently closely related to the level
of strain at failure. The strain at failure for the 525 kN,mpanel w'_s%bout
0.009 whereas the strain at failure for the I_8r __'"m> ,, _:_,_ panel was0.0076, which
is very close to the ultimate strain of the _aphite/epo_ _ panel in compression
(0.0086). The 525 kN/mpanels had relatively low strain levels at initial
ouckling (0.0056 for the panel just discusse,i) and t,'¢pic%!17exhibited some
post buckling strength. The 1580 kN/m panel had relatively hich strains at
initial buckling and exhibited ver;/ little, if any, post buckling behavior.

Panels 152 cmlong (twice the simple support design length) were used to
evaluate the wide columnbehavior of the various designs, as discussed in ref-
erence 15. A photograph of a panel being tested in a compression test machine
is shownin figure 4. The strains in these panels were recorded with 80 strain
gages, and out-of-plane displacements were recorded with 15 electrical displace-
ment transducers. The strains were used to determine the location of zero
curvature in the panels to establish the effective simple support l_%nellength,
as was done in reference 15. Further details of the panel tests are presented
in reference !O.

Panel Weight-Strength Performance

The weight-strength performances of the panels tested are presented on the

structural efficiency chart in figure 5- For comparison, data points from over

2000 NACA aluminum panels of three different cross sections are shown. The

dashed line is the theoretical minimum weight for h_t-stiffened panels predicted

by the present design procedure, and the solid l_nes are for comparably designed

hat-stiffened and corrugated _raphite/epoxy panels. The cusps in the gr:_phite/

epoxy curves are due to balanced laminate considerations which require that the

±45 ° layers b_ used in incremental sets of four plies. The comparab!_._ deter-

mined theoretical cmrves show a 50-percent weight savings for graphite, epoxy

panels ,_nen compared with aluminum panels. It can be seen that none of the

graphite/epoxy panels achieved the theoretical efficiencies d_fined by the

solid lines9 this is due to reductions in predicted load, as well %s increzses

in predicted panel weight. The reductions in load are due primarily to imber-

fections (both local and overall), and the increases in weight are due to

practical _nufacturing processes and tolerances which were not considered in

the desigm proce_zre, ibwever_ even with these losses in performance the

graphite/epox%, panels tested were still 59 to 42 percent lighter in weight than

the theoretical minimum weight for comparable aluminum panels.

it should be pointed out that the closer a panel is desigu_ed to the theo-

retical minimum weight curve the more sensitive it is to imperfections, in

most _ractical structures, panels are designed for multiple load conditions as

_ell as other constraints such as stiffness or fatigue. A discussion of such

practical constraints is given in a subsequent section on design implications.
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SHEAR _rEB STUDIES

An analytical and experimental program to investigate the shear stren_Ttb

of graphite/epoxy struct_zres is also being conducted. Ln this section the

mater_al and structural evaluation of two large g_aphitejepo_$ sandwich shear

webs will be reviewed (ref. 16). Cne sangwich web was designed to exhibit

strength failure of the facings_ and the other web was designed to exhibit

general instability failure. Each shear web was tested as one-half of a deep

beam which was supported and loaded as indicated in sketch (b).

Dummy web-- IIII
246 cm
(97in.)

)

Test. specimen
--F

91 cm(36 in.)
_L

P/2

Sketch (b)

Laminate Tests

The laminate selected for the sandwich facings was +45 ° graphite/epoxy

The elastic shear modulus and allowable sbear stren_Tth of this(T3OO/5208,_. _
laminate was determined from material tests conducted using the biaxialiy loaded

picture-frame shear test shown in ficure 6. This T,est method sn:,_ects a sand-

_ich specimen to % uniform shesr deformation. Details of the sDec men desi_

may be found in reference 16. Using this method: the average membrane she_r

modulus of the _+=5c, _e.minate ....,,_._found to be -*i"GPa ,.,-..aa..x !0 u psi',,:_nd the

"B" value shear strength was f>und to be )_00 _a '=8 000 psi)

Structural Specimen Design

The two shear webs were each 91 by 119 cm (36 by 47 in.), which was the

same size as the titanium-clad boron/epoxy web of reference 17. The faces of

both webs were molded with an integral doubler area for bolting around the

periphery which was of pseudoisotropic (0/±45/90) construction. The strength

critical web was designed to exhibit strength failure of the facings (assuming

uniform shear flow) at the same shear loading of !SkO kN/m (7638 ib/in.] as the

web of reference 17 to provide a direct comparison of structural efficiencies

• _ " _ faces r_ plies)of the two webs; it w_s constructed with ] {[_-mm (O.O,:_-_n._ L=
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and 1.52-cm (0.60-in.) alumint_r_-honeycomb core. The stabilit_ critical web was

<_esigned to eY/nibit general instability failure at _ _<hes_rloading of 8 '_ k_U,m

_5000 ib,in.) The purpose of this web was to _dentif_< _roblem _=rer_s _,r san_]-k , • _

wich shear webs which are stability critical and to r{ssess the adequate;; of

current ana!,<tiea! tools for predicting shear buckling} this v.eb was constr_ct_d

with l.L+O-mm (0.055-in. ] faces i0 plies) and 0. _o<.m <'0.575-in. ] ai_min:_-

honeycomb core. An initial NASTR/hN (ref. 7} mode] of the test web _nd frame -:as

assembled and was used to desi_ the s_ability critical web core thickness.

Further design features of these two shear webs may be fov_nd in reference 16.

Shear Web Test Method

Both sandwich shear webs were tested in the same manner as the web of ref-

erence 17. The test frame, complete with a sandwich web, is shown in figure 7

_nstalled in a compression test machine.

Tension rods provided lateral restraint to the deep beam during test but

offered no restraint to inplane deformations of the test web. While the deep-

beam test method subjects the web to the desired shear loading, it also subjects

the web to small bending deformations. Consequently, both shear webs were

instrumented to survey the beam bending strains as well as the overall sheer
field.

Test Results

The strength critical shear web failed at I0_ FJ[/m (6028 ib/in.) a,-er_fe

shear load, which is approximatel;_ 79 peruent of the desi}_ value. The fa_]ed

shear web is shown in fiT<re 8 where the tension and compression cracks are

identified. These cracks are consistent vdth a material failure in shear. It

is believed that failure initially occurred near the croszing of the tension

and compression cracks since preliminary analysir and e._eriment indicate that

this is an area of Increased stress. The theoretical anJ experimental load-

strain responses in shes_ are sho:_n in figure 9. Curve I, on the figure, is the

theoretical response based on average shear flow over the full depth of the web

and indicates that the ultimate facinc strain (0.CO972) would be reached at the

_ V_;/"I t_e]design load of 2._ _,_ (550 kips). Shear flow calculations (i.e., ,_

which more correctly account for material distribution, including the test

frame, indicate that the ultimate strain would be reached at approximately a

5-percent lower load• The measured strains for a given load were sio_nificantly

higher than elementary flows predicted. Curve II is the average shear strain

response determined from gages located over the central portion of the web.

When this curve is extrapolated to the ultimate strain level_ approximately a

lO-percent reduction in maximum load _s indicated. However, curve ii! shows

the greatest experimental shear strain on the entire web. This response, which

was determined from gages located near the suspected failure point, _ndicates

that a localized area was strained very near the _terial limit at the failure

load. In order to analyze such a web, something be_ond eltmentar_" theor;< is

required to predict the peak shear stresses which can deviate from the _verage.

in a metal structure_ _rielding would occur and would allow a uniform rtress con-

dillon to be approached; but this is not the case for composite materi:_!s.
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i_he st:._b-ilit,; critical web f'_:_i_.i at ,,00 kN,m "j.- .... ]b in. 'r;_r%-e shear

load, which is '_r,_r_x "_e l ,_7 r r_,-,-m% oi' #ln_ antic .......

that _rew from the onset or loading.

ihe theoretical and ex_eriment'_i !o_d-st,,"=[n r,-'"porm_-: !n she'_,r o:' the

stabilit.: critical web '_,re sheba in f'ix_,_ro i!. The ]os'-r: !oad_ "n<_icttted` b_; %

dashed i ine_ was deter,<_ined from }}AST!Lff] :;_'=bi!ity :_-na!ys,,s %f; -;__f;inK core

thickness to obtain :{ web desisn which w_s stabilitx ,critical at an average

shear load of 8Y5 !_{/m (5ooo tb, in. or 1.6 ),_[ }60 ki_s Zeta! load. Curve l

is the theoretical load-str_in response_ based on avera<e shear flow over the

full web depth and indicates that the bucklin 6 load would be reached at an

avera@e shear strain of approximately 0.0076. This strain level is approxi-

mately 22 percent less than the facing ultimate strain of O.00972_ which is also

shown on the figttre_ indicating an adequate margin to preclude facing strength

failure. Curve II is the average load-strain response determined from gages

located over the central region of the web. This curve indicates that the

resultant average shear stiffness of the web and test frame combination was

less than e_-_ected_ similar to the strength critical web behavior. Curve iII

shows the &_eatest shear strain response on the entire web. Back-to-back strain

gages at this location reversed at approximately 1 :,_ (220 kips)_ thereby indi-

cating the presence of high local bending deformations. Since the web failed

at a maximum strain level of approximately 0.00708 (curve III)_ it appears that

membrane stren_h failure of the facings did not precipitate web colittpse.

Rather_ it _s believed that collapse occurred as the res_mlt of localized effects

such as core_ or inter!amim_r f_il,mre _¢fter bucklinc.

WeiidK-gtren_th r:erformance

?he wcicht-strength characteristics of various she,_r web constructions are

sho;,u_ in fi{;ure :2, where test section weight per trait area oer unit deeth

..... , 7 _ ,, _%s (Nxy / ) T_eI_,,.,_D] is p_o_be_ _ function of the she_r flow oer unit de_+h b . _.

shaded, area of' fiomre 12 bounds the re_Tion over which _luminum dat:_ stum_%ri,zed

in re!. 12,) were generated by the NACA. The solid curves are theor<-ical ore-

diotions (ref. I$) which show the limiting behavior for various structural con-

cepts. _Fhe experimental stability criLical performance of the Ti-clad B/E test

web _ of reference i_ is also shown in the figure. The dashed line is a theo-

retical prediction of strength critical Gr/E sandwich behavior for the web

tested. The stability critical web is an off-optimum design; therefore_ its

design point does not lie on the strength critical curve. The web experimental

results of both the strength c_itical and the stability critical webs were

plotted using average shear loads and :)ull web dept.}:. The strength critical

web is shown to weigh approximately one-third as much as the most efficient

aluminum structure at that load index and approximately _'"=.percent as much as

the Ti-clad B/E web. .Although the design was off-optimum and influenced by
i _,_7_n t ..... c<_ve_ture, the stabiiit./ crit__cal shear _:_b weished %pprcximate]y one-

half as much as an %l_mminum structure which would carr _ the s_.me load.



In spite of the lower-than-anticipated failure loads, the graphite/epoxy

sandwich shear webs have outstanding weight-strength characteristics. The webs

achieved _verage shear stresses of 275 to 550 _,_ ',_0 to 50 ksi,, and were found

to be 50 to '_7 percent lighter than the most efficient _ilLu_inum str_;ctures

kno,_m, as indicated by the shaded are_ of figure 12.

LOW-_F2LOCITY Y_,_ACT

An experimental investigation has been conducted to study local failure

modes and impact initiated failures in high-strength graphite/epoxy sandwich

structures. This program has been underway for some months and previous results

are reported in references 19 and 20.

Tests

The tests have been conducted on sandwich panel specimens typical of those

proposed for use in aircraft secondary structures. Projectiles and energy

levels were selected to simulate rock-type impacts. Rock damage is of il_erest

because commercial aircraft are occasionally damaged by rocks and runwa_r debris

that is kicked up by reverse thrusters during landing.

diameter solidProjectiles used in this investigation were 1.27-cm (O.5-in.,

almminum spheres. Aluminum was chosen as the projectile material because it has

about the same density as common rock materials. .All projectile impacts w_re at

normal incidence in the velocity range of I_ to 61 mjs (_0 to 200 ft sec,_
, •

Specimens

In order to evaluate the effect of impact on the load-carrying capacity of

graphi*e/epoxy composites, sandwich-beam test specimens were used. The speci-

mens were 56 cm <°2_ in._ lon_ by 8 cm (3 in.) wide and had a comnosite_ _aminate

on one _ace and a steel plate on the opposite face. The specimens were loaded

in four-_oint beam.,bending (see sketch (c]) _ich imposed a uniform stress field

Sketch ic)
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on an 8- by 8-cm (5- by __-_n.) test _rea in the center of the specimen. The

!-ply (O,90)s laminates and 8-ply (90,+L5,0) s laminates fabricated from high

strength graphite/epoxy were tested. The L-ply is,minutes were supported on

_8 k_/m 3 (3 ib/ft_) Nomex honeycomb a_d the S-ply laminates were supported on

130 kg/m _ (8.1 ib/ft 3) aluminum honeycomb.

Load Frame

Static loads were applied to the specimens using the loading frame shown

in figure 13. A typical test specimen is sho'^m under compression load in the

frame. The frame was also used for tensile testing with the load for both cases

applied through a screw in the rear of the frame. A load cell was incorporated

into the frame to determine the stress in the composite face sheet panel.

Specimens were placed in the loading frame and impacted under combinations of

load and projectile velocity to determine the combination necessary to initiate

catastrophic failure of the specimen.

Results

Test results for tensile stressed (0,90) s graphite/epoxy laminates sup-

portedon kg/m3 (3ib/ft3) honeycombcoreare sho= in fig e The
ordinate is the load in the specimen prior to impact (P) divided by the measured

ultimate load (Pu) of several virgin specimens, and the abscissa is theaverage

kinetic energy of the impacting projectile. The solid symbols represent test

specimens in which catastrophic failure occurred upon projectile impact, and the

open symbols represent specimens which may have incurred local damage but did

not fail catastrophically. The curve labeled "failure threshold" is faired

between t]_ose specimens which failed upon impact and those which did not. _he

failure threshold indicates that a sharply defined region of safe loading may

exist for graphite/epoxy composite laminates. A similar behavior was noted in

reference 21 although thicker l_minates and different layups were evaluated for

ballistic d_ge. The range of impact eva]uated In the present investigation

included energies well below the value required _o initiate visible damage to

energies that precipitated significant local surface damage. The lowest pro-

jectile kinetic energy at which surface fiber breakage can be detected visually

is called the visible damage threshold and is note,_ in figure 14. The data

indicate that imp_ts at energ7 levels well below the visible damage threshold

can initiate catastrophic failure in loaded composite structures.

Some t_Tical impact damage in graphite/epoxy sandwich structures is shown

in figure 15. Damage is of a local nature and at penetration is about the same

diameter as the projectile. The susceptibility of some graphite/epoxy to for-

eign object damage has been examined in references 19 and 22. The conclusions

from these references are that the chief contributing factors to damage sus-

ceptibility appear to be the low longitudinal strain to failure of graphite/

epomj and the local crippling of the honeycomb beneath the ooint of impact.
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The failure threshold for two laminate configurations in both t_nsion "_nd

compression is shown in fi_ure 16. All curves %re b}._d on em_erimenta] d'_ta

s_ch as t._a_ ._or the O, _n': s tension test shown prev/ouslv in fi._ure L.. ,!l

Y%ilure thre_ho]_-] c_rves "n.g:.cnt<. similar %ren_s %hi have stren_tk reduc÷ion. _

com-oress[on stresse,] ]am:_nqt6s wzs not, ani]c[n:%ted bec;_use _'m -']_ %}'i_. I :L___F .. _%orr.el!A

are not common in most structural t',_e materials. Close <::%ruination oi iT:e:

failure surface indicates t_a+..<_the ir:m_ct_ _,q_,{÷'_:_,__:__ .........._ transyerse _:_:e'_....t,,'Te

of' _'ai!ure tn the ]am]n:_,te_ 'is sho_ in sketch d .

I J )
Sketch (d)

The increase in impact resistance at the lower energy levels (0.i to 0.2 J

(i to 2 in-lb)) demonstrated by the (90,±45,0) s laminate may be due more to the

honeycomb substrate than to the number of plies or the layup configuration.

The higher density aluminum core used in the 8-ply specimens has higher crip-

pling properties and provides better local support in the region of impact than

does the lower density Nomex core used on the 4-ply specimens.

Photographs which show typical impact initiated failures in tensile loade_

test laminates are shown in figure 17. The (0,90)s laminate (fig. 17(a)) is

seen to fail with a well-defined crack while the failure in the (90,±45,O) s

laminate is accompanied by a considerable amount of tearing and de=_mlna_lon.

Effect of Impact on Commercial Aircraft Design

An alternate way of looking at the data in crder to better understand the

implications on design is sho_n in fi/mre ]$ -where the f._i!ure threshold curves

based on strains for the test laminates are shown, in ficure i$, the calcu-

lated stiffness for the given !:<minate was used to convert the ]oa£ to strain.

Also sho_m on the plot are the liK[t load and ultim-{te load strain levels which

are representative of values found in com_ercial aircraft wing panels <'see ne_

section on design implications). Although impact causes cons_derab!e reductions

in strength, as shown in figure 16, the severity of these reductions is best

evaluated by the strain comparisons of figure 18. It should be pointed out that

the ultimate and ]imit load strain levels indicated are for heavily loaded wing

panels and that most other components on commercial aircraft would operate at

much lower strain levels. Only a limited number of laminates have thus far

been tested, and additional work in this area is necessary.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS

In this section the design implications of constraints other than material

strength or buckling are discussed. Attention is focused on the compression

wing panels of contemporary medium-size commercial aircraft and specificalJ> _n
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their redesi<_nconsiderin_ _raphitelenoxj as the n+r :.:_ur_] u_terLa!. ,L few

simmle fund<%mental concepts '_,redeveloped whLch nr_:'m[d< '_b_sis for under-

st'indin_ the des_yn <,f composite st: '__:tution win,<,: t_nd lend ins icht, ,_,_-,,,.cil,

into the desijn of adv_:{nced wing st._,,: .res.

Wing Fanel Weight and Stiffness Comr,arisons

in a orevious section, a commarison, was tu:_,debe+w_-en t_e..weicht-_-_oren}_'_"_

characteristics of al,<minum panels and _<raphite eDo< / panels desisned for a

commression load only <_see fig 5). In this _e _"_ . _.c_on, compression panel data

from contemporary commercial aircraft are included in the comparison. In fig-

ume 19 the theoretical minimumweight curves for hat-stiffened manels from

figure 5 are shown. For simplicity the cusps on the graphite/epoxy curve of

f i_ome 5 are not included; this exclusion is equivalent to removing the con-

straint of incremental ±45 ° ply thicknesses. Also shown in figrme 19 are data

for typical medium-size commercial aircraft aluminum wing panels. The lower

values of the loading index Nx/L represent the lightly loaded outboard portion

of the wing while the higher values of the loading index correspond to that

portion of the wing near the fuselage interface, it can be seen that the com-

mercial wing panel data are considerably higher than the theoretical minimum

weight for aluminum in the low loading index range. These data approach the

theoretical minimum weight in the high loading index range as the strength

limit of the aluminum is approached. The main reasons for exceeding the theo-

retical minimum weight for the aluminum pan_Is seem to be (I) added constraints

for wing bending and torsional stiffnesses, t2) fatigue considerations, and

(3) system or manufacturing constraints such as a requirement for constant

stiffener spacing. In figure 20 the extensional and shear stiffnesses of both

the cou_ercial wing panels and graphite/epoxy panels are compared to assess the

implications of' using strength optimized panels in substitute winFs. 7t can be

seen on this logarithmic plot that the stiffnesses of the compression-load-

designed graphite epoxy panels are on the order of' one-h_klf to one-third of the

stiffnesses of the al_minum wing panels. ]t should be note4 that the stiff-

nesses of minim<_ weight aluminum panels designed for a compression load onl>,

would be ver', close to those shown for gTaphite cDoxy. Since the panel -v_-

sional and shearing stiffnesses translate directly into win_ bendin< and tor-

sional stiffness_s, it can be seen that a compression-load-designed minimum

weight wing would be considerably more flexible than existing co_mmercial

aircraft wings.

A practical option for designing a substitution composite wing for an

existing aircraft is to match bending and torsional stiffnesses of the wings.

Such an option would minimize the effort required %o requalify the aircraft

aeJoe!astically and would minimize induced loads which are transmitted into the

se ondary structure of the leading and trailing edge. In figure 21 the results

are shown for graphite/epoxy compression panels where their extensional and

shearing stiffnesses are constrained to be the same as the values given for the

commercial aircraft aluminum panels in figure 20. In addition, the practical

constraint of a minim_n 13-cm fS-in._,j stiffener spacing, t_<mical_ of' the aluminum

win_ panels, was imposed. (The s_ne data that were _resented ]n fig. 19 are

also presented in fig. 21 #'or comparison pur>oses.) it can be seen from fig-

ure 21 that the stiffness constraints res'm!t in a significant weight penalty
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for the graphite/epoxy panels. In fact, the weight of the panels is 4oubled in

the low loading index range. However, it is significant that even with the

severe stiffness constraints, graphite/epoxy panels weiyh onlj 50 percent as

much as commercial aircraft compression panels.

During the design study, it was also observed that none of the stif_'ener

elements were local buckling critical when the stiffness constra!nts were

imposed on the hat-stiffened panels znd that the constant _ _ 5-in.)_-_ stiff-

ener spacing could be obtained with no further weight increase. 'This suggests

that simpler stiffeners cou_Id be used where stiffness is a severe design con-

straint and that manufacturing and cost considerations could well dictate the

stiffener cross-sectional design. Subsequent studies indicated that simple

blade stiffeners, such as those investigated in reference 23, would meet the

buckling and stiffness requirements of the substitution composite wing, previ-
ously discussed, with no further weight penalty.

Wing Strain Levels

In the substitution wing panel study presented in the previous section,
the stiffnesses of the composite wing were constrained to be the same as the

stiffnesses of the original aluminum wing. Matching stiffnesses (bending and

torsional) at each station along the wing also result in the operational strain

levels along the wing being the same. The compressive strain levels along the

wing span are shown in figure 22 for medium-size commercial aircraft. (These

strains correspond to the stiffness data shown in fig. 20.) Also shown for

reference are the corresponding stresses in the aluminum wing. It can be seen

that the maximum ultimate strain levels in the wing are between 0.005 and 0.006

at the wing root and drop to very low levels of about 0.O015 near the wing tip.

Even with matched stiffness constraints, it is recalled that the graphite/epo:c¢

wing panels are one-half of the weight of aluminum panels. Thus it is sho_

that graphite/epoxy can reduce the weight of existing commercial aircraft com-

pression panels by about 50 percent without working the material past strain
levels of 0.006.

A stress-strain clmve is shown in figure 2_ in which three different lami-

nates of graphite/epox%_ are compared with two common aluminum alloys. Although

some composite laminates such as (±_5°)s shown in figure 2_ have ver_ _ large

strains to failure (_0.O4), laminates which have filaments in the direction of

the major load (filament controlled laminates) have failure strains close to the

( ) laminate is shown asfailure strain (_0.01) of a 0° laminate. The ±45o'04 s

being representative of the laminates used in winglike panels. Also shown in

figure 23 is a band which represents the maximum strain levels at ultimate load

for present commercial aircraft. Failure data for damaged structures such as

that presented in figure 18 for impact suggest that a maximum allowable working
strain level for composite materials must be established and that the allowable

strain level will be close to that which exists in present commercial aircraft.

It seems reasonable that some conservative strain design criteria should be

estab]ished for initial primary structural designs for applications to commer-

cial aircraft. This allowable level of strain could {_<radually be increased

with the introduction of design improvements such as softening strips and with
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an accumulation of desi_ and 1±ight experience on composite components in much

the same fsshi_n as the accumulation of design and f]_ht experience with com-

mercial aircraft has permitted the introduction of better aluminum %lloys over

the years.

Also shown in figure 23 are the maximum strain levels in the DC-10 rudder

and the L-lOll fin, both of which are being redesigned with composites as part

of the La2C flight service program. _ne rudder and the fin both are stiffness

designed, and this is reflected in their low operational strain levels. If

other advanced composite rlight components were added to this chart, a much

clearer picture of the level-of-loading experience being obtained on the vari-

ous flight programs would result.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

One of the main goals of LaRC efforts on composite design technology has

been to establish standards against which the performance of structural com-

ponents can be measured. In this paper, structural efficiency charts are pre-

sented for compression panels and shear webs which permit a ready comparison of

various structural concepts. These charts show that stiffened panels made of

graphite/epoxy offer a 50-percent weight savings when compared with comparably

designed aluminumpanels. The redesign of aluminum compression panels for com-

mercial aircraft wings using graphite/epoxy material is studied. The results

showed that structural stiffness is a controlling design condition which over-

rides material strength and buckling requirements. Maximum strain levels at
ultimate load were found to be less than 0.006 when the stiffnesses of the

redesigned graphite/epoxy wing were constrained to be the same as the original

aluminum wing. The relatively low operation strain levels suggest that simple

wing panels can be used and that manufacturing and cost considerations could

well dictate panel cross-sectional design. The substitution gTaphite/epo_g

panels were about 50 percent lighter than the original aluminum panels even
with the severe stiffness constraint. The maximum strain levels for three c m-

mercial aircraft structural components are compared, and it is suggested that

such maximum strain levels be used to identify the level-of-loading experience

being obtained on various flight service programs.

A review is given of the stability analyses and design procedures used to

conduct and support the structural efficiency studies. Also presented are

sample results of an experimental program being conducted to determine the

impact behavior of graphite/epo_ laminates. Results of the impact studies are

presented on both a failure strength and failure strain basis. The evaluation

of the impact behavior of laminates on the basis of failure strain permits a

direct comparison to be made with the maximum strain levels expected in various

structural components. In fact, it seems that the use of maximum expected

strain levels should provide a convenient guide for all structural integrity

evaluations.
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v

ABS'I_\CT

11_e Advanced Composite Torque Box Optimization Program (AC1BOP) is a

structural optimization program capable of rapidly evaluating the weight/cost

merits of torque boxes constructed with advanced composite mterials. It was

developed as a part of the wing and empennage module of the Structural Weight
Esti,T_tion Program (SWEEP).

The torque box model in ACTBOP consists of a box composed of upper and

lower covers, front and rear spars, root and tip ribs, and internal support

spars and ribs as required. Box shear, moment, and torsional degrees of

freedom are considered in the optimization.

Three types of construction can be analyzed: multispar with conventional

or honeycomb sandwich covers, multirib with skin/stringer covers, and fit11

depth honeycomb sandwich. The substructure, spars/ribs, can be circular cor-

rugation or honeycomb sandwich panels.

I }¢FROI)IICTI ON

ACTBOP is a computer program_critten to ease the task of prelir_nary ad-

vanced design composite wing box. It is capable of rapidly sizing and evalua-

ting the relative weight merits of various structural wing boxes composed of

advanced composite materials. Approximately one day is required for input data

setup. The usual run times on an II_i 370 computer are approximately one minute.

The algorithm has also been incorporated into Rockwell Los Angeles Aircraft

Division's Structural Weight Estimation Program (S_EP)(ASD/XR-74-10) developed

under Air Force contract F33615-71-C-1922.

The ACTBOP advanced composite analysis is designed to determine structural

requirements of torque boxes with all cover and supporting structures fabricated

from laminated layers of filamentary fibers. The prediction procedure deter-

mines the necessary nt_ber and orientation of fiber layers to provide the

I_REGEDI_G PAGE BLANK NOT FILM_)



strength, stability, and stiffness characteristics required for each element

of the box. Assumptions are made to adapt detail analysis procedures to the

quick-response, preliminary nature of the synthesis procedures. Equations used

to evaluate the behavior of laminated webs under load are based on existing

detail filamentary _malysis equations. Where possible, similarity to the

metallic structure _malysis is maintained; structural idealization assumptions

and scope of the sy_.thesis/weight analysis procedures are similar.

WING DEFINITION

General Behavior of Composite Laminates

All advanced composite laminates considered in ACr_P are assumed to con-

sist only of laminae with 0°, e45 ° , or 90 ° orientations . The relative ply

directions for each stmctural wing box element are defined in Figure 1. Plies

oriented at 0 degree (longitudinal) are strongest in the axial direction, while

the ±45-degree p]_es are best at resisting shear. 90-degree plies a_ added to

keep the laminate _alanced. Although the order in which these laminae are laid

up has a bearing on the properties of the laminate, a particular layup sequence

is not implied in the sizing results; i.e., computations are based on an equi-

valent number of plies in a homogeneous (as opposed to layered) laminate. The
laminate layups must, however, be balanced (the number of +45 ° and -45 ° plies

must be equal) and symmetric about its middle surface. The laminate configura-
tions used in ACFBOP are then

_°|/_4S°m/90°n] s

where f = number of O-degree plies, m = number of t45-degree sets, and n =

number of 90-degree plies in half of the laminate.

The stress-strain relationships used in ACTBOP are derived from classical

lam_mtion theory. Only a summry of these is presented here. Further informa-

tion is available in the "Advanced Composite Design Guide; Volume III."

An orthotropic composite material is characterized by its elastic constants
tU CU SU

EL, ET, GLT , and VLT , and the allowable stresses Fn , FN , and F45. Further,

t_e physic_l constants p and t L are necessary. Th_ stregs-strain relation-
ship for a symmetric balanced composite laminate is expressed by

C_6
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where A is the extensional stiffness matrix of the laminate and is defined by

NL

Aij E Qi
k=l

i,j -- I, 2. 6.

NL is the number of plies in the lamirmte, t is the thickness of each lamina

and Q is the mtrix of elastic constants for each corresponding ply.

For the [0 |/+-45°m/90°n] s laminate family the A-matrix can be simplified
by noting that

0 EL .90

Qll = (1 - VLTVTL) = _22

0 ET 90

Q22 = (i - VLTVTL ) = QII

0 0 .. 90

QI2 = VLT Q22 = VTL _I[ = QI2

906 = GLT = Q66

45 45
ell = Q22 -- o.2s [Q_,t + c)z2+ 2(_2 +

QI2 = 0.25 ( I ,2 4GLT + 2Q02)

45 Q0] + Q( _ 20_2 )Q66 = 0.25 ( ] 2
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At times, it is necessary to calculate the gross elastic properties of a

laminate, E and G . The equations used are
x xy

E = 2tL
X

t 0 45 90
(_ QII + 2m Q 11 + n Qll )

+ 0 2m QI2| n) QI2 +

[ 90 + 45 +n Q1|QII 2m QII

and

_In 0 90

where t is the laminate thickness.

2 o
- q12)

+ (|+ n) GLT]

All engineering materials are subject to changes in properties at elevated

temperatures. To account for these chaaqges, all necessary material constants

are computed in ACTBOP as a function of the design temperature for each set of

design loads. Straight-line interpolation of the properties between predeter-

mined control temperature points is used.

Wing Box Geometry

The wing box is modeled in ACTBOP as a Icng slender beam composed of covers

and supporting spars and ribs. This wing is divided into 10 discrete spanwise

segments by Ii stations (Figure 2). Geometw is defined at each station p_e-

scribing the axis of analysis location _md physical section dimensions width,

average box depth, and depths of front and rear spars (Figure 3).

Torque-box construction types that can be analyzed by ACTBOP include:

I. Multispar plate cover designs

2. _Itirib stringer-stiffened cover designs

3. Full-depth honeycomb sandwich designs

6,E8
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Spar and rib support structures are idealized as sheet web pills cap systen_s;

the webs for these structures can be designed as either cJrL-Igated webs or

honeycomb panels. Spars may be either advanced _o,posite circular corrugatc.d
spars or honeycomb sandwich spars. The circular corrugation is assumed to have

a 60 ° corrugation angle and a prescribed corrugatio,_ radius. The skin may be

either flat advanced composite panels or honeycomb sandwich panels. In all

cases, honeycomb sandwich members are designed with the input core Droperties.

Each face sheet is assumed to have the same configuration and to be half the

thickness of a flat advanced composite panel.

The cover and support structures are assumed to be mechanically fastened

at cover-to-spar/rib joints to provide an integrated torque-box structure.

Face sheets for full-depth honeycomb sandwich boxes are considered to be bonded

to the supporting core material. Cover laminae are assumed to be rearranged

locally along attadment lines to include filler material, replacing relocated

0-degree lamina, for atta_t hole drilling. Lightning protection material

(alumim_ flame spray) is applied to all exterior surfaces and sealer films to
all interior surfaces.

For the mltirib type of wing box construction, different stringer concepts

can be specified for the upper and lower covers. However, the spacings or number

of elements in each cover will remain the same. Stringer areas consist of only

O-degree longitudinal plies. The permissible types of stiffeners are shown in

Figure 4.

STRUCTURAL ELI_IENT SIZING

Assumptions

At each of the 11 structural analysis stations, torque-box material re-

quirements are synthesized for the five major elements - upper cover; lower

cover; front spar; rear spar; and intermediate spars, ribs, or honeycomb core.

The covers and spar caps are sized to withstand the spanwise bending moment,

M. Spar webs are designed to resist the vertical shear load, V. The torsional

moment, T, is resolved into shear loads resisted by the upper and lower covers

and the front and rear spar webs.

In general, the synthesis procedures are similar to that used for metallic

designs. The following stmmrizes the major differences:

1. Only longitudinal fibers (0-degree plies) resist mxial loads, and

cross ply fibers (t45-degree pIies) resist shear loads.



3.

.

2.

o

.

o

All plies contribute to laminate panel stability.

Skin material requirements are analyzed for axial loads and panel

stability" requirements due to combined effects of inplane axiaI
:rod shear loads.

Skin _md spar webs are desJ_med to resist torque shear loads.

Intermediate spar webs are assigned tn react part of the vertical
shear loads.

Laminetes are synthesized with integer number of laminae. For honey-

comb panels, laminate plies are assumed to be equally divided between
the inner and outer face sheets,

Addition of -*45-degree plies only are made to increase stiffness

levels of panels with inadequate stability stress allowables.

Addition of _ 4S-degree plies only are made to torque-box webs to in-

crease section stiffness to levels required to satis_- torsional stiff-

ness requirements.

Additional plies oriented at 90 ° are added to car D" any transverse

inplane loads. These are chosen as a percentage of 0°" and _45 ° plies.

Design Loads and Constraints

._ction design loads in ACTBOP are defined in terms of shear (T), bending

moment tMt and torque (T) at e,tch of the 11 _,ing gin,iivsis 5t:_tion.< fro tap t_

20 different loading conditions tFigme 3). (iorrespondin_,, st_"_lctt_1:il desis_,n

teT_eratures :_:e _lso specified. Section t,._rsion:tl stiffness required to pre-
veldt flutter cgln be prescribed.

Design constraints dictated by manufacturing requirements can _lso be in-

put into ACI_OP. Among these are maximun and minimum number of spars or max-

imtm_ and minimum spar/rib spacing _md the minimum value for 0 c' and +45 ° plies

in any l_ninate. To accotmt for tmrealistic sizings of the trent _md rear spars,

a factor is provided for the value of the shear load on these spars.

Bending loads are resolved into axial load intensities, X , for cover design.

In addition, shear loads, N , are computed for skin and spar _esigns. The skin

loads are computed using th_Yfollowing equations.

_TO



N
X,U

M

t[@V + C4NsPAR )

where C. is the equivalent width of skin in the spar caps4

N --- - N

x,L x,u

TN
xy,uL 2I_

where H and W are the depth and width of the wing box.

For the front spar (FS), intermediate spar (IS) and rear spar (RS):

V
N =

xy,IS H • NSPAR

t, vN = C1 ! . NSp._R
xy, FS *

NXT ' RS C2 t NSPAR

where C1 and Co are front and rear spar load magnification factors. 'N1e tei_n
T/2FBV is incluaed only if it increases the magnitude of N . _mse shear loads

are used to determine the initial number of m-ply sets inX_ach spar web. _ -

plies are based on spar crushing loads determined from cover stiffness, load

intensities, and Iocal geometrT parameters.

P
cr

,)

2N" b
X

tsk Fsk D'

Where b is the spar spacing and D' the web depth.

The rib crushing loads due to wing bending are determined in a like manner.
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Where

P
CI"

2X-
x ['Rib

tsk [isk * tStr Q[I " l)'ave

LRi b = Rib spacing

tst r = Equivalent stringer thickness

D' = Average rib web depth
ave

Strength

For a composite laminate subject to N and N

following design equations: x xy
loads, A_P uses the

N

| __ X " N is tensile

2tLF0tU ' x

N

! __ x ; N is compressive

2tLF0CU x

N
m _ x3r

4tLF45 su

n ;c(! + 2m)

Where c is a prescribed fraction. All load cases are considered and the

load case which requires the largest number of plies is chosen.



Stability

In general, four ty_es of stnlctural me.mrs need to be checked for
stability under &vim _mdshear in-plane loads. _ev are:

1. Advancedcomposite plate skins

2. Advancedcomposite sine warmspar or rib _,ebs

3. Honeycombpanel covers with advanced composite face sheets

4. Honeycomb panel webs with advanced composite face sheets

Wing box covers are assumed to buckle in an infinite aspect ratio plate

made, while the spars/ribs behave as wide coltmms. The goveming stability

equations for these structural elements are summarized in Figure 6.

Stringer Coltmms

The integral stiffeners used in rmltirib designs are sized first for

strength requirements, then for local stability of flanges and webs, and finally

for column stability requirements. Local stability requirements are as follows:

For outstanding flanges:

(b/t) =<[ GLT ] 1/2
fc

For webs:

1/2

(b/t)

The stringer load is determined from the strain compatibility relationship

between the skin and stringer elements. The skin element of the coltmm section

is made up of f, m, and n plies whereas the stringer element consists only of

f plies. The distribution of cover load between the elements is computed for

any instance where ply makeup of the skin or stringer is changed. _ -ply fiber

stresses for both skins and stringers are checked for compressive and tensile

673
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strength requirements. Since the elastic properties of the skin is dependent on

m-pIy sets, skin stability is always checked to insure proper proportions of skin

plies. In the progranmed iogic, stringer area is varied until both the skin and

stringer are within ultimate strength alIowables _md the skin is stable for com-

bined compression and shear loading.

The allowable (b/t) for flange and webs, along with physical constraints

on minimumand maximum ,timensions and minimumnumber of stringer I-plies, are

used to proportion the total developed I-ply length implied in the Ast r value
into a stringer section. This results in stringer geometry dimensions for

b_, b , and t _ , satisfying requirements for (P/A), (b/t), and t . gage.
.sir .....

With _hese d_nenslons, the sectional inertia properties of the st}tRger car,

be computed and final determination made for the allowable coIunm length,

Lrib, of the skin/stringer colmm.

The required rib spacing is determined fromwide colmmbehavior of the
stiffened skins.

LRib

X ._

1/2

Where

C = Column fixity factor

Dco 1 = Stiffened skin bending stiffness
per unit wing box width

Element Sizing Procedure

Initially, integer number of |-plies and m-ply sets are computed for each

cover from the N and N values. M1 loading conditions are processed to deter-
mine the minimumXnumberX_f plies. The cover skin panels are then checked for

panel stability under application of the compression and shear loads for each
design condition:

2
R =R +R < 1

x xy



where

N
x

R -
x N

xcr

R

N

N
xycr

If R is greater than I, the panel is unstable, m-ply sets are thus added

to the panel _til it becomes stable for all design conditions. The m_nber of

n-plies is always computed after addition of m-ply sets.

The stability of each spar web under the combined effects of applied shear

and crushing loads are checked. If required, m-ply sets are added to stabilize

the structure. Intermm_iate rib webs are designed for strength and stability

requirements due to crushing loads only. The ribs are checked for rigidity as

supports for the cover stringer coltmm under compression loads. The available

rib inertia, I i' ' includes effects of 1-inch-wide upper and lower caps. The
required web s[z_fness is expressed in terms of El required for the web. If

the available rib EI is insufficient m-ply sets are added to the web.

Full Depth Honeycomb S_d1&¢ich

Full-depth honeycomb sand_'ich face sheets are sized initially for strength

requirements. The skin-core combination is thea checked for core wrinkling

and crtk_hing.

Core _Tinkling :

Fc_, 0.43 ('c

1/3

where E' and G' refer to the core and Ef to the face sheetc C

Core crushing:

p r --> P
C cr

,r75
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where

, '( pP_C) 1"464
P =_31.. F

C cV
c

D 0.16
ave

P
cr

p

cr

9

2N-
X

tsk Ell Dave

Crushing load on core

Core allowable crushing load

_v[_P,s synthesis logic includes three options for determining design

requirements of fu/1-depthhoneycomb sandwich torque boxes. These include:

1. Sizing skin requirements so that the sandwich structure will be

stable for specified core type and densities

2. Sizing skin laminates to strength requirements and determining

required core densities to satisfy stability requirements

3. Sizing for optimum, skin/core combinations to satisfy strength and

stability requirements.

In cases 1 and 3, skin stiffness increases are made by additions of m-ply

sets only. 1_1_encore densities are varied during optimization, the input core

density Ls treated as the minirm_n. E' and G' values are obtained by
C c

Pc_ 1-415E' = 2.13 E

\Ocl c

c, = 2.431p \l"S4

G' : 0.40 [Pc_ Gc
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In the foregoing equations Pc' Few Ec and t;

and Pc' Gc and E_, refer to the core.

refer to the core material

Stiffness Requirements

Torque-box stiffness at each station is estimated based on procedures

similar to those used in the metallic analysis. For output evahmtion of

stiffnesses, a reference design temperature is specified so that computed EI

mid GJ at all stations are compatible. There additional stiffness computations

are made as required. These are made at analysis temperatures specified for

flutter design and at the design points for flexible loads and flutter optimi-

zation analysis. In all cases, EI's and GJ's are computed for the final l_mina

sets resulting, first, from strength and stability sizings and, second, from

the results of the flutter stiffness analysis. The section stiffness is derived

as the sum of the stiffness contribution of each element.

The value of GJ for the wing box section is calculated from:

Where s is the length of a particular element, t is its thickness and G is

its shear modulus. A is the area of the wing box.

The value of EI is calculated from

El = K E(a : +
i Y

i = skins, stringers

For strength-desi_md sectiorts that must be resized to meet flutter

stiffness requirements, integer number of m-ply sets are added to the four

elements contributing to the section torsional stiffness; upper and lower skin

covers a_3 front and rear spars. 711e m-ply sets are added to the thinnest ele-

ment first until its thickness is equal to the next thinnest element or the

required stiffness level is met. Additional plies are added in an ordered manner

so that, in the extreme case, the four elements will consist of ply sets produc-

ing equal thickness webs.
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Results of the structural analyses are traalsfon_aed into predicted _'eights

titeach of tile Ii analysis stations representing tile final assembl\- structure

for the wing box. Structural weight per unit span length and panel _¢eights are

computed during each optimization loop; the total predicted _'eig}_tis used to

select the optir_11 design. Panel weights for each of the five torque box

elements plus miscellaneous structural provisions for manufacturing and fabri-

cation are computed, summed and printed for output evaluation. _]_e weight

analysis provides the detail information required to confute vehicle r_iss dis-

tribution data. Detail st__actural and weight data are al:_o a_ai fable for

support of :orque box manufacturing cost studies.

TOl_ BOX OPTIMIZATION

_Itispar

A single-level optimization search procedure is used for the synthesis of

multispar torque boxes. The total torque-box weight is optimized with respect

to the number of cover support elements intermediate spar webs. _e search

loop is designed to select the spar spacing that will produce the minimum

torque-box weight. Search parameter value checks are r_de so that it is be-

tween minimum and maximum values. These limit values, which can be controlled

by the user, insure that resulting sizings will reflect practical producible

designs.

Design values for intermediate spar spacings or number of elements at each

station is specified during each analysis pass, determining the _mique cover

plate dimensions between supports, b . Cover and web loads are coII_uted based
• . S o

on thzs value. Each element _s then slzed to strength and stability" require-

ments. Plate width for cover stability evaluation is b_ised on the sp_Jr spacin._,

bs. Local depths, adju_qted for cover plates and cap thickness allowances are
used for the height dimension in the web stability analysis.

The total torque-box is initially sized for strength and stability under

the imposed design loads. Total weight computed at each station consists of

the five major elements, upper cover, lower cover, intermediate spar caps and

webs, front spar caps and web, and the rear spar caps and web. _scellaneous

items include the mechanical attachment provisions at cover-spar joints, spar

web protective finish, and honeycomb core and bond _¢eights for honeycomb panel

spar designs. Torsional stiffness computations are made and flutter stiffness

checks and resizings r_de as required after the opti_ desi_m is selected.
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_ltirib

The ,_lltirib optimization procedure requires two major search levels. 'i]_e

first level consists of optimization of a n_ber of stringer elements in the

compression cover, similar to the m_ber of spar element search in multispar

analysis. The second ievel consists of determination of the best combination

of f-piies in the skin panels that will result in minimum cover and st_port

weight at each analysis station. The rationale for the prograra_d logic is

that, for each assumed number of f-plies in the skin, there is one skin m-ply

plus stringer area set that will satisfy all conditions of strength and stabil-

ity for the skin, stringer and skin/stringer col t_nn resulting in a minimt_ total

volume required for cover and supporting ribs. The compatibility equations for

all the conditions do not allow for direct solutions; therefore, a numerical

search procedure is programn_d.

/he computations for stringer area are all made for a given skin f-ply

value. Stringer area is sized first for ultimate stress conditions. The

search requires the determination of that stringer area that will result in

maxin_n applied tension or compression stress on the skin or stringer element

that is equal to or below the allowable ultimate stresses. For each assumed

stringer area, skin m- and n-ply requirements as well as the skin and strineer
loads P :rod P are detctluined "Fne nuil_rical search procedure is u:;_,d here

st,since t load distribution and stability equntions are i,g_licitlv relaret l.

The loa&s P . and P plus the nt_ber and widths of O-plies in the stringer
sk ..str

allow for cbmputatlons of the applied stress levels. These values are checked

to determine acceptable stringer areas,

It Ls then determined if the stringer section can be proportioned into

acceptable geometries to conform to the type of stringer specified for the

cover and the crippling requirement dictated by the mininn_n (l_/t). Accel_table
sections are optimized to develop maxim_n stringer area moment of inertia by

Imximizing stringer heights.

c/rrplgr

sun,_)ut,_" results of the opt imi=ation are printed in tahular fo_lnat {Fi_-

mc 7) showing the pert inent des ikm infonmtt ion for the five basic st l_:cttzr:ll

eleme.pts of the torque box. Output content is dependent trpon the constmction

type analyzed. Data output includes structural gages and l_finate ply la?a_

inforr_ation; critical design loads, stresses mad loading identification; section

stiffnesses in tem_ of EI and _l; and torque box weights in terms of spanwise

weight per inch rind weights for each of the 1{) panels.
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_hX AEROELASTIC TAILORING STUDY

OF A HIGH ASPECT R_\TIO WING

By Lt Kenneth E. Griffin

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laborauory

SUMMARY

A study is made of various aeroelastic tailoring objectives and the impact

of design freedom on those objectives for a composite wing. A modified version

of the General Dynamics/AFFDL TSO wing optimization program including control

effectiveness and wing inertial loading effects was used to study a high aspect

ratio sweepable wing. Several composite wing designs are compared with various

tailoring objectives of minimum weight, load relief, control effectiveness, and

flutter. Designs are compared on the basis of weight, angle of attack require-

ments for similar tri=_ed load factors, trim angle, flutter speed, control

effectiveness, configuration flexible lift to rigid lift ratio, divergence

dynamic pressure and wing pivot load levels.

INTRODUCTION

Aeroelastic tailoring is a lifting surface design concept in which the

coupling that exlsts between the airloads that act on an aircraft lifting sur-

face and _he elastic characteristics of the wing structural box that must react

these airloads is exploited for maximum benefit. This coupling occurs because

the airloads on a wing are sensitive to the elastic deformations of the wing

while the elastic deformations of the wing are a function of the airloads.

Aeroelastic tailoring, first and foremost, is used to eliminate unwanted aero-

elastic phenomenon such as flutter, divergence, control reversal, and violation

of strength criteria for the design at any of the required design points of the

flight envelope. If there is suffic ent latitude to manipulate the design, the

static airloads can be better tuned to give improved performance at various

design points of the flight envelope. As these tailored designs are developed

the designer must always be sensitive to the weight changes that may occur due

to aeroelastic tailoring and the potential manufacturing difficulties that

might be incurred with a highly tailored design approach. It is this effect on

manufacturing that requires more information, and this study attempts to gene-

rate some trend information in this area.

In this study a high aspect ratio win_ is selecLed to investigate four

aeroelastic tailoring objectives. Eight levels of structural box desigm freedom

in fiber orientation and ply distribution are used to evaluate the impact of

these levels of freedom on the capability to accomplish the tailoring objectives.
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From the resulting tailored designs some insight is obtained on tradeoffs that

must be made in future wing designs between aeroelastic effectiveness and

design simplicity when these present conflicting requirements. Some of the

results obtained thus far from the study are presented here. This study is an

ongoing one that will continue to explore areas mentioned here with variations

in the ways in which each of the objectives are pursued to deter_.,ine sensitivi-

ties to analysis types and modeling methods used for these analyses.

PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR AEROELASTIC TAILORING

The level of tailored aeroelastic response of many tailored designs using

advanced composite materials can be limited by restrictions in the freedom the

designer has to specify fiber orientations and the ply distributions, and the

amount of freedom a designer has can be very dependent on the required mission

for that aircraft. If, for example, the concept of softening strips is used in

the wing box covers to allow fastener penetration of the tension cover or for

crack arrestment, certain restrictions could be imposed on the fi_er orienta-

tions and distributions. The primary load carrying fiber orientation would

probably prescribe the direction of the softening strip. For fastening the

covers to conventional substructure, the strips would be required to be paral-

lel to the spar direction. This type of requirement then "defines" the primary

load carrying fiber orientation even before aeroelastic tailor_ng can begin.

As more information becomes available, minimum requirements in softening strips

for cross ply angles and thickness imbalance may put further restrictions on

tailoring design freedom. How close to a +45 ° ply angle array must the cross

plies be; or, at any point in the softening strips, how close to an exact

balance in number of cross plies does the "soft" region have to be? What is

the efficiency trade between the above concepts, off angle vs. unbalanced

thickness? What is the weight trade and/or performance trade for these con-

cepts? _nother requirement will be manufacturing simplicity. Certain minimum

ratios between number of cross plies and/or primary plies may be required for

prevention of warpage or for thermal match to a substructure of a different

type of material. To minimize scrapage or maximize automated layup ef_ficiency

certain restrictions may be made on the degree of tailoring in the composite

covers for the structural box either in fiber angles or the amount of sculp-

turing in ply distributions. It is these restrictions on orientation angle and

requirement of cross ply thickness balance that defined the design freedom

cases addressed in this study. It should be emphasized that the trends in

these areas may be very sensitive to wing geometry and relative requirements

for flutter and control effectiveness, and the results for this wing may not

translate to configurations of greatly different geometry or performance.

CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION

The wing geometry used in this study is shown in Figure i. The wing is of

the variable sweep type with the pivot and tructural box as sho_n_, lq_e con-

figuration chosen for this evaluation is at a wing sweep angle of 26 ° and a



gross weight condition of 72,750 pounds. The flight condition for considera-
tion here is sea level at a Machnumberof .88. Thewing fuel tanks are empty
and the static design condition is a symmetric pullup with a load factor of
7.33 g's.

A variable geometry wing was chosen to simplify the comparisons in wing
root momentreactions. With a typical cantilever wing various load paths would
be defined to transmit wing loads into the fuselage at the wing root/fuselage
intersection, depending on whether a load relieving, maximumflutter speed, or
minimumweight design was chosen. In the exampleused here, all loads feed
through the pivot pin, regardless of the aeroelastic objective emphasized. The
low value of sweepof the wing was chosen to keep the wing aspect ratio high.
The high load factor used was consistent with that required of similar aircraft
thus making the wing box depth, gross weight, and load factor of proper rela-
tive proportions. The control surface used in this study does not appear on
manyvehicles of this type, but rather these vehicles use spoilers coupled with
the empennagefor roll control. The control surface (an aileron) was used in
this simulation to examinewhether aeroelastic tailoring could make it usable
for a reasonable weight because this type of high aspect ratio configuration

classically suffers from loss of control effectiveness with conventional trail-

ing edge devices. Thus, this should be considered a limiting case and feasibi-

lity study only. For some aeroelastic tailoring objectives, the control sur-

face was not considered. Flutter calculations were made only for the subsonic

case and a flutter speed requirement of 1242 km./hr, was used. Studies also

were made to meet an 1853 km./hr, requirement using mass balancing along with

stiffness changes and are included here for comparisons. A minimum value of

.20 was chosen as the control effectiveness requirement for those studies in

which this parameter was included. The control effectiveness parameter is

defined under the computer program description. For simplicity of discussions,

the distributions of numbers of plies over the box planform will be referred to

as ply distributions o5 a particular orientation. This does not refer to a

variance in the standard prepreg ply thickness. In all cases high strength

graphite epoxy r_terial values were used in the structural simulation. In all

references to ply angles, 0 ° is defined as that parallel to the middle spar in

the structural wing box which is approximately the mid-chord sweep of the wing.

The angle sense of + or - was chosen to be negative for all angles of higher

sweep than the middle spar and positive for angles less than that.

COMPUTER PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

To develop the various designs used in this study a computer program was

used that was developed specifically to produce preliminary designs with opti-

mized aeroelastic qualities. The program, Wing Aeroelastic Synthesis Procedure,

TSO, was originally developed for AFFDL by General Dynamics, Fort Worth,

Reference I. This version of TSO was modified by the author to include, either

as a constraint or as a merit value, the flexible/rigid roll ratio, or roll

effectiveness, of a trailing edge control surface on the wing. This modifica-

tion was intended to make the optimization process sensitive to losses of

effectiveness of a trailing edge control surface due to the elastic character-

istics of the structural box, as well as other effects such as flutter,



divergence, flexible lift curve slope, flexible lift to rigid lift ratio,

structural weight, and lamina strain capacity. As formulated each of these

items were treated simultaneously in an optimization procedure based on math

programming methods. A Fiacco-McCormick penalty function, Reference 2, was

used with a Fletcher-Powell one dimensional minimization technique, Reference 3.

Aeroelastically corrected airloads were obtained usin_ a progr_m based on the

Woodward-Carmichael approach, Reference 4. Unsteady subsonic aerodynamics were

obtained from a modified Doublet-Lattice procedure, Reference 5. The idealiza-

tion for structural simulation with TSO can be seen in Figure 2 with the static

aerodynamic simulation in Figure 3 and unsteady aerodynamic simulation in

Figure 4. The structural parameters available to be optimized with TSO were

the ply distributions and the fiber orientations of up to three layers of mate-

rial in the cover skins of the structural box. Also up to ten nonstructural

balance masses could be used for flutter speed improvement. A complete

description of TSO cml be found in Reference i.

Control effectiveness computations were made using only the effects of the

elastic structural wing box and were steady state calculations only. The con-

trol surface itself was rigid for this simulation. It was given a deflection

angle and an effectiveness ratio was then obtained based on the ratio of the

rolling moment obtained from the flexible wing divided by that from a hypothe-

tical rigid wing.

GENERAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES AND CASE DESCRIPTIONS

Several objectives of aeroelastic tailoring were pursued in this study.

First, a low structural weight objective was pursued. This is a requirement to

remove as much structural weight as possible and find a balance between the

conflicting requirements of structural strength for minimum lamina strain and

structural stiffness for control effectiveness and preventing flutter or diver-

gence. For this type of wing important parameters can be the moment and shear

carried at the pivot during high g maneuvers. For this reason a second objec-

tive, which decreases the flexible lift to rigid lift ratio (referred to

henceforth as F/R ratio) while striving for a minimum of structural weight, was

pursued to provide more washout of high g airloads. This objective can result

in a wing design providing an overall shift inboard of the resultant air loads

and a decrease of the moment and shear requirements at the wing root. This

objective was examined with and without a control effectiveness requirement.

A third objective pursued was that of an increase in the roll effectiveness of

a wing aileron. _ile a minimum of .20 was the required value for the other

designs on which it was imposed as a constraint, the control effectiveness for

this objective was specified at .45 while developing a design at a minimum of

weight. The fourth objective addressed was that of minimum weight with an

increase in flutter speed. In conjunction with this objective, flutter mass

balancing variables were activated. An added tool available to the designer

when dealing with flutter is the use of small, non-structural masses located

on the wing which affects the inertia contribution to the aeroelastic coupling

involved in flutter instabilities, l_ese were included to observe any poten-

tial they may offer in tailoring a wing that only needs mass increases for



flutter improvement. The required flutter _peed for this fourth objective was
increased to 1853 km./hr.

In order to develop trends of impact from non-aeroelastic tailoring
restrictions on aeroelastic tailoring efforts such as those discussed in the
Introduction, each objective was examinedwith eight design cases. These
design cases allow different parameters to be manipulated as design variables
in order to achieve the aeroelastic objectives. Tbese cases are summarizedin
Table I. Progressing from Case 1 through Case 8, the gr_dual increase i_
design freedom should be noted. Case 1 prescribes a 0o/+45° orientation family
with the further requirement that cross ply (-+45°) distributions be the same

everywhere in the box covers. Thus even though the number of plies in either

the +45 ° or -45 ° direction varies continuously in the wing box covers, they are

always in exact balance with each other. This could correspond to a severe

limitation on aeroelastic tailoring of a high aspect ratio wing. Case 2

relaxes one of the requirements of Case 1 in that the cross ply distributions

are not required to be the same anywhere in the covers. Case 3 allows the

cross ply orientations to deviate from the increment of 45 ° to some other angle

B, thus providing a 0°/+_ ° family. In case 3, however, the distributions for

the cross plies are required to be the same. The balance requirement for the

cross plies is relaxed in Case 4. Case 5 removes all angle requirements on the

cross plies, having only the 0 ° orientation as a fixed value and allowing the

cross ply thicknesses to be independent. Case 6 develops a new fiber orienta-

tion family by allowing the original 0 ° orientation to be a variable, with the

cross ply angles required to be linked in -+45° increments giving a family of

_/0+45°/e-45 °. In Case 6 the cross ply distributions are required to be the

same. In Case 7 the linkage of the cross ply distributions of Case 6 is

removed. Finally, in Case 8 all ply orientations and their distributions are

independent variables. This last case should give an indication of the maxi-

mum amount of tailoring available in the covers with the TSO procedure. In all

designs at least part of the objective includes a requirement to reduce weight

to a minimum. However, as will be discussed later, for objectives other than

minimum weight only, certain aeroelastic parameters are given more importance

in the optimization process than weight in order to emphasize the desired

objective. This will force the design process to sacrifice some welght reduc-

tion to allow these aeroelastic parameters to achieve their desired values.

In order to develop the various designs the TSO procedure must begin with

a design that satisfied all the required values of the constraint set such as

flutter speed or control effectiveness. From that point it optimizes the

available design variables to produce the design that provides the best com-

promise between these constraints and those qualities such as weight or control

effectiveness that are to be tailored into the wing design. To begin the

optimization process, therefore, a very heavy but conservative design was used

as a starting design point. Beginning at a wing weight of 1641 kg. with a

control effectiveness of .77 and a flutter speed of 3484 km./hr., the design

procedure was allowed to reduce the weight of the design using only the design

variables available in Case 1 until all of the constraints became active in the

design process. The resulting design of 956 kg. with a flutter speed of 2713

km./hr., a control effectiveness of .45, and F/R ratio of .86 became the

starting point for all the case results described below.



In order to allow maximumfreedom for each case to follow its own "path"
in the optimization process to a design optimum, as muchconservatism as
possible is needed in the starting point. This starting design was chosen to
provide the best compromisebetween ma_ximumindependenceof the cases and the
penalty function sensitivity to ply angle changeswhen the,, were variable. For
certain objectives such as low weight, the penalty function is formulated so
that it is _ensitive to fiber angle changesonly in their effects on the proxi-
mity of the design to its constraint values. The starting design then must
have characteristics such as flutter speed or lamina strain values close enough
to their defined limits so the penalty function value is sensitive to ply angle
changes. Optimization of fiber angles also appears sensitive to the nonlinear
effects of certain constraints such as divergence or control effectiveness, and
unless vibration modesare recalculated for each flutter speed evaluation the
angle minimization process can be confused. As will be seen in the results
presented later in someof the case comparisons these effects were observed and
account for inconsistency in someof the values from Case i to Case 8. To
maximize the objectivity for developing trends from the final results, the
optimization process was allowed to proceed without adjustment from the opera-
tor, generating these inconsistencies. It appears that including ply angles as
variables in the aeroelastic tailoring process using TSOwith a very conserva-
tive starting point requires close monitoring by the operator to prevent incon-
sistent results. Work is being done now at AFFDLto allow a more "hands off"
approach to _ngle optimization using TSOwith conservative starts, but this
work has not been completed.

DISCUSSIONOFRESULTS

Low Weight

The first objective studied, low structural weight, developed the best
compromisebetween structural weight and the design requirements without special
emphasis on any aeroelastic parameter. For these designs the control effective-
ness becamethe dominant constraining factor for removal of weight. The results
for this aeroelastic tailoring objective are summarizedin Table II. In this
table certain design parameters or characteristics of the designs are presented
for each of the eight cases examined. In this table and those that follow the
angle _ is the angle of attack required of the aircraft in order to obtain the
required load factor. Along with _, the required trim angle of the horizontal
s_abilators, 6tail , is given to indicate trends in trim drag changes that could
re_it from the tailored designs. The last three angles in the table, 81, @2,
and @3are the fiber angles of the three layers of advancedcomposite material
that makeup the covers for the structural box. lhe weights give- are for the
skins of the structural box only which are the structural membersthat are
variable in this design procedure.

_le values for weight follow no general trend in Table II because the
requirements from the maximumlamina strain constraint were affected differently
for each case of the study. In somecases a weight increase was allowed to
reduce the lamina strain intensity. One trend that appears in Table II, how-
ever, is that when the requirement that the cross plies must be balanced is



removedas in going from Case i to Case 2 or from Case 3 to Case 4, little
weight is saved. Uponexamination of the strain field in the structural box,
only a reduction in intensity was found in critical stJ-ain areas. Of the
design sets the ply distributions for two examples, Case 1 and Case 6, are
plotted in Figures 5 and 6 respectively, to indicate the degree of sculpturing
for each. In these figures, contours of constant numbersof plies are shown
for each of the fiber angles with the fiber angle and the maximumand minimum
thickness areas noted. These designs would pzovide balanced cross plies for
softening strips but may require alteration near the center of the box due to
the small number of plies in the cross ply directions in that area. In these
examplesCase 1 demonstrates that almost no penalty is incurred in the tailor-
ing objective whenproducing the most restrictive material distributions and
fiber angles. The result of the minimumweight designs show little to gain in
weight saving by allowing freedom to reorient ply angles and/or decouple cross
ply thicknesses for this aspect ratio. Theseexamplesmay indicate that for
high aspect ratio wings with conflicting constraints there is little to gain
with complicated material layups whenonly low structural weight is required.
It should be noted that one would expect a 0° ±45° orientation system to do
quite well in this high aspect ratio wing. This balanced material requirement
is emphasizedby the mutually conflicting requirements of lamina strain and
control effectiveness. While the maximumlamina strain constraint tended to
push the designs toward a washout condition in order to relieve the root strains
due to the airloads, control effectiveness tended to require a more washin
design. Thus, to correctly find a compromisebetween these, the resultinB
minimumweight designs tended to be very conventional in their layouts.

Load Relief at LowWeight

Table III summarizedthe various case results for the design exercises
wherein considerable load relief was emphasizedalong with a minimumof struc-
tural weight and is compiled in a similar manner to that of Table II. There is
one difference in the parameter list. As discussed below, the control surface
on the wing was removedand therefore no control effectiveness was calculated.
This parameter was replaced in Table III with the value of the bending moment
in the wing pivot due to the wing airloads for comparison of the ability of the
various cases to reduce the pivot requirements. As seen from the previous
minimumweight designs, the control effectiveness tended to counter any tendency
in design to develop washout for load relief of the lamina strain constraints.
It was felt that an aircraft requiring load relief for high g maneuverscould
satisfy roll control requirements with spoilers only. For reference, however,
the cases were run for this objective with the control surface included and are
tabulate_ in Table IV. In Table III the case results without the control sur-
face followed the sametrend except for Case7. In order to provide more load
relief in the wings the F/R ratio must be reduced. Note that the structural
weight does tend to go up, but the design process was formulated to give much
more emphasis to reducing the wing F/R ratio than reducing _._eightwhich forced
the process to give up considerable weight savings in somecases to reduce the
wing F/R ratio. With unbalanced cross plies, Case2 was able to save some
weight with only a slight reduction in the F/R ratio, however. A very similar
pattern developed between Case3 and Case4. Note in these cases no collective

J



rotation of all the flber directions was allowed. The ply distributions for

Case 2 can be seen in Figure 7. Case 6 shows that if collective angle changes

are allowed, even with coupled cross ply distributions, the ability to collec-

tively rotate the ply orientation family approximately 20 ° aft allowed a reduc-

tion in wing F/R ratio. Case 7 is an anomaly in which more weight produced an

inferior design and cannot easily be explained. It is, however, interesting

that this design case had a significantly lo;'er intensity strain field than the

other cases which may have been the best result available to the optimization

process. With the added power of independent cross ply angles and distribu-

tions, Cases 5 and 8 showed the best capabilities to reduce the wing F/R ratio.

_q_en allowed to vary the primary load carrying fiber directions as in Case 8,

the best design for reducing wing F/R ratio was found and the ply distributions

for Case 8 can be found in Figure 8. It should be pointed out that a large

drop in flutter speed resulted in Cases 5 and 8 which indicates a limiting con-

sideration for direction of tailoring static airloads to washout even without

a control effectiveness requirement. The results of these designs seem to

indicate that if at all possible in order to emphasize the load relief charac-

ter of a wing of this type the cross ply fiber angles should be allowed to be

independent or at least move collectively. Cross ply orientations of +-B other

than -+45 do not seem to be of much advantage while the reference primary load

carrying ply orientation is held constant. While rotation of the ply angle

family is very powerful, there is a significant increase in payoff in a lower

wing F/R ratio over even this approach when the maximum design flexibility is

given to the aeroelastic tailoring process of independent fiber directions and

ply distributions. To highlight the advantage in pivot loads using a load

relief design a comparison can be made between the pivot shear load, bending

moment, and torsion moment between designs of different F/R values. For a

value of .70 for F/R the shear load was 4.31 X i0 II dynes rather than 5.43 X

10 11 dynes for a F/R value of .82. Similarly the bending and torsion moments

dropped from 1.65 X 1013 dyne-cm and 1.13 X 1012 dyne-cm for a F/R of .82 to

1.21 X 1012 dyne-cm and 6.87 X 1011 dyne-cm respectively for a F/R ratio of

.70. Thus considerable benefit can be obtained in pivot stress for high g

conditions by an aeroelastically tailored washout condition. Based on these

design results perhaps the most effective way to obtain load relief in high

aspect ratio composite wing boxes is to allow direction of the fiber to vary

from the G°/±45 ° family. This angle rotation may conflict ,_ith the reqdirement

for the primary load carrying fibers to be parallel to substructure sears for

attachment with softening strips. If the cross ply arrangement of Case 5 is

satisfactory for this design geometry, Case 5 may be the best compromise for

tailoring for washout with substructure requirements, but further studies would

be required to obtain the best tradeoff between low weight and low F/R.

The results in Table IV show how much the requirement of a minimum value

of control effectiveness may restrict the capability to provide load relief.

There is little gained between all the cases shown in TaDle IV in producing a

low value of wing F/R ratio. In fact, in those designs where the linked cross

ply angles were variable the design procedure found more value in reducing the

intensity of the strain field than in reducing the wing F/R ratio. Case 3

suffered from critical divergence proble_._ and produced an unsatisfactory design

result. The collective angle _-otation available in Cases 5 through 7 produced

some reduction in the F/R ratio but was limited bv the control effectiveness

requirement.



Increased Control Effectiveness at Low Weight

As a third aeroelastic tailoring objective, the minimum control effective

ness requirement for the aileron was increased from .20 to .45. This was

imposed on the weight optimization runs that repeated the cases of Table II.

The results for these runs are presented in Table V. First note the results

of Case 1 versus Case 2 and then Case 3 versus Case 4. When the cross ply

distributions were allowed to be independent for Case 2, the ability to produce

the required effectiveness was so improved that not only did the weight go down

but the effectiveness of the control surface as a function of wing box stiff-

ness was more than doubled that of Case i. This is best understood by examina-

tion of the ply distribution changes between Case i and Case 2, Figure 9 and

Figure i0. In Case I the cross ply distributions are apparently arrayed to
maintain a high torsional stiffness to reduce the loss in control effectiveness

to .61. In Case 2, huwever, the plies swept 45 ° aft of the 0 ° plies are much

higher in number, almost that of the 0 ° plies. With this great emphasis on the

aft swept 45 ° plies, the elastic response produces an increase in rolling power

over that for a rigid wing. Notice that the F/R ratio follows the same trend

as that of control effectiveness. Increases in control effectiveness for out-

board ailerons of this wing geometry demand a more washin response from the

structural box raising the F/R ratio. This agrees with the trend found in the

previous load relief objective where the washout load relief designs were

limited by control effectiveness requirements. In Cases 6 and 7 upon examina-

tion of the ply angles, it would seem that a washout design was developed

rather than a washin design, as shown in Cases i, 2, 3, and 4. However, when

the deflections of the wing under the aeroelastically corrected airloads are

calculated, the wing actually has washin behavior, both in Cases 6 and 7. Note

this is _Iso c :sistent with the values of the F/R ratio. When the cross ply

distributions are allowed to develop independently, once again weight is saved

and the control effectiveness is at the same time improved. In Case 6 the

donminant plies are the coupled cross plies, whereas in Case 7, where mere design

freedom is allowed, the most dominant is the aft swept cross ply. This emphasis

in the aft swept cross ply then in one way redefines the so-called primary load

carrying fiber direction since this cross ply distribution (the -45 ° orientation

of the G/0 +45°/@ -45 ° family) is much thicker than that of the plies associated

with the @ direction. The cases which free all but the 0° direction (Case 5)

and free all variables (Case 8) did not provide superior designs. In these

cases, optimum designs were found with less structural weight removed in an

apparent attempt to improve the balance between the conflicting requirements of
flutter, control effectiveness, and lamina strain.

In summary the !_crease in control effectiveness requirements tended to

reduce the elastic washout character of the wings. The most effective means to

accomplish increased control effectiveness was to increase the number of plies

in the orientation with the most aft sweep. This allows a 0°/+45°/-45 design
to be very effective, but has a limitation if the 0 ° orientation must remain

the "primary load carrving" fiber direction say for softening strip reasons.



Increased Flutter Speedat MinimumWeight

Rile fourth objective was to examine the impact that changes in the
required flutter speed could makein the tailored composite covers for this
type of wing geometry. Also inc]Lded in this study are nonstructural lumped
massesalong the leading edge of the wing box to be used for flutter mass
balancing. These are allowed to vary in weight if the optimization procedure
finds that small increases in their weight provide flutter speed increases
which are morebeneficial than the penalty derived from their increased weight.
For the cases in this objective the required flutter speed for this wing was
arbitrarily increased from 1242 km./hr, to 1853kin./hr. The minimumweight
cases of Table II were then rerun with the balance massesactivated to observe
the changes in resulting designs. These results are summarizedin Table VI.
In Cases3 and 4 the cross plies have only been movedjust slightly off of
their original +-45° values. This indicates that the choice of +-45° orienta-

tions in cross plies for this design is very effective in providing the tor-

sional stiffness necessary for the flutter requirements as intuition would

suggest. Only a small variation in the cross ply distributions of Case 2 from

those of Case I occurred and indicate that the balanced cross plies are very

efficient. This same trend is seen between Cases 3 and 4, in which the balanced

character of the cross plies i.';changed only slightly to improve the lamina

strain field for the trimmed g condition. In Figures Ii and 12 the similar

character of these designs (Cases i and 4) can be seen in ply distributions of

the three fiber orientations, in Cases 6 and 7 the 0/@ +45°/e -45 ° family is

swept aft with the cross ply distributions dominating the 8o plies. Once again

even in Case 7 where the cross ply distributions were allowed to vary indepen-

dently, they remained almost identical. Some weight savings were achieved by

rotating the orientation family while providing some improvement in the strain

field. Case 5 duplicated in many respects Cases I through 4, 6, and 7 in the

way the cross ply angles moved and the _imilarity of cross ply distributions.

Note that in Case 8 where there is no requirement for 0 ° p]ies a significant

change is seen from the other cases. Here a better bsJance between requirements

on the lamina strain field and the flutter requLre_nents was developed. There

is no definite weight improvement case in any of those run, probably because

the 0°/+45°/-45 ° orientation is a good family for torsional stiffness, which

also requires little imbalance between the cros_ ply distributions. With

flutter speed as the major constraining factor, meeting its requirements for

this high aspect ratio wing does not require unusual ply orientations or dis-
tributions.

The other factor to be examined in this objective was mass b_.ancing in

lieu of structur_l stiffening. Normally this flutter improvement is saved for

solving flutter problems in cases wherein stiffness changes are not allowed and

only small amounts of mass are very beneficial. In the designs of Table VI,

small nonstructural weights were allowed to be varied by the optimization

process along with the other structural variables. In all of the cases where

the cross ply distributions were zequired to be balanced, there _as no signifi-

cant weight increases Jn the balance masses. In the other cases, except Case 2,

there were significant balance mass increases in various leadiL_g edge locations.

As an example 5.7 kg were added in Case 8 along the leading edge at the 60%

span location. These differeut locations depend on the variations in the



natural vibration mode shapes that coupled, producing the critical flutter

instability. Many more designs must be examined before a conclusion can be

drawn, but this trend might prove interesting as more experience is gained with

flutter problems in composite structures. The amount of mass balancing used

will be very sensitive to mass location and _he form of coupling occuring for

flutter. In these studies only clean wing flutter is examined which classi-

cally produces a bending-torsion instability. Based on these results there can

be some value in nonstructural balance mass for flutter instabilities but it

seems a function of t_e other structural variables available in the tailoring

process.

CONCLUS IONS

While more studies with different combinations of structural variables

available for aeroelastic tailoring are needed, some conclusions can be drawn

from the trends indicated thus far. Of the aeroelastic tailoring objectives

studied the load relief objective would suffer the most from restrictions in

fiber orientations due to cover softening strips to match the sweep angle of

substructure members or damage tolerance. There seems to be much more design

power in lo'dd relief with cha_ges in fiber angles. Control effectiveness

requirements force the wing design towards a washin condition. This may con-

flict with lamina strain requirements due to increased outboard airloads of

washin desig_Ls and force a middle-of-the-road compromise that may appear to be

very conventionad both in ply _ngles and their distributions. This would then

integrate well with softening strip requirements. If control effectiveness is

emphasized for high aspect ratio wings, then unbalanced cross plies are most

effective. This unbalance, if extreme, may conflict, however, with the cross

ply distribution required for softening strips. Severe flutter requirements

can be best met with a large number of cross plies. Mass balancing for primary

surface flutter needs many more design applications in aeroelastically tailored

wings to draw general conclusions. Here they showed only a limited capability

to remove the conflict of high torsional stiffness for flutter requirements and

the flexibility needed in load relief designs.

The results developed in this study so far have been used _o build on some

basic aeroelastic tailoring concepts identified earlier in Reference 6 and will

be used to guide further studies to establish the potential as well as limita-

tions that can be expected for aeroelastic tailoring for this type of geometry.

While of preliminary design level in analysis depth, these conclusions are

expected to be applicable as more detail is developed on each design case.
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Figure i.- Wing geometry.
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Figure 2.- TSO structural simulation.
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LAYER 1 @0° LAYER 2 @ +45°

....33 CM " -........... EllS. cM

LAYER 3 @ -45o TOTAL COVER DISTRIBUTION
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Figure 5-- Ply distributions for low weight. Case I.

LAYER 1 @ -5° LAYER 2 @ +40_
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Figure C.- Ply ,_istributicns for l+w weight. Case 6.
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Figure 7-- Ply distributions for load relief. Case 2.
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Figure 8.- Ply distributions

l_ ],,/._CM_f

for load relief. Case 8.
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Figure 9-- Ply distributions for increased control

effectiveness. Case 1.
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Figure i0.- Ply distributions fcr increased control

effectiveness. Case 2.
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ADVANCED DESIGN CC,MPOSITE AIRCRAFT

9j R.N. _'adcock

Grumman Aerospace Corporation

SUMMARY

The results of preliminary design studies of the Advanced Design Composite

Aircraft (ADCA_ are described in this paper. Design criteria and requirements

were defined and parametric trade studies were performed to identify the

preferred air vehicle. The objective of this study is to _pply advanced

composites to a completely new aircraft in an unconstrained manner and so

obtain an aircraft which is smaller, lighter and cheaper than its advanced

metal counterpart.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of the Advanced Design Composite Aircraft (ADCA) program

is to define the benefits and ramifications of unrestrained application of

composite materials to a completely new aircraft. The specific objective

is to develop an airframe design which will be almost entirely made from

composite materials and so obtain a smaller, lighter and less expensive

aircraft which will perform an identical advanced tactical mission at lower

life cycle costs than its metal counterpart.

_le mission seleeted for this study is a supersonic penetration inter-

diction fighter (SPIF) mission, a mission which provides a demanding set of

requirements and so exercises the properties of composites to their f_llest.

It should also yield maximum potential payoff from unrestrained use of these

materials. :_h_rthermore, the SPYF mission addresses the serious threat of

advanced SAMS and interceptors likely to be encountered in the 1980's.

This paper will described the results of work accomplished by qr,lmmau

Advanced Composites/Adva_]ced Aircraft Systems personnel during the first

three months of this Air Force Flight Dynmmics Laboratory prograr_. Mr. Larry
Kelly, AFFDL/FBSG is the Air Force Progrmm Manager.

MISSION ANALYSIS

The Supersonic Penetration Interdiction Fighter rSPIFI concept holds

promise for successful accomplishment of strike _issions against high val_:e

targets made unavailable to exsisting systems by increasingly sophisticated

and severe threat environments. Designed speeificaIly for supersonic attack,

SPIF will penetrate area defenses_ achieve a high level of strike effective-

_ess, and survive both the s_rface-to-air and a!r-to-air threat. !_!ssion

analyses resulted in the 97T}._mission profile shown i_ Figure I. '_2e selected

1.6M cruise gives a high prob_i i!Ity of s _rvival at lowest costs, i{ig}:er

_ruise speeds require a n ore _omplex and expensive aircraft while lower cr_ise

72_.



are shown iT"._i_'are _ Ac?_i_-J_,,,e.nt of' ghese _ res:Rt ::: an a r-

witL she .s :pers:::i_" rat.go ra?a_.li::/ of _}.e :,_777.

_C ............ "" 2(:PEF,U :]'":...1'_ Jt;uKA : :_.H

Configurations capable of performing the desired SPIF mission were

evaluated using sizing computer programs. Primary input data included:

Weight reduction factors for advanced composite materials; performance

characteristics of candidate engines; mission requirement constants; and

gross aerodynamic planform characteristics.

Weight reduction factors (over a 1975 metal aircraft_ were obtained

from analysis of percentage weight savings-versus-percent_ge weight of com-

posite material data from available funded programs and in-house studies.

This was done on a component-by-component basis. Values were selected which

are associated wdth low cost {Design-to-Cost) approaches rather than those

which achieved maximum weight savings regardless of cost. Figure __ shows

a plot of data resulting from corer site empenn_e programs and studies and

Figure 4 shows the weight reducti :,s utilized to screen candidate ADCA con-

figurations as well as those used to screen c_arative advanced metal designs.

The ADCA has an airframe which utilizes approxir:,atel:/ 75 percent composite

materials by weight whereas the advanced metal aircraft weight savings relate

to a 19_0 aircraft which has an airframe co_,posed, hj weight, o:" _ _erce:7 _

advanced metallic materials and 15 percent advanced composite materials.

Engine ,-_an{a'a_z._a÷_es were, _:4 Air _'or,_.... direction, conferred "o t'.uose

Treser, tly availatle or readily derived b:/ ;q,_O This req,irer_:ents !iEited

can,iiJates *_ current <r growth vers_Dns of exis_in_ enFines, .?e__,_. ".... .,
the ::'lJ)O, ..__"7_'_.... F4Oh, _7 q and _-_O_.... 7he 7[._1...__ series er:_zines were fo;:: l

tic have non-competitive thrust-to-weight caries w]i].e :}:e :.;ore _';:_:.ced .... :

versions were avoided sin<.e they are , r,Tike1:,• to he . -'_-,. .... e_._. _,_ avail a[-le. ?.er-
fc_w_..an._e characteristics of tie ?ID<}, -_!31 and ._L'::., s;itahlv modified for

insta!latio_ effects, were _sed as [npufis to the screeni_ process.

In addition to the ADCA design goals (Fig,_re 2_, other mission require-

.merit constants such as uninstal!ed avicnics weight, weight of gun provision,

combat fuel allowance and limit load factors (t.Sg at fiigh_ design gross

weight} were input into the screening process.

Various aerodynamic configurations with different wing planforms were

selected for screening. The delta planform exhibited the best supersonic

characteristics whereas the more conventional transonic swept-wing configuration

exhibited the best transonic maneuver capability. The trisonic wing is an

optimized combination of the two. Variable sweep was included since it has

potential for matching configuration to the various flight regimes. Aero-

dyn_T_ic inputs were defined following analysis of historic NASA at_d Qrumman

data together with the results of recent and current irumman advanced con-

figuration stu!ies. _:ese represent subsonic a_-_&supersonic cruise parmueters

consistent with a m_est improvement in recently demonstrated va!_es while

transonic and supersonic manet, veralilitz4 estimates were based on results from
recent 7rumman wind turmel tests.



Theresults of a typical configuration screenincare shownin Fig_re
andshowthe _r:_o_........ ...._o_._:_',_rationwith ,._ith_ra sir_!e _d_._or two _.%_
enginesto _e the li_b_est _lesi_.n. Theh_zh_rweizhts of %kele!ta are ::._
resu]t of the low wing loadings required to ac.hieveae_eptab]etake-off and
maneuverperformancewhile the variaY!e sweetaircraft s,:ffers fro,_ th_
___c_t_es in e_le....1 elj utilizing co_,_positesfor s_ch_o_fi_,_cations
Thetransonic configurations are close conte_ders,however,'<oredetailed

<_n..g_.at.on. indicated that thestudies of both these and the trisonic --_ +_ _'_ _

former are somewhat heavier than shown on _" fig_:re whereas the latter

appear to be almost 500 pounds lighter. It was therefore decided to choose

the trisonic configuration and the more detailed studies showedthat this

configuration with either a single FI01 or two F404 engines was acceptable

and almost equal in performance and weight. Selection of the single FIOI

version was made after consideration that this engine is under develo!_ent

for the B-I and will be fully qualified by 1980. In contrast, the F404

development program, as associated with the F-18, is not currently on a

firm approved schedule. An engine qualification test is possible by 1979

but is tied directly to a go-ahead for the F-18 program.

The general arrangement of the selected ADCA configuration is shown in

Figure 6 and the inboard profile is shown in Figure 7. As can be seen from

the latter figure, the aircraft is not very denselj packed with equipment.

subsystems and the location of avionics, weapons and crew systems in the

forward section provide for easy access and maintenance.

The

COMPOSI_ AIRFRAME

The primary objective of the first task of the ADCA program was a detai_ed

definition of the air vehicle configuration. The structural interface re-

quired establishnent of groundru!es to effect maximuz: benefit from use of

composite materials together with sufficient struct;,ral definition necessa-<;

to assure strucuural feasibility' and attainment of oerf_zrxanze and cost

objectives.

Material fe!ection

Various factors were _aken into account in form_lating a list of can-

didate composite materials and their application to the various coe,ponent

parts of the ADCA (Figure 8]. The first factor is availability in the late

1970's of fully qualified systems. Full qualification of new fiber/matrix

systems requires a considerable investment of both time and money. The boron

and graphite fibers in use today were developed over ten years ago as were

the generic epoxy matrices. The only new fibers which may be fully qualified

by 1980 are the pitch based graphite fibers and the boron-on-carbon monc-

filaments. These fibers should have properties similar to todays graphite

and boron fibers but should be considerably cheaper.

_ganic matrix <ateria!s are _e!ug de':eloFed which sko:Id _e less

sensitive to moisture pickup experienced _y current e_xy matrices, ine

emerging thermoplastic matrices (pob_ides, _olyar ulfones and polyphony-

!enos) show promise and could reduce processiny costs. TheT,' are, ho:_ever,
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not let qualified nor has their sensitivity to moisture beenfully defined.

Theonly metal matrix systemsqualified today, and likely to be qualifed
_'_1980, are boronand oorslc/Alum_num..]raphite/aluminum.qualification apoears.
to be at least ten years awaye_enif its properties becomemorepromising.
Current properties of the epoxymatrix compositesare therefore being used
for th_s study and their application hasbeenlimited to a maximumtemperature
of 250-Fsince this is belowthe glass transition temperatureof the matrix

e_ec_swhensubjected to the combined _ _ of humidity exposure and thermal

spikes. Boron/aluminum is a contending material for regions such as the

engine bay where temperatures may be higher and a measure of fire prevention

is required.

An allowance has been made for protection against lightning strikes and

triboelectric charging• This protection takes the form of flame sprayed

or foil aluminum bonded both externally and internally to the structure.

Since the study requires maximum utilization of composites only HRP,

Kevlar 49 or graphite honeycomb core is utilized for sandwich construction.

This eliminates potential problems associated with corrosion of aluminum.

core due to moisture ingress. Fastener corrosion problems are also minimized

since only A286 stainless steel or titanium fasteners will be permitted in

laminates containing graphite.

Design/Manufacturing Interface

In order to achieve a low cost but efficient composite airframe, a strong

design/manufacturing interface has existed from progra_ initiation. The

intent of this interfacing between design, tooling, manufacturin_ and quality
• ]l__es andcontrol is to determine interdisciplinary requirements capabi ÷{

limitations and to reach a co_promise solution to achieve a I_ cost iut

efficient structure. Structural simplicity is a major factor since reduced

part count impacts both assemblb, and !ogistics _osts. In addition, combina-

tion tooling can reduce both fabrication and asse_bly _osts. Finally.

inspectable, d_.mage tolerant concerts can provide fewer fa]ri2ation reiec%s

and benefit in-servi_e repairability.

ADCA Structura± Arrangement

The structural assembly of the ADCA airframe concept is shown in Figure 9.

This concept maximizes the use of large integral components to minimize costs.

Many of these components, as will be described later, utiliz_ a co-cured

approach to reduce fitup time and assembly costs.

Vsrious wing box structural configurations were studied. These included

the higm wing one-piece center box concept shown in the figure; concepts

associated with a mid-wing corfiguration where the wing and center fuselage

are fabricated as an integral assembly: and concepts where the wing is

mechanically attached to the fuselage side using "_anjo" frm_es, fFe one-

piece through wing concept was found to _e bot?" the !irhtest and cheapes<

approach and was therefore selected.

{2.



The wing was aerca_n_.Ica_ly optimized to improve haseline performance

as shown in Figure i0. _he optimum aerodynamic twist distribution for super-

sonic cruise was matched and various approaches to induce the required twist

were studied to obtain maximum trapsonic sustained maneuver capability.

The most efficient approach was twist induction using bending/twist coupling

of the outer supercritical portion of the trisonic wing. This was accomplis.-ed,

with no weight penalties for flutter, by skewing the axis of the o_ter _ar_ise

cover nlies forward 15 degrees relative to the outer box structural axis.

Figure !i shows loading and layup and Figure 12 shows the effect of this

aeroelastic tailoring wherein the tailored wing box ac_ieves a twist dis-

tribution which is close to the requirement and obtains 95 percent of the

optimum sustained transonic maneuver capability with no supersonic cruise

penalties. Preliminary flutter analyses show the wing to be flutter free

as shown in Figure 13.

Various types of construction were studied to determine the optimum

wing box configuration from a weight/cost standpoint. These are shown in

Figure 14 and the selected distributed, multi spar, concept for the center

box, which forms a fuel cell, is shown in Figure 15. Two alternative varia-

tions of this concept will be studied in more detail. The first is an all-

graphite/epoxy box where all the layers are uniformly distributed throughout
the covers and these are supported by graphite/epoxy channel section front

and rear beams and sine-wave intermediate beams. The second approach uses

local pads of boron/epoxy with grahite/epoxy softening strips above each of

the beam caps to provide a good measure of damage tolerance and fail safe

capability. The effectiveness of this approach has been demonstrated by

tests on subcomponents of the B-1 horizontal stabilizer which utilizes the

same concept.

Similar studies were made to screen candidate structural configurations

of the canard and the vertical stabilizer. Aeroelastic tailoring studies

of the vertical stabilizer showed that fl_tter penalties could be reduced

by rotating the spanwise plies 15 degree_ aft relative to the box beam axis.

The remaining _45 and 90 - degree plies were oriented in these directions

relative to the box axis. Figure 16 shows the effect of rotation of the

spanwise plies.

Fuselage design requirements are shown pictorially in Figure 17.

Various forms of construction are candidates and these are all likely to te

used in different areas of the fuselage. The forward fuselage will probably

utilize the shell-liner approach developed by Convair-Fort Worth. The center

fuselage, which forms the major fuel tank, will probably use a co-cured

sandwich approach. Both face sheets and core would be composite material.

Access doors would be of similar construction but would have edge prctection
in the form of integrally molded metal foil, or woven fiberglass/epoxy to

minimize handling damage and provide the composite with improved pull-through

strength at boundary fastener holes. The metal foil would also provide

lightning strike protection to the composite material and the subsystems.
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MANUFACT_AgIN< F_N

The manufacturing procedures associated with fabrication and assembly

of the ADCA structure must be kept as simple as possible in order to minimize

costs. In addition, the structure must be designed to be inspectable during

both the fabrication cycle and during the aircraft service life. A preliminary

manufacturing plan is shown in simple form, in Figure 18. This plan closely

integrates the design, manufacturing and quality control disciplines in order

to achieve the objective of low cost at minimum sacrifice of air vehicle

performarae.

COMPOSITE VERSUS METAL AIRPLANE CCMPARISONS

As part of this study, 1980 advanced metal aircraft were sized to perform

the same mission as ADCA. The weight reductions over current metal aircraft

shown in Figure 4 were used for this study. Weights of the selected ADCA

are compared to weights of advanced metal and composite substitution aircraft

in Figure 19. The latter aircraft were sized for both the engines used for

the ADCA screens and for "rubber" versions of these engines. The incremental

weight differences between the ADCA and the advanced metal aircraft is a

result of material differences plus size effects. The metal aircraft must

grow in size to perform the baseline mission and it is therefore necessary

to make large step changes in propulsion to maintain a constant level of

performance. Substitution of composite for the metallic materials used in

the metal aircraft, without changing vehicle size or engines, results only in a

moderate weight reduction but would improve performance. 7_is effect is

shown more dramatically in Figure 20. The composite substitution aircraft

has a 15 percent reduction in structure weight and a 6 percent reduction in

takeoff gross weight. In contrast, the smaller composite designed aircraft

(ADCA) has a 35 percent saving in structural weight and a 26 percent saving

in take-off gross weight. Fuel savings amount to 20 percent which may be

very significant for aircraft operating in the IgSO time frame. In addition,

a preliminary evaluation indicates that production costs of the smaller ADCA

aircraft should be 21 percent lower than the larger advanced metal aircraft.

CONCLUSIONS

Initial results of the ADCA study program indicate that there are signifi-

cant benefits to be gained by applying advanced composites in an unrestrained

fashion to a completely new aircraft which is designed to perform a difficult

mission which could be vital to the Air Force in the 1980 time period. Com-

posite materials give usa unique capability to significantly reduce air-

craft size and both procurement and life cycle costs with no sacrifice

to performance.
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A HYBRID COMPOSITE FUSELAGE DESIGN WITH

INTEGRAL CRACK ARRESTEP.S

By S. L. Huang and T. E. Hess

Naval Air Development Center

SUPUqARY

A damage tolerant hybrid com_.osite fuselage section has been designed,
fabricated and tested. One of the key features of this structure is the

integral crack arresters which have been incorporated into the design to

increase its tolerance to damage, either inherent flaws or battle induced

damage. The ability of the design to withstand critical flight loads has been

demonstrated by both analysis and test. the effectiveness of the crack:

arresters, which are designed to stop a propagating crack (damage) and still

allow the structure to carry limlt load, was proven in a series of tests where

the initial damage was of two ty_es, a preformed crack cut with a saw blade and

that resulting from projectiles fired into the shell. The design has been

completely _nalyzed using finite element techniques and shown to save both
weight and cost over its metal counterpart. Analysis and testing of composite

panels has also been done to investigate failure modes and establish design

criteria for crack arrester designs.

INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work was to develop a low cost, survivable fuselage

design in order to extend composite materials applicatlon to fuselage struc-

tures, apply crack arrester designs to an actual flight stPJcture and obtain

reduced weight and cost compared to a metal counterpart. The center fuselage

section of the BQM-34E Remote Piloted Vehicle, figure I, was selected as the

demonstration vehicle for this design/development. Although the technology

presented here is directly applicable to manned aircraft, the RPV affords a

basis for comparison between an Inproductlon, operational, _etal counterpart
and the redesigned composite version, and it provides an opportunity for near-

term flight demonstration in both the subsonic and supersonic regimes. This

same vehicle has been used as a test bed for an all graphite epoxy wing which

was designed and fabricated at the Naval Air Development Center and which is

currently flying on operational vehicles as part of the Navy's service

evaluation program. This center fuselage section provides a practical design

,model since it contains access doors, wing attachment points, external fuel

tank attachment and the recovery parachute line attachment.

_,- _,-,_-,we-, _ o



FUSELAGE DESIGN

The BQH center fuselage is a circular section 63.5 cm (25 in.) in

diameter and 104.14 cm (41 is.) long. The through-wing is attached to this

section in the upper portion of the cross section and an overwing structure

covers the wing and closes out the circular shape. A large door is at the

bottom and runs the entire length of the section. Attached to the door is a

keel which also extends over the length of the section at its bottom. A large

shear fittip_ extends over the first 20.32 cm (8 in.) of the section betwaen

two bulkheads to resist loads from the parachute lines.

In designing the composite fuselage section two design conditions t,ere

considered, based on a review of the metal design. The first, and most _=por-

rant, condition is a recovery condition in which 7.4g is developed by a

66720 n (15000 lb.) load on the parachute llne which is attached at the to_

of the fuselage near the forward end of the center section. The Ir,ertia

loading of that part of the fuselage forward of the center section produces a

large bending moment, which is applied to the center fuselage section over
only slightly more than the upper half of the circumference. It is this

condition that sizes the center fuselage shell. A 5g maneuver in free flight

produces maximum wing loading, which in turn puts maximum loading on the wing

attachment bolts. This condition induces local load in the fuselage in the

circumferential direction, and the shell must be checked for its ability to
react these loads.

Tradeoff studies were conducted for these conditions to select a material

and type of construction for this application. The criteria for selection

were weight, costs, survivability and ease of manufacture. These composite

materials were considered - graphite epoxy, glass epoxy and a hybrid with both

glass and graphite. Advancages of the glass included its low cost and high

fracture toughness. However, its low stiffness compared ?raphite resulted in

the overloading of certain metal parts in the center fuselage which were not

being replaced by composite materials. In addition, since tae center fuselage

section is primarily hvckling critical the glass epoxy design is heavier than

that of the graphite. Therefore, to achieve a good balance among weight,

stiffness and Iracture toughness a hybrid composite was selected consisting of

unidirectional graphite epoxy in the axial (0°) direction and glass epoxy fabric

with the fibers oriented ±45 °. The graphite epoxy used was 3501A/S and the

glass epoxy was E293.

Roneycomb sandwich construction was selected on the basis of its high

buckling resistance, ease of fabrication and reduced parts count compared to

the metal design, the last two aimed at reducing cost.

Figure 2 shows a cutaway view of the existing metal design and the

redesigned composite. The overwing fairing which is not being changed is not
shown here. As can be seen from these sketches the intermediate frames and

the longerons are being eliminated in the composite design in favor of the

overall stiffness increase with the honeycomb sandwich. The basic design is



the 0.63 cm (.25 in.) alumintnn honeycomb core, an inner face consisting of one

ply of 0 ° graphite and one ply of glass fabric oriented ±45 ° , and a similar

outer face with a second layer of glass fabric on the outer surface for addi-

tional impact and damage resistance. All areas near bulkheads, doors and

other attachment have additional plies for relnforccment and introduction of

load into the sandwich.

This design was analyzed for the two flight conditions using the _IAS_IAN

program. In general, the recovery condition produced maximum stresses. A

summary of this analysis is shown in figure 3. The design was also checked

for stability under combined longitudinal compression and shear. _ summary of

critical conditions for the design is shown in figure 4 which indicates that

buckling, facing compressive strength and facing shear strength form the

capability envelope for the fuselage section.

CRACK ARRESTHENT DESIGN

The design of the crack arrestment system involves a consideration of

three failure modes as shown in figure 5. The first failure mode is the initial

propagation of the crack or damage° The arrestment of this crack is tied in

with the second failure mode, that of propagation of the crack through the

arrester strip. The third failure mode is shear failure along the interface

between the arrester strip and the primary material containing the crack. This
shear stress results from a redistribution of load around the cracked material

which is no longer carrying any tensile load.

The analysis presented in reference i is the basis for the analytical

treatment of the first two failure modes. It is summarized here for convenience

and completeness.

The critical stress at which an existing through crack will propagate,

figure 6, is:

where

- fracture toughness

a = characteristic dimension ef intense energy region

2c = crack length

uKQncand a are determined from two tests, one with a crack and one on an
racked control specimen.



where

_¢ " applied failure stress for specimen with crack

_- failure stress of uncracked specimen

The function of the low modulus attester strips is to provide a low

stress, high toughness region which will render a crack entering this region
non-critlcal.

Applied to a crack in the primary material thls equation defines a stress

at which initial propagation occurs. When the crack has reached the attester

strips wlth its tlps extending into the strip the above equation can be applied

to the arrester strip material wlth a crack length equal to the spacing of the

strips, w I. In order for the crack to be arrested and the structure continue

to carry limit load, the arrester strip must have a width, toughness and

modulus such that a crack whose length is w. will not propagate. This fail-

safe requirement is expressed analytically ats follows:

Ez

Meeting this condition guarantees that a laminate containing an arrested crack

w. long can withstand limit load, at !east with respect to the fir=t two

falilure modes. Conditions for the shear failure mode are not as easily

expressed since the magnitude of maximum shear stress developed is a function

of many parameters.

HYBRID COMPOSITE TESTING

Two series of tests are reported in the paper, the first, load and crack

arrestment tests on hybrid sandwich panels and cylinder corresponding to the

fuselage design, and the second, crack arrestment tests on solid graphite epoxy

panels. Thls second group of tests was performed in order to evaluate the

application of the crack arrester strip design to relatively thick monolithic
laminates.



Prior to testing the hybrid cylinder, tests were performed on honeycomb

sandwich panels of the same construction as the cylinder and the fuselage,

including the crack arrester strips. The main purpose of these test, was to

establish Kn and a values for the hybrid face sheets. The tests were performed

with .95 cm_(3/8 in.) cracks and yielded the following results:

Outer Face 32.7 Mn/JV_-(29.8 KSI Vr_) .185 cm (.073 in)

Inner Face 47.0 Mn/m 2 _- (42.8 KSI _Tn) .208 cm (.082 in)

This shows that for a given crack size, propagation will occur first in

the outer face of the sandwich.

Figure 7 shows the composite sandwich cylinder in the testing machine.

The first two tests performed were compression tests to 50% and 100% of limit

load, 186.8 Kn (42G00 lb.) and 373,6 Kn (84000 lb.) respectively. The cylinder

withstood these loads successfully, and no unusual behavior was observed. This

was the basic demonstration of the ability of the design to take critical flight

loads.

A second, and more comprehensive, series of test_ was then performed to

evaluate the crack arrestment design. First, proof tests were run at 507., 75%,

and 100% of design ultimate load as a demonstration of basic tensile strength,

Then five additional tests were run with induced damage, as depicted in

figure 8. For test 2 a 2..=_ cm (I in.) sawcut crack was formed midway between

two adjacent crack arrester strips. Load was applied until the crack propagated.

This occurred at 120% of design limit load (DLL). Propagation in this hybriO

material was not at all sudden. The crack started to propagate at a partlcular

load and continued to propagate gradually as the load was increased, until it

reached the attester strip. The propagation loads given here represent the

load when the crack reached the attester strip. Test 3 was _ repeat of test 2

with identical results.

Tests 4 and 5 were different in two respects. First the damage was

induced ballistically, and secovdly, the structure was under a preload when

the damage was induced. In test 4 a .95 cm (3/8 in.) projectile was fired

into the cylinder. The damage which was produced had a maximum overall

dimension of 2.22 cm (7/8 in.). The prel_ad was 50% DLL. At the time of impact

the damage did not propagate, but upon subsequent application of load propagation

occurred at 114% DLL. In test 5 a 2.54 cm (I in.) projectile was fired with

75% DLL preload. Again, the damage did _ot propagate at time of impact and

in this case ne subsequent load was applied.

The last test was with a 1.59 cm (5/8 in.) sawcut crack. Propagation in

this case was at 129% DLL. It should be pointed out that at this time with

129% DLL on the cylinder, six of the twenty-two sections between crack arrester

strips were cracked over their 7.62 cm (3 in.) width, so that even with con-



siderable damage the structure still withstood a high level of loading.

Figure 9 shows the cylinder after the testing. Closeup views of some of

the propagated cracks are shown in figure i0. In figure Ii both the stress

corresponding to the beginning of propagation and the stress when the crack

reached the arrester strips are shown and compared to a curve drawn from the

equations and the hybrid composite fracture data previously discussed. The

data agrees reasonably well with the analysis, although it covers only a

narrow range of crack sizes.

Actual fuselage parts have been made and will be assembled and tested at

the Naval Air Development Center in the near future. One of the panels is

shown in the untrimmed state in figure 12.

GRAPHITE-EPOXY PANEL ANALYSIS & TEST

Additional analysis and testing has been underway to further investigate,

evaluate and characterize crack arrester designs with the goal of applying

these designs to operational aircraft structures. In particular, this work has

been aimed at demonstrating the capability of crack arrester designs,

investigating thickness effects for solid laminates up to 1.27 cm (1/2 in.)

thick, establishing and investigating failure modes, and establishing design
data.

Failure modes have been discussed previously in conjunction with figure 5.

Early testing indicated that the failure mode of shear along the strip boundary
is the second failure mode to be encountered and the o11e which determines

residual strength, that is, post-propagatlon strength. In order to quantita-

tively evaluate this shear stres3 finite element analysis was performed of

three flat panel sizes, each containing a central crack, figure 13. Three sets

of heavy lines in this figure outline the quarter-panel model. The crack

arrester strips were 1.27 cm (1/2 ino) wide in all cases with 7.62 cm (3 in.)

of primary material between them. The three full panel sizes which were

analyzed, therefore, were 17.78 cm (7 in.) wide by 15.24 cm (6 in.) long,

35.56 cm (14 in.) by 40.64 cm (16 in.) and 53.34 cm (21 in.) by 60.96 cm (23 in.).

The smaller panel contains two crack arrester strips or one full "bay" of

primary material, _nd was analyzed first. The largest panel was analyzed next

with the main objective being to see if the presence of several bays, all but

the middle one being undamaged, would have an effect on the magnitude of the

shear stress. As can be seen from figure 13 the maximum shear stress for the

multi-bay configuration was reduced to about one-half of the single bay level,

indicating that the additional width of material provided a longer path for the

load to redistribute around the crack thereby reducing the shear stress

magnitude. The intermediate size was analyzed to determine if a reduced length

and width could oe used to achieve the same results as the larger panel. Indeed

the results for this were virtually the same as for the larger panel and it was

concluded that the important thing is to have at least one undamaged bay on

either side of the cracked bay to provide a path for load distribution. In

order to be representative of flight structure sizes test specimens should also



be madethis way. Multi-bay specimens are designed and will be fabricated and
tested.

Concurrent with the above analytical effort a series of single bay test
specimenswere fabricated and tested. Four sets of these specimenswere
tested, each with a different thickness. Overall size was 15.24 cm (6 in.)
x 25.40 cm (I0 in.Y, figure 14, and the thicknesses were 1.52 m_a(.06 in.),
4.06 n_ (.16 in.), 6.35 mm (.25 in.) and 9.65 mm (.38 in.). In each case the

first test was to determine the point of initial crack propagation. For small

crack sizes and therefore high propagation stresses, the shear failure

immediately followed the initial propagation. For the lower stresses this did

not occur and a second test was performed to determine residual strength. Here

also the failure was in shear. In none of the tests did the crack propagate

across the crack attester strips.

The results of this testing is summarized in figure 15. Three analytically

predicted curves are shown there, one for each of the three failure modes, giving
critical stress as a function of crack size. Test data is shown for the initial

propagation and all points fell above the predicted curve which was drawn based

on experlmental determination of KD and a. A second curve was drawn through
the early test data and was very a_curate in predicting critical crack propagate

stress for the later tests. The curve shown in figure 15 represents a final

empirical curve and is slightly different from the first one which was analytically

determined before all the tests were made. Based on these results there does

not appear to be a thickness effect.

The curve labeled "shear limit" defines the second failure mode. This

curve was developed using analysis and the results from the first two residual

stress tests. Combinations of crack size and stress below this curve should

not produce shear failure while combinations above will. The uncircled

points represent test points where no failure occurred and the circled points

correspond to shear failures. As can be seen very good agreement with the

theoretical curve was obtained for the limited rathe of crack sizes tested.

For this case note that crack size equals crack arrester stri_ spacing since

this is a post-propagation phee_m_non. The crack size for all but one specimen

was 7.62 cm (3 in.). Further examination of these results and the cu_rves

indicate that by incorporating crack arrester strips into a design, significantly

greater damage can be induced while maintaln!ng a capability for carrying a

given load, for example, limit load in an aircraft.

CONCLUSIONS

The hybrid composite fuselage design which was discussed here has a

weight which is 23% less than its existing metal counterpart. Furthermore,

while hard cost figures have not been generated, a projected cost reduction of

20% for production quantities is currently estimated.



With regard to the survivability aspects of the design, it has been
demonstrated that the crack arreste _-rlps successfully stop a propagating
crack and contain the damage within . ,cal area. It made no d_fference

whether the damage was a statically induced sharp crack under no load or a

ba!!ist_cally formed damage under load. For the later, using a maximum

overall dimension for the damage correlates well with analysis, independent

of the shape of the damage. The hybrid composite is more desirable from a

fracture tolerance viewpoint than all graphite on the basis of the gradual

propagation characteristic, and the fact that because of this there is some

warning of incipient failure.

The additional work on solid graphite laminates has resulted in an

identification and understanding of failure modes and the establishment of a

prediction method, if only for one arrester strip spacing.

Obviously additional work is required. The planned testing of the multi-

bay specimens is a first step toward scale-up. The shear failure mode should

be more thoroughly investigated including consideration of other strip spacings

and widths and other strip layup configurations.
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BATTLE DA_\{;E TOI,ERANT _I[N¢;

STRUCTU_\L DEVE I.OPMENT

By

Ken deBoov

The Bo_in_ Aerospace Company

S UMbrA RY

Results of analytical studies and initial testing to develop a wing design

which will accept under load the damage from one 23ram high explosive super

quick fused round without failure are reviewed. The design approach, develop-

ment of fracture resistant hybrid skin and preliminary hydraulic ram and

23ram test results have been completed. Wing box component and full scale

wing box tests are scheduled through the end of FY 1977.

INTRODUCTION

The Battle Damage Tolerant Wing Structural Deve]opment is being performed bv

the Boeing Aerospace Company under Navv Contract Nf)00R-75-(;-0178 for the

Naval Air Systems Command. Hr. Alden Cowles, AIR-53()215, is the technical

monitor. Boeing technical leadership is being provided by Mr. Jack Avery

from our Damage Mechanisms Group and by Hr. Ken King for structural de_;ign.

The objective of the program is to design a wing box which will accept combat

damage and still achieve at least a 25 percent weight saving through the use of

advanced composites. The 23mm high explosive instantaneous fuzed round was

selected as a representative threat, based on its demonstrated capability to

destroy aircraft. This report deals with the ongoing design analysis and test

program which is in progress to develop a structural arrangement and advanced

composite structural components which can accept the damage caused by the

23ram HE round without failure for the remainder of the flight, including a

limit load maneuver.

7":
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DESIGN DEVELOPMENT

The Battle Damage Tolerant Wing Structural Dev_,]opment started wish a Pi_ase [

study which e×amined two wing tvpes and three levels of techn()lo_F'. Both a

thin low aspect ratio wing, and a thick high aspect ratio variable ,_weep wing

were studied to determine basic to]erance to a 23mm HE threat. Three techno-

logy levels were applied to these wing types: current techno]ogy using titan-

ium low risk 1980 technology using advanced composites with mechanical

fasteners for assembly and high risk 1980 technology using more innovative

advanced composite design concepts including bonding for assembly. Relative

weights, damage tolerance and costs were compared. Results included the

weights of a mid-span section of the wing box tabulated in Figure i. The low

risk 1980 thick high aspect ratio wing was selected to be the subject of the

currently contracted structural development program, since battle damage

tolerance was a more critical requirement in the desi,_n of this type of

tactical aircraft wing.

DES IGN REQUIREMFLNTS

The battle damage tolerant design criteria is that the wing structure shal!

sustain a single "super-quick" fused 23ram HE impact while in q 4g svmm,_trica]

maneuver. The 23ram impact shall be at the most critical combination of an_le,

velocity, and position for the wing box design. After impact, failure shall

not occur during one occurrence of flight limit load, five hours of cruise

with up to 2g flight loads, and one carrier landing at a design sink speed

of 23 fps.

The target weight for the advanced technology wing box sized for damage

tolerance shall be 75 percent of that of the current technology wing not

designed for damage tolerance but otherwise sized to the same operational

criteria. The design shall be based on the use of low cost manufacturin_

methods and projections of ccsts of advanced materials. Projected improve-

ments in manufacturing processes and techniques shall be included where

development efforts are tmderway, and where current exploratory efforts

indicate that the technique, when perfected in the 1980 time frame, w[ll

/,



result in a cost saving in future production. Corrosion in ;_ salt-air environ-

merit shall be a major consideration in the selection of materials and the

design of joints where corrosion could develcp.

Damage repair shall be stressed in tile desi_ with reduction of man-hours,

skills, and aircraft downtime as design objectives. Current damaze rep;lir

philosophy in definin Z repairable damage versus damage requirinz component

removal and replacement shall be used as a zuide.

WING DESIGN CONCEPT

Figure 2 is a cross-section of the proposed wing-box configuration. The

sizing reflected in the figure is representative of the battle damage tolerant

wing-box test article that will be fabricated and tested as part of the

program. The proposed configuration is a graphite/epoxy wing composed of a

four spar, multi-rib box with covers stiffened by a stringer between spar

caps. The center bay of the lower surface is removable for fuel tank access

and structural inspection.

The covers and spar webs are bas[ca!]v +45 ° graphite/epoxy laminates, and

the spar chords are uniaxia] (0 °) filamentary Laminates. Tl_esc chords carry

most of the winz bending loads, as the cowers have low spanwise stiffness.

The four spars provide a redundant load path for tile wing bending !_ads.

Some tension and compression loadings are carried in the covers, but the

stresses are low. Since the cover stresses are low, local damage in the

covers will not propagate.

i'he proposed design incorporates several additional features that provide

battle damage tolerance in addition to that obtained from redundant sizing.

An example of this is the spar cap isolation described in the following

paragraphs.

The bundles of uniaxia] fibers bonded to the spar webs carry most ef the

winz bending axial stresses, and control the elongation of the surface.s so



damagedoes not progagate in the skins. With tile 23mmHEdamagecriteria, it
is possible that a spar cap (which covers approximately one-eighth of the

surface) can be severed. In this event, the design objective is to transfer

the energy contained in the spar cap at the time of the damageto adjacent

spar caps, and later provide a load path for wing bending at limit loads,

without causing extensive skin ripping at the damagepoint.

The spar cap material is isolated, in that it does not have a direct connec-

tion to the skin, and several degradable load paths and shear lag effects

reduce the load transfer to the skin at the point of damage. Assumingthat
a loaded cap is severed, the bond shear strength between cap and spar web

becomescritical, thus limiting the shear load that the spar web can apply

to the skin. Next in the load path is the web to skin shear tie which is

designed for the redistribution stress as defined by computer analysis.
This shear tie web and its bolted connections maybe designed to fail at the

higher shear flows near the damage. Shear redistribution from the spar cap

bundles to the skin is inherent in the type of load path provided. The

severed bundle load must be transferred thru a damagedspar web and damaged
shear tie, to the skin surface, thus providing a soft load path to the

skin locally, _nd allowing a greater span for redistribution.

At each spar chord, the two imiaxial bundles are separated bv the relatively

thick spar web so that damageto one chord section will not propagate to the

other chord section. In the event that one of the bundles is destroved, the

bond between the damagedbundle and the spar web should then fail in shear

for somedistance along the spar. This action, combir_edwith a shear lag
across the web provides someprotection for the other bundle in the spar cap.

The torsional stiffness of the proposed wing box tends to be higher than

other configurations (such as sandwich) because the skins and spar webs have
thickness for stabilitv purposes resulting in lower shear stresses. This

lower shear stress allows bolted or riveted connections thru the skin, with

no special treatment required for stress concentration.



The 3-bay lower surface, in which the center panel is bolted in place for

access, also provides an important damagetolerance capability. _Jhenexten-

sive damageoccurs to any one of the three separate pane[_, it is improbable

that a crack could propagate across the joint into the undamngedpanel.

The configuration of the test box and subcomponentshas not been significantly

revised since the start of the program in November1974. initial efforts have

been concentrated on specimen design, testing and analysis. Results of these
tests will provide the data whicb will be used in refining the wing design

and wing componentdesign for Phase II testing. The wing box design is being

conducted in parallel with the subcomponentand componentdesign at a rather

low level of effort. The design effort level on the two and four spar test

boxes will be accelerated during the early phases of Phase II while initial
componentsare being fabricated and tested.

COSTANALYSIS

Advancedcomposite materials have the potential of providing a substantial

reduction in the weight of the wing structural box. Substantial research

funds have been devoted to desip;n studies and test programs to provide the

technical foundation for advancedcomposite primarv wing structure in pro-

duction. The major reason composites are not being used more extensivelv

in new production airplanes is cost. A primary objective of this program

is to take adwlntage of designs "_'hichallow use of low fabric,ot_on and

assembly costs wb_chmore than cancel out the high costs of the basic
material.

Cost was the primary factor leading to the development of alternative design

approaches to the honeycombstabilized panels which appeared most efficient

based on our earlier studies. The selected design appears to be muchless

costly to build, while offering better battle damagetolerance. Weight

differences were less than one percent and not a factor in the design
selection. It is _lanfled to demonstrate not onlv oattle tolerance in light

weight winR structure but also to demonstrate a competitive cost approach

to the use of advanced composites in primary _ing structure when compared



to the use of metals.

DESIGNUNCERTAINTIES

Existing data is inadequate for the development of a practical, io_ cost,

battle damagetolerant wing design that will accept normal service damagewith-

out experiencing catastropic failure, and which can be repaired in a reasonable

time without employing excessive skills or equipment. In addition, there are

design uncertainties unique to battle damagewhich will be produced by the

23mmHEand the materials and design which will be the most tolerant to this

type of damage. The initial phases of the test and analysis program are

designed to resolve these uncertainties, and the final phases will provide
full-scale verification. Principal design uncertainties are outlined in
Table i.

Our approach was to apply materials for which significant data has been

developed to our design concept. Various componentconfiguration and

integration concepts were tested in order to obtain reasonable fracture

characteristics in the preliminary design concept. Tests have just been
completed of full-scale, three spar box segmentswhich provide the first

indication the type of damagethe 23ramHEsuperquick fuzed round will

imposeon a graphite composite wing box. Additional wing componenttests,

final box design and static plus ballistic tests of loaded wing box

segmentswill be completed during the next two years.

SF.INS IN TENSION

Sawcut fracture panels, 7 and lO-inches wide, were tested in seven +45°

configurations, including both tape and fabric. Figure 3 sbowstypical
panels after failure. Rose,its for the five _raphite-epoxy materials _ive

very little indicati_n of notch sensitivity, Figure 4. 'I'hc,s_,data ar_,

sho_,_on ti_e basis of strain to failure, the primary _valuation criteria

>,,,.._;,!_il,_ -*.43 l._\,,r_ fr_m ._ sirloin -,t.m,!!,,,Jnt .m,i ,_r ,!,._i_,,:n ._i_._l,-,i_a
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crack would run in our skin material. The use of one-third S-Glass is shown

to double the strain at which a given size crack w111 run, Figure 6.

Ballistic damage fracture data correlated quite well with sawcut panel failure

data, Figure 7. The ballistic damage was measured as the width of the through

panel damage ignoring anv rear face delamination. In addition, panels could

be prestressed to a load very slightly less than the ultimate load with damage

without experiencing failure on impact, indicating negligab!e dynamic

amplification. Dynamic effects in 7075-T6 can reduce the strength of pre-

loaded panels up to 50 percent.

SPAR INTEGRATION TESTS

Several spar integration concepts were tested, ranging from spar cap material

being interleaved with the skin material, to spar cap:_ bonded to the spar

web with the spar web mechanically fastened to the skLn through clips. Saw-

cut and ballistic fracture tests were performed on panels with three simula-

ted spar caps, Figure 8. Sawcuts severing 50 percent of the center spar and

associated skin resulted in net section failures for _ii panels. Net section

failures indicate that the skin was carrying the load formerly carried by

the failed center spar, since the crack was not long enough to run at the

loads experienced. Interleavin_ the spar cap and skin caused the center spar

to fail at a lower load than when the spar and skin were isolated, Figure 9.

The concept of isolation of the spar cap from the skin was selected for the

final design since the low bearing strength of the skir around mechanical

fasteners limits the load which can be transferred from the spar cap to the

skin in the leca! area of failure, thus allowing larger damage in the skin

without extension of the damage under load.

ttYDRAULIC RAH TESTS

Test panels, 33 cm (13 inch) square, were mounted in a hydraulic ram test

tank a._ M_own in Figure 1_), and 1(1 and 13ram ,qphercs \.'_,re fired int<_ tiw

p;t:_tlS ,it v,.'l_,citi,'>: 5tom 6,qO ti_ro'de_i 1-)7_1 :n/sec (-'2:_5 ti:r_,uy.h $'_25 ft/._ec).

D,,::tny_- w<ls i,.>:> ._<-v,.r_, til,in tii/tt _'×pc_.-_.;,'cd in 7!17)-16 al_',:_inu:_ i,._ncls ,,i



equal weight, Figure ii. 4.8mm (3/16 in.) tension fasteners were selected

over 6. mm (1/4 in.) tension fasteners based on static tests which indicated

that the smaller fastener would hold the same internal pressure load without

pullthrough. Typical hydraulic ram damage with shear and tension fasteners

is shown in Figure 12. Spanwise cracks extend at higher projectile velocities

resulting in fastener pull through at approximately 850 m/sec (2800 ft/sec).

These hydraulic ram tests were the first indication that countersunk fasteners

with tensile loading resulting from hydraulic ram or HE explosion may be

acceptable.

23ram FRAGMENT PATTERN

The round tested was a 23n_n HEIT (high explosive incendiary tracer) with a

superquick contact fuze. Entrance damage is a 15 cm (6 inch) hole which has

cracks propagating from it in the more brittle materials. T_e fragment

pattern 23 cm (9 inches) aft of the entrance panel is illustrated in Figure

13. It should be noted that the pattern covers 60 cm (2 ft.) and that the

circled hole in Figure 13 was caused by a round from a previous firing that

did not detonate. The cone of fragments is about 106 degrees for impact

velocities of 500 - 700 m/sec (1600-2200 _[/sec), with large fragment damage

both at the center and around the periphery.

TD_X_ _nv T_qTq

These tests were conducted with s thick wall box having the volume and venting

area of one cell of the wing box design, bounded by two spars and two ribs,

Figure 14. Various skin materials were tested including 2024-T3, 7075-T6,

honeycomb with graphite skins, and _45 ° graphite combined with 35% S-Glass.

Results indicated that any skin will be destroyed on both the entrance and

exit side of this rigid box. The hybrid skin experienced the least severe

damage and the honeycomb stabilized graphite skins and the 7075 exit panels

experienced the most severe damage. These tests and several firings against

free-standin_ panels also indicated that the damage was much more severe

when the space between the panels was enclosed than when the two skin nen_is

did not have a confined volume between them.



23mmTHREESPARWINGBOXTESTS

Twothree spar wing box segmentswere built with representative hybrid skin

panels and a graphite/epoxy center spar. The outboard spars were fabricated

from fiberglass, and the ribs from 2024-T3 aluminumin the interest of economy.

For the box shownin the upper portion of Figure 15, the impact point was in

an unsupported area of the skin with the flight path aimed at the center spar

cap of the exit panel. The lower box represents an impact directly into

the center spar cap at 0° obliquity, so that the flight-path was essentially

in the plane of the spar web.

Preliminary conclusions from these firings are:

o Damage experienced in representative wing box structure was less severe

than that experienced in the iron box test. The major factor causing

this difference is felt to be less rigid skin panel edge fixity.

o Pressure deformation of 2024-T3 ribs was present when the round entered

one cell of the wing and was not present when it entered two, indicating

that the deformation is due to residual pressure rather than shock waves.

o Impact on a major structural element tends to absorb a large portion of

the energy imparted to the fragments, reducing the exit damage.

o _d finally, the 23mm damage does not appear to preclude reaching the

program objective of providing at least a 25 percent wing box weight

savings and 23mm battle damage tolerance through the use of advanced

composites.

767



fable 1. Design Uncertainties

Design uncertainity Tests for resolution

Extent of 23mm HE ballisbc damages

Effect of blast, fragments,

obliquity, velocity and shielding

• Most effective methods of surviving

23ram ballistic damage in advanced

composite wing structure

• Skins in tension

Fracture toughness of various materials

Improvements in fracture toughness
obtainable by altering fiber orientation

Improvements in fracture toughness
obtainable by adding hybrid materials

• Spar cap/skin interface

Fracture toughness of various

Spar cap configurations
Spar cap configuration most effective

in arresting skin cracks

• Skin/stiffner interface
Skin stiffener configuration most effective

in arresting skin cracks

Extent of hydraulic ram damage in
advanced composite wing structure

Bearing strength and damage propagation
characteristics of countersumk machnical

fasteners mounted, in skin material

• Fragments into unloaded panels

• Fragments into loaded panels

• 23rnm Into simu!ated 2 Spar box

• 23mm Into 2 and 4 Spar boxes

• Tension tests of saw cut panels

• Ballistic tests of panels

• 23mm Into simulated 2 Spar box

• Tension test of saw cut

panels with 3 Spar caps

Ballistic tests of skin panels

with alternate stiffener

design

• Hydraulic ram test of panels in

a wing box structure

• Basic bearing strength tests

• Blast and hydraulic ram effects

on alternate fastener configurations
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Figure 10. Hydraulic Ram Test Set-Up

9.Smm (3/8 IN) SPHERE AT 684 M/SEC

(2245 FT/SEC) THRU 228.6mm (9 IN, t :._
OF WATER

Figure 11.

EXIT SIDE OF PANEL

9.5mm (3/8 IN) SPHERE AT 698 M/SEC
(2290 FT/SEC} THRU 228.6mm (9 IN)

OF WATER

ENTRANCE SIDE OF PANELS

Hydraulic Ram Damage Comparisons
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Figure 14. Iron Box Used for 23mmHE Testing
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LIFE ASSURANCE OF COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

R. V. I'tolff and D. J. _ilkins

General Dynamics

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of the "Life Assurance" program is

to demonstrate that the characteristics of a composite component

can be predicted from a characterization of the static and life-

time properties of its critical elements. At the time of this

writing the program is still in progress.

APPROACH

tO

The approach selected to meet the technical objective was

B

•

select the critical elements from an available compos-

ite design

conduct enough replicate tests on each element to pro-

vide reliable estimates of strength and life parameters•

Test Component

The component from which elements were selected was a

graphite-epoxy composite two-spar box section from a conceptual

wing design (Reference i). The wing was designed to meet the

functional requirements of the YF-16 (lightweight fighter proto-

type) baseline metal design. The main structural design fea-

tures of the component box beam design, Figure I, are

• Strain tolerant strips for unity K t attachment of

spars to the cover plates

• Spar web buildups provide load introduction "hard

points"

_RECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED



3. Mechanical fasteners.

Element Selection

Since the wing box component was assembled entirely with
mechanical fasteners, each of the elements selected was a bolted
joint section. Five graphite-epoxy composite elements were
selected to represent the critical areas of the component. The
critical areas included the skin-to-spar attachment; the spar
buildup areas where loads were introduced; the wing skin in
bearing; the wing skin in combined bearing and tension; and the
strain tolerant (buffer) strip in tension. The specimen types
and loading methods are illustrated schematically in Figure 2.

Fatigue Test Methods

All fatigue testing was conducted using a random, flight-
by-flight spectrum in a closed-loop electrohydraulic test
facility controlled by a Varian 620i mini-computer. The spectrum
was based on the wing root of a high-performance fighter air-
craft. The spectrum used in the element Fhase was developed in
an earlier program and is described in Reference 2. The spectrum
used in the box beam test phase was based on the same mission
segments as the element spectrum; however, it was modified to
include both bending and torsion loads (which were applied
simultaneously). The spectra were stored on digital magnetic
tapes, which were converted to analog signals in the lab by the
Varian.

Ana lys is

Data developed in the element phase was analyzed using
structural reliability methodology (Reference 3) and the proba-
bilistic strength-bounded wear-out model (Reference 4).

u_ _



ELEMENT CHARACTERIZATION

Strength and lifetime data were developed for approximately

700 elemental specimens. In addition to the mechanical testing,

an extensive investigation was conducted to characterize the

response of the graphite-epoxy laminate to environmental expo-

sures, including various combinations of temperature and rela-

tive humidity.

Mechanical Tests

The spectrum loading used in the element phase was based

upon two types of missions that included both supersonic and

subsonic air-to-air segments, Figure 3. Two versions of the

spectrum loading were digitized and stored on magnetic tape to

produce "command signals" for the laboratory equipment via a

mini-computer. One version of the spectrum loading, a random

load-time history, was fully accelerated on the time axis to the

maximum constraints of load level and power spectral density

(PSD) content. The other version of the spectrum was acceler-

ated only for mission segments where the temperature was 75OF

or less. Real-time, i.e. one test hour corresponded to one

flight hour, was used for mission segments where temperature

was greater than 75°F.

All fatigue loading of specimens, except loading for Type I

and II specimens, was conducted using the accelerated spectrum

at room temperature, dry (RTD). The Type II specimen loading

included use of both spectrum versions at RTD. Tests on Type I

specimens with accelerated loading included dry specimens at RT

and constant temperature and "wet" (saturated moisture content

level) specimens at RT. Tests on Type I with "quasi-real time"

loading included dry specimens at RT and "wet" specimens with

superimposed mission temperature profiles, (Figure 3).

A "baseline" spectrum was defined. This spectrum was based

on a peak or truncation load frequency of eight occurrences per

lifetime. Truncation load was set at a 1% risk of static failure.

For the several specimen types, truncation load varied from 78

to 88% of average ultimate strength. The relationship of

strength to truncation load is illustrated in Figure 4.



Initial tests on Type I specimens, Figure 5, indicated
that spectrum loading would need to be intensified to acceler-
ate the fatigue damage process. Spectrum loading was intensified
(or rms magnified) by raising the magnitude of all loads by a
given percentage and then clipping all loads exceeding the
original truncation level back to the truncation level. This
procedure "intensified" the spectrum as reflected in the greater
number of occurrences of the peak (truncation) load with increasing
rms magnification, e.g.

rms mag. no. of peak loads

none 8

26% 700

40% 2800

50% 5600

There are 631,656 loads in one life of the accelerated

spectrum; hence, at the 50% rms magnification level, only 0.9%

of the baseline spectrum loads are clipped by this intensifica-

tion procedure.

A summary list of the element data de+_eloped on all specimen

types is given in Figure 6. A list of summary statements is

presented in Figure 7 for the five principal specimen types

tested. These statements are condensed fr_L_ the detailed obser-

vations made during the overall element phase.

Environmental Tests

One of the main problems of the program was to determine

how to simulate actual environmental service conditions. This

meant that the effects of months or years of actual service

exposures would have to be condensed into a period of several

weeks.

The effects of elevated or lowered temperatures during

flight could be accounted for easily by appropriate temperature

cycling during the quasi-real time fatigue loadings. Therefore,

the problem was centered on simulating the atmospheric moisture

effects an element would experience during a lifetime of service.

To accomplish these goals, it became necessary to charac-

terize moisture absorption by graphite-epoxy composites and to

determine if static (hygrothermal) and dynamic ("real life")

laboratory conditioning methods differed significantly.
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The effect of temperature and combined moisture and temper-

ature upon mechanical properties was determined for the Type i

specimens (see Figures 8 and 9). This effect will also be

determined for several box beam components later in the program.

The details of the environmental chdracterization are given in

Reference 5; therefore, they will not be repeated here.

FULL-SCALE COMPONENT

The design of the box beam component included the following

key items.

• The ratio of spectrum bending moment to torsion moment

(Mx/M) was set to provide the proper ratio of axial

load Yo shear flow (Nx/q) in the covers•

2. The component details were sized on element static mean

strengths rather than "allowables."

3. Tension-bearing interaction curves derived from element

tests were used in sizing the skin.

4. The critical load/temperature conditions were identiiied.

5. The critical beam areas were identified.

The most critical areas of the beam for [_TD fatigue loading are

depicted in Figure i0, which shows the static margin of safety

(M.S.) calculations. The line of fasteners between Stations

57.6 and 75.5 (Figure i0) on upper and lower flanges (36 bolts

total) is critical. A complexity penalty must be taken for

these fasteners since a low strength element may occur at the

same location as a high load. The total static reliability, R,

is calculated as the product of each of the element (bolt loca-

tion) reliabilities.

36 [ (i + l_j ] I/_°R = f7 EXP - tMS_ i
i=l

where (MS) i = margin of safety for location i

O
= Weibull shape parameter



If the line of fasteners is assumed to be represented by the
elemental data and wear-out model analysis for Type III specimens
(selected because Type III included fatigue failures), the above
equation may be solved as a function of applied load as a percent
of Bo (Weibull scale parameter). This solution is plotted in
Figure ii. The expected median failure now occurs at about 90%
of the component ultimate strength. The result of including
this static penalty in the box beam analysis is reflected in the
wear-out characteristics for a limit load (truncation level)
spectrum, Figure 12. The median fatigue article will survive
about i00 lifetimes. However, one out of i0 articles will fail
by 15 lives and 4 out of I000 will fail before one life. The
wear-out model was "shifted" to an intensified spectrum level to
set the median fatigue life at two lifetimes. This shift required
an rms intensification of approximately 54%. This later spectrum
condition was chosen for the RTD box-beam experiment, which
included 3 static and 12 accelerated time fatigue specimens.

Five additional beams have been selected for a static/
fatigue condition, including environmental exposures. In this
later condition, the fatigue loading is to be conducted with
the quasi-real time spectrum; however, the details of temperature
and load level have not been finalized.

COMPONENTTESTING

All component tests have been conducted at RTD. A box
beam component is shown in Figure 13. Duplicate fixtures such
as the one shown in Figure 14, were used to apply both static
and fatigue loads. The reaction end of the fixture is located
at the right side of Figure 14. Load is applied by one vertical
ram (Mx) and two horizontal rams (My), which may be seen at the
left side of Figure 14.

Static Tests

Three beams were tested to static ultimate load by applying

bending (Mx) and torsional th(M) loads simultaneously. Maximumdeflections at failure for second beam are given in Figure
15. The beam strengths were closely grouped (as expected from
the element tests), and the failures occurred on the tension
cover within the predicted critical area as shown in Figure 16.
The failures initiated in bending as predicted. However, the



ultimate strength, averaged 24% higher than that predicted.
(This difference can be attributed to a bolt-spacing penalty
applied in the stress analysis.)

Fatigue Tests

All fatigue tests were conducted using the same spectrum
condition, i.e. 54% rms intensification and a truncation load

of 73% of actual (not predicted) static ultimate strength.

These two effects produce an overall intensity magnification of

1.54 x 73/67 = 1.68 over a limit load spectrum. The loading

rate was accelerated relative to the quasi-real time spectrum

rate by a factor of 5; however, the flexibility of the specimen

precluded accelerating the loading to the extent used on the

element specimens. The results are listed in Table I. As may

be seen from the table, the lifetime "runout" was varied as the

results of each beam test became available.

Beam numbers ii through 14 were tested to two lifetimes

without failure. During residual strength tests, three beams

experienced tensile cover failure similar in appearance to static

failures, Figure 17, and a compression (skin buckling) cover

failure. The significance of the compression failure was not

recognized at this stage of the program.

An increase in cover strength after two lifetimes was

believed to be a result of "seating-in", i.e. sufficient local

deformation at the several bolt holes had occurred during fatigue

loading to permit more uniform loading of the fasteners along

the flanges than occurred statically. This was recognized as

a possible occurrence before static loading and several "high"

loads were applied before ultimate loading in an attempt to

"seat" the bolts. However, either higher or more loads are

apparently required to assure seat-in. Seat-in and extended

(beyond two lifetime ) life loading were examined further by

residually testing two beams after 0.i lifetime of loading and

allowing two others to run out to four lifetimes (a minor delta

impact on the original program schedule).

Beams 15 and 16 were statically tested after being loaded

to 0.i lifetime, and they did exhibit the "seat-in" effects,

i.e. higher strength over static case.

Beams 17 and 18 were to be fatigued to four lifetimes;

however, the latter beam failed in fatigue on the compression

_'8_



cover at 1.3 lifetimes. The failure mode (similar to that of

Beam ii in the earlier residual strength compression side

failure) is shown in Figure 18. Beams 17 and 20 did reach four

lifetimes without failing. These beams were inspected closely

throughout the fatigue loading, and a crack developed at or near

the interface of the 45 ° buffer ply and the 0° structural ply

at approximately one lifetime and continued to grow parallel

to the beam span. This crack resulted in reduced static strength

on Beams 17 and 20 and a fatigue failure on Beam 19 (although

not confirmed this is believed to have also occurred on Beam 18).

The last beam evaluated (Beam 4) was tested to two lifetimes.

No cracks were observed on the compression cover, and the

residual test yielded a tensile cover failure similar to the

earlier beams.

Implications of Component Result

Residual strength-lifetime data derived from component

testing are plotted in Figure 19. The implied behavior of the

beams based on the results available is shown by the distribution

and probability of survival traces superimposed on the data.

Compressive cover strength is apparently greater than tensile
cover strength at time = 0 (shown at 10 -2 lifetimes in Figure 19).

The tensile cover strength distribution is seen to degrade only

slightly, i.e. variance broadens, through two lifetimes. The

compressive cover strength is believed to degrade more severely

with actual resultant fatigue failures occurring somewhere in

the first lifetime. (Note: The spectrum used is highly intensi-

fied and the fatigue failures would be at about 17 lifetimes

if the above wear-out model were shifted to a limit load spectrum

(no rms or truncation load magnification).)

During the elemental phase, the compressive characteristics

of the critical elements were evaluated using plate-type specimens

and reversing the sign of the fatigue spectrum loads (easily

accomplished in the laboratory). The simple plate specimens

indicated compressive loading would be less critical than tensile

loading. No element compressive fatigue failures occurred at

spectrum intensities comparable to those used on tensile speci-

mens. The correlation of element and component data has been

confounded by mixed failure modes observed in the box beam. In

retrospect, it now appears necessary to design and test a com-

pressive element that is more realistic (i.e. complex) than the

simple plate elements used previously so that the primary pro-

gram objective can be truly evaluated. A compression element

test series is presently being considered.
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PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

RESULT:

O

O

RESULT:

Program accomplishments may be summarized as follows.

PRIMARY OBJECTI_IE :

Element Data Used to Predict Component Behavior

Element Data Used in Predicting Component

Static Strength

Static Failure Location and Mode

Component Static Distribution Parameter

Correlates with Element Distribution Parameter

ADDITIONAL OBJECTIVE:

Environmenta I Cha rac teriza tion

In-Depth Evaluation of Moisture-Temperature-Absorption

Characteristics of Graphite-Epoxy

ADDITIONAL ACCOMPLISHMENTS :

Scale Up of Closed Loop Test Facility (Two D.O.F. Loading)

Successful Manufacturing Experiment with Buffer Strip

Design

REMAINING WORK

The work remaining to complete the Life Assurance Program
includes

Component environmental characterization including

static and quasi-real time fatigue tests with super-

imposed environmental conditioning

2. Component data analysis

3. Documentation.
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In addition, a compressive element characterization to include

design of realistic specimen and development of a data base is

necessary if the main objective of the program is to be met

completely.

CLOSURE

The utility of being able to use element data to character-

ize component behavior is obvious in the preliminary and final

design steps, Certification criteria require that both environ-

mental effects and distribution effects be estimated. This pro-

gram provides much-needed guidance on how a series of tests

should be laid out to provide the data needed to support the

certification of composite hardware.
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Static

• Ultimate RTD bearing strength increases linearly with initial

bolt torque (0 to 75 in-lb).

• Ultimate dry bearing strength decreases with increasing

Type I temperature (-60°F to +300°F). The relationship is exponential.

At R.T., increasing laminate moisture content tends to increasebearing strength over initial dry strength up to moisture levels

of approximately 80-percent of saturation (saturation is 1.7%

weight gain).

At elevated temperature, 200°F to 300°F, bearing strength

decreases from initial dry elevated temperature for moisture

contents greater than approximately 15°percent of saturation.

For moisture levels less than 15-percent of saturation, there

is an indication of a small strength increase over dry strength

(at temperature).

• Failure mode is fiber tension before and after fatigue loading.

RTD Accelerated Fatigue

The baseline spectrum (no rms load magnification) has a

negligible effect on residual strength characteristics through

4 simulated service lives. After lO-!ifetimes of loading, there

is evidence that the residual strength characteristics are

affected, i.e. mean strength is reduced slightly and variance

increases.

Spectrum loading at arms load magnification of 40% degrades

residual strength characteristics rapidly, i.e. in less than

one lifetime.

• Results of spectrum loading at arms load magnification of 26%

indicates a gradual reduction in mean residual strength mnd

increasing variance through one lifetime.

Constant Temperature Accelerated Fatigue (26_= rms magnification)

• At 200°F residual strength tends to increase after 0.I lifetime

of loading over initial static strength. After 1.0 ]ifetime mean

residual strength has not been greatly affected, however,

variance appears to be increasing.

• Results at 300°F indicate mean residual strength to be increas-

ing over static strength through 1.0 lifetime.

RTW Accelerated Fatigue (26% rms magnification)

• RT wet strength after 1-1ifetlme is greater than dry strength.

• Proof loading Type I specimens has negligible impact on residual

strength characteristics through l-lifetlme.

Real Time Fatigue (26% rms magnification)

• The 300°F residual strength reductions observed between

accelerated and real time spectrum loading appear to be due

almost entirely to specimen moisture content,

Figure 7 Summary of Experimental Observation of Elemental

Specimens - Life Assurance Program



Typel
Static _

• There is a negligible strength change when bolt torque is increased from 0 to 200 ft-lb.

Torque of 300 to 400 ft-lb gives an approxinmte ll-percent strength increase over no torque.

• Failure mode is fiber tension before and after fatigue loading.

• Residual strength was degraded approximately 6-percent following 4 to 5 lifetimes of fatigue

loading.

Type III_ _....
Static

• Failure mode is fiber tension before and after fatigue loading.

• Specimens loaded in compression have 12-17 percent higher strength than in tension.

Fatigue

• Static tensile strength increases Initlally (approximately II%) following short-tlme fatigue

loading as observed from residual tests after 0.i lifetime.

• Fatigue failures were observed in tensile loading at all magnification levels.

• There were no fatigue failures observed in compression loading.

• All tensile specimens which survived fatigue loading, with one exception, had residual

strengths greater than the maximum static strength value observed.

a
• Failure modes vary with load condition. Predominant bearing reaction conditions had failures

similar to Type I fiber tension. Predominant tensile reaction conditions had in_erlaminar

failures associated with the bonded end grips, with the exception of 100"! teI_,sion loading

specimens which failed in fiber tension in the primary laminate.

• There is an interaction between tension and bearing strengths for the all graphite-epoxy

"buffer strip" laminate when the buffer is adjacent to the edge.

Fat igue

• Residual strength does not increase for this specimen type after brief durations of fatigue

load ing.

• Fatigue failures were observed in tensile loading for the 50% bearing reaction condition.

• There were no fatigue failures in either tension or compression for the 20% bearing

reaction condition, however, it was necessary to use the b_seliae spectrum (no rms ma_nl-

fication) in order to te_t the specimen without inducing end grip associated failures.

• In the case of the 204 bearing reaction condition the residual strength in tension degrades

approximately 14°/_ between I and 2 lifetimes.

Figure 7 Summary of Experimental Observation of Elemental

Specimens - Life Assurance Program (Cont'd)



Type V

Figure

St3tic

Strength is increased 500 to 600 pounds (approximately 29

percent) when the open hole of a Type V speciman is filled with

a torqued fastener. This is essentially the same strength as

the unnotched laminate.

Compressive strength is greater than tensile strength in the

case of open hole specimens.

There is an interaction between tension and bearing strengths

for the (!45) laminate.

Fatigue

• The relationship between spectrum magnification factor and

fatigue life for both open hole and bolted specimens is accurately

modeled by a power law function.

,Residual strain was observed after only a few cycles between 0
and 6000 _in/in strain.

* There were no fatigue failures on bolted specimens for 6300
_in/in peak strain or less.

7

• There iS a rapid degradation of laminate modulus just prior to
fatigue failure, however, a gradual loss is observed over a
considerable period of llfe.

Summary of Experimental Observation of Elemental

Specimens - Life Assurance Program (Conc'd)
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MOISTURE CAUSES S_ALL LOSSES IN BOLT BEARING STRENGTH
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Figure 15
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FATIGUE OF NOTCHEDCOMPOSITES

By P.V. McLaughlin, Jr., S.V. Kulkarni
S.N. Huang and B. Walter Rosen

Materials Sciences Corporation

SUMMARY

This paper describes a deterministic analysis for prediction
and correlation of fatigue crack growth, residual strength, and
fatigue lifetime for fiber composite laminates containiDg notches
(holes). The failure model used for the analysis is based upon
composite heterogeneous behavior and experimentally observed
failure modes under both static and fatigue loading.

The fatigue analysis embodies the concept that material

properties in the notch region are continually changing with

cyclic loading; and that if these properties are known at a given

time, they could be used in a static failure analysis to compute

residual strength or crack propagation. It consists of the

following two parts:

(i) A static failure model capable of predicting crack

growth, failure mode and stress at failure.

(2) A method of determining laminate property changes with

number of fatigue cycles.

INTRODUCTION

The philosophy behind the present fatigue analysis of notched

laminates is that cyclic loading and/or environmental effects

(such as moisture) cause localized property degradation due to

high stresses in the vicinity of the notch. This combination of

reduced properties and stress concentrations causes localized

damage near the notch. This damage results in a redistribution

of local stresses and hence a change in strength. When these

fatigue-induced changes cause a decrease in residual strength

with number of cycles N, the fatigue lifetime is the cycle at

which the residual strength reduces to the applied stress. A

static failure model should be able to determine strength and
stress-strain behavior of the notched laminate if the instanta-

neous properties of the material are known at any given N. There-

fore, the two main ingredients in this fatigue analysis model

are a valid static failure model plus a method for determining the

degradation of material properties and growth of flaws with

number of cycles.

BU K NOT



For composite materials, a fatigue analysis is complicated

by multiple failure modes which can exist in a laminate and which

depend upon laminate geometry, notch size and number of cycles.

These multiple failure modes are explicitly considered in the

present analysis using an approximate "materials engineering"

stress analysis and failure analysis approach which is tailored

specifically to fiber composites.

The present analysis can be useful in (and is consistent

with) reliability and lifetime design procedures such as the

"wearout" concept, Reference i.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Tests of many fiber composite material systems (e.g., see

References 2 and 3) have shown that there are primarily three

modes of failure in a notched fiber composite laminate under

tension. All three failure modes have been experimentally

observed in both static and fatigue tests. The failure modes are

illustrated schematically in Figure 1 which represents failed

specimens (Reference 2) of notched boron/epoxy laminates. An

axial crack (in the direction of the tensile load and along the

0 degree fibers) occurs when the central portion of the laminate

near the notch pulls out of the remaining material due to high

shear stresses in the notch vicini£y. The axial crack propagates

to the grips, ultimately causing specimen failure. A transverse

or collinear crack propagation mode occurs when material immedi-

ately adjacent to the notch has been overstressed. An unstable

crack initiates and grows perpendicular to the load direction.

An off-axis crack may propagate along an off-axis fiber family

oriented at an angle to the direction of loading. Additionally,

interlaminar damage may influence one of these failure modes.

Failure can occur by several of these modes in the same laminate.

In all failures, it has been observed that cracks propagate

either along a fiber direction or transversely across the specimen

perpendicular to the direction of tensile loading. The mode of

failure can be different for fatigue or static loading of the

same laminate. In addition, different notch sizes can trigger

different failure modes in the same laminate. Other factors which

can affect failure mode are ply orientation and constituent mate-

rial properties.

STATIC FAILURE MODEL

The primary modes of both static and fatigue failure of

notched composites are:

806
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(a) Propagation of a crack parallel to one of the fiber

directions (either axial or off-axis).

(b) Propagation of a crack transversely across the specimen

normal to the direction of applied tensile stress.

The basic static model for axial and transverse failure of notched

composites was developed in Reference 4. Modifications to the

basic model and addition of off-axis cracking were performed in

Reference 5. Because of its importance to the fatigue analysis,

a discussion of the static failure model is given here.

Axial failure is caused by the tendency of the material

separated by the notch to "pull out". This causes high shear

stresses in the direction of load and may result in propagation

of an axial crack. Transverse crack propagation is caused by

the stress concentration effect of the notch. The off-axis phenom-

enon has been judged to be physically similar to axial crack

propagation, but with the added complexity of a combined stress

state. The off-axis crack propagation model has, therefore, been

developed from the axial crack propagation model by the inclusion

of combined stress effects in a manner similar to that in Ref_

erence 6.

Axial and Transverse Crack Propagation Model

The model for static failure of a notched composite laminate

is illustrated in Figure 2. The laminate is assumed to be under

a tensile stress in the x direction. A notch of width 2a is

centered in the specimen at x = 0. Reference 2 has shown that

notch shape is not as important to failure as the size (width)

of the notch. Hence, a slit, circular hole, or rectangular hole

of width 2a will all be modelled by a discontinuity in the

laminate of 2a. The work "notch" will then apply to any through-

the-thickness hole of any shape.

The central core region wants to "pull out" from the notch

area due to the applied tensile loading. This core, however,

is restrained by shear stresses between the core and the adjacent

intact material. These shear stresses generally result in a

region of high shear strain parallel to the loading direction.

Immediately adjacent to the notch core, there is a region of

width m which is overstressed due to the notch. It is assumed

that this region bears the full stress concentration effects.

Everywhere outside the core and overstressed regions, the laminate

is uniformly strained. Shear strain due to core pullout is

assumed to extend over a region three times the size of the

overstressed fiber regions. The laminate axial shear stress-

strain curve is approximated as linear elastic-perfectly plastic.

_o , andThe axial shear modulus Gxy , the shear failure stress,



the shear failure strain, 7ult' are chosen to obtain the best
fit to the actual laminate shear stress-strain curve.

As the gross laminate tensile stress a is increased, the

shear stress at the notch tip will reach i ° Continued loading

will cause an inelastic region to form in the axi_l direction.

Eventually, Yult will be exceeded at the notch tip and a crack

will begin to grow in the axial direction. When this crack grows

very large (mathematically, to infinity) the notched laminate

is considered to have failed in an axial crack propagation mode.

If, however, material in the overstressed region adjacent to the

notch is stressed past the tensile strength of the unnotched

laminate, a crack will propagate in the transverse or y direction.

In this latter case, the laminate is considered to have failed

in a transverse or collinear crack propagation mode.

References 4 and 5 fully describe the static failure model

and resulting stress and deformation analysis for axial and

transverse crack propagation modes.

In the analysis, _ is a nondimensional axial crack length

extending from the notch tip (x = 0) to the bottom of the plastic

zone. The nondimensional distance from the notch to the begin-

ning of the elastic zone is e, and includes axial crack and plastic

zones. For this reason, _ is called the "inelastic length" and

is a good measure of the extent of damage in the axial direction

from the notch tip.

The static failure analysis has the capability of computing

both e and maximum overstress in material adjacent to the notch

for a given applied laminate tensile stress so that tendency to

axial or transverse crack propagation modes can be monitored.

Typical results of the analysis are shown in Figure 3. The dashed

line shows the growth of the axial damage region with increased

tensile stress a. The applied stress at which plasticity is

initiated at the notch tip is called _ . At some higher stress
Y

level a c an axial crack will begin to grow from the notch tip.

The failure stress of the notched composite in the axial crack

propagation failure mode is __ (_-P-_). The solid line in Fig. 3

also shows the growth of notc_ tip overstress with applied stress

o. As stressing of the composite increases, it is possible that

the maximum overstress in the adjacent material, 0SCFM will

increase to the point where it exceeds the unnotched laminate
t

strength, 0x" In this case, transverse crack propagation ensues.

The applied laminate stress at which transverse cracking occurs

is called 0T. Also, as the axial crack grows, a blunting of the

stress concentration effects of the notch will occur. This



could cause a decrease in stress in the adjacent material before
it reaches failure levels, and remove any possibility of transverse

crack propagation. In the figure, transverse failure occurs.

Off-Axis Crack Propagation Model

For some laminates, such as a [±45] boron/epoxy laminate,

the mode of fatigue cracking is off-axis along a fiber direction

(in this case, the ±45 degree direction as in Figure 2). For

this mode of failure, the preceding model and analysis are not

directly applicable without modification. This subsection

describes modifications to the origin_l model which were made to

perform analysis of off-axis crackinq.

Figure 4 illustrates the stress state around a notch which

is tending to develop a crack along the ±8 fibers. Along the

load axis the gross laminate stress state is axial tension.

However, the crack is not growing in the direction of load.

Suppose material axes x' and y' are selected in the e direction

(Figure 4a). The crack will be growing in the direction of the

x' axis tensile stress Ox,. Due to the rotation of axes, the

tensile stress s will not be the same as the x direction
x I

stress o. In addition, there will generally be substantial axial

shear and transverse tensile stresses in the x'y' coordinate

system. Also, the notch is now inclined at an angle 0 to its

original position.

It has been shown (Reference 2) that the shape of the notch

(slit, rectangular, circular, etc.) in a laminate does not greatly

affect composite failure. The width of a notch perpendicular

to the direction of loading is the only notch dimension which is

of importance. Therefore, the slit notch configuration shown in

the xy and x'y' coordinate systems (Figures 4b and c, respectively),

can be treated for analysis purposes as shown in Figure 4d. In

this case, the original notch has been replaced by an equivalent

notch of size 2a cos e in the y' direction (note that no change

need be made for a circular hole, and that an increase or decrease

in equivalent notch size may be necessary for a rectangular hole).

Combined stress effects are taken into account in an approx-

imate fashion. Laminate gross transverse tension 0 and axial
y'

shear Ox,y, are superimposed on the axial shear stress at the

notch root which would be computed from the axial crack analysis

due to onl_ Ox, (see Figure 5). The main effect of this super-

position wili be to increase the likelihood of x'y' axial shear

failure. Throughout the loading process, the axial shear stress

0x,y , reduces the stress required from the analysis to ceuse

axial cracking. The transverse normal stress c , is assumed to
Y
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further reduce the shear strength through a quadratic interaction

equation. Ref. 5 and 6 describe the procedure in more detail.

Once the failure stress _A' has been determined in the x'y'

system, the corresponding stress state ax,, _y,, ax, , at failureY

is known. The stress transformation equations are then used to

find the corresponding tensile failure stress _8 (°x) in the

original xy coordinate system.

Static Failure Anal,'sis Procedure

The static failure analysis procedure for notched composites

which has been developed utilizing the axial/transverse model and

the off-axis model is as follows (see Figure 6):

i. The axial/transverse failure model is exercised to compute

the laminate stresses causing axial crack failure (aA)

and transverse crack failure (OT).

2. The off-axis model is exercised to compute the laminate

stress _e which causes failure due to a crack running

along e-direction fibers.

3. The failure stresses aA, OT' and _8 are compared. The

lowest is the predicted failure stress and represents the

dominant failure mode.

FATIGUE MODEL

Fatigue failure in notched fiber composite laminates occurs

as a result of growth of cracks along preferred directions in the

laminate as load cycling proceeds. This crack growth is influenced

by local material properties which change as a result of the re-

peated loads. When the local material properties and the geometry

of the damaged regions are defined after any number of cycles, the

residual static strength of the material can be determined from

the static model outlined in the preceding section. The main

inputs to the static failure analysis are the laminate elastic

properties and the laminate failure stresses in axial tension and

axial shear. If these properties are known at any given cycle,

it is possible to perform a static analysis to determine the static

residual strength of the notched composite. If the residual

strength so computed is less than the maximum cyclic stress, the

fatigue lifetime of the notched composite has been exceeded.
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The main ingredients to the fatigue analysis, then, are;

(a) Dete[mination of changes in material properties in the

notch region with number of cycles.

(b) Utilization of these properties in a static failure

analysis to predict residual strength•

The approaches taken to these aspects are discussed below•

Notch Region Material Degradation

In a notched composite, the main cause of crack growth is

the tendency of the notched core region to pull out, generating

stress concentrations in adjacent material and very high shear

stresses in the axial direction. Therefore, most fatigue

degradation will occur due to shear and tensile stresses in the

region immediately surrounding the notch, and the main result

will be to alter the axial tensile and axial shear behavior.

The most direct way _o determine laminate tensile and shear

behavior under cyclic loads is simply to perform fatigue tests

on unnotched specimens. This method, though straightforward,

would require a battery of tests for each laminate layup geometry

in both the axial xy and off-axis x'y' systems. The results

would only be applicable to the specific laminate tested; each

new laminate would require its own battery of tests• Therefore,

a method of generating laminate fatigue behavior from lamina

properties was developed and is as follows:

• The laminate stress state which exists in the notch vicinity
(combined axial tension and axial shear) is determined

utilizing the static failure analysis. The method for so-

doing is presented in detail in Reference 5.

• A constant strain laminate analysis is performed on the

laminate under the notch root stresses utilizing initial

static lamina properties. From this laminate analysis, t_e

axial normal stress, the axial shear stress, and the trans-

verse normal stress which exist in each layer of the laminate

are computed.

. From data on fatigue behavior of a unidirectional lamina,

calculations are made of changes in lamina elastic properties

and lamina residual failure stresses after some small increment

in cycles. It is assumed that, over the range of cycles
considered, the individual stresses in each lamina are not

significantly changing•

. The changed lamina elastic properties and lamina strengths

are re-introduced into the laminate analysis to predict new
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laminate elastic properties and failure stresses.

. A second increment of cyclic loading is selected, and steps

1 through 4 are repeated.

This procedure, shown in Figure 7, can be repeated enough

times as is necessary to find the residual strength after a

required number of cycles, or until the residual strength of

the laminate reduces to the stress levels existing at the notch.

When the latter occurs, the fatigue lifetime of the materi_l

near the notch has been reached.

Figure 8 illustrates the kind of lamina fatigue information

which would be necessary to generate laminate fatigue properties

in the nbtch vicinity. Only axial tensile strength, axial shear

strength, and axial shear modulus are illustrated, although

additional information (such as transverse tensile strength and

modulus) may also be necessary.

The following subsections outline the use of this procedure

with the static failure model to perform fatigue analysis of

notched composite laminates.

Axial/Transverse Fatigue Crack Modes

Figure 9 illustrates the analysis method for the axial and

transverse fatigue crack propagation modes. At N = 1 cycle, all

material properties are at their initial static values. Property

changes with N can be determined directly from lamina properties

by laminate analysis methods described above. The altered

material properties after a given N are used as inputs to the

static failure analysis model to predict the residual strength

of the notched composite and the corresponding failure mode. In

Figure 9, static behavior using material properties which exist at

several decades of N is shown. In the lower left are curves

of axial "crack" length e (ineffective length) versus applied

stress o. The axial mode failure stresses oA are the values of

o at which the axial cracks extend to infinity. Overstress in

material adjacent to the notch OSCFM versus the applied stress

is plotted in the lower right. The transverse mode failure stresses

a T are the applied stresses at which material adjacent to the

notch fails in axial tension.

The resulting initial static failure prediction (n = i) is

that the notched laminate will fa_ by transverse crack propagation

at a stress o : o ° After ten cy_±es has occurred, a similarr T"

situation is predicted. However, the transverse crack propagatic
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failure strength 0T(1) has now increased and the axial crack mode

strength has decreased. The resulting residual failure stress is
= _ (i) At 102 and all subsequent cycles, the reverse sit-

r T
2

uation occurs. Either sT is greater than °A' as occurs for N = 10 ,

or the maximum overstress in the material adjacent to the notch

never exceeds the unnotched laminate strength. Therefore, for

n > 102 cycles, the transverse crack propagation mode never occurs.

The information contained in Figure 9 for residual strength

and axial crack growth can be utilized as shown in Figure I0 to

predict the residual strength, the fatigue lifetime, and axial

fatigue crack growth with N. In Figure 10a, residual strength by

both the transverse crack propagation mode and the axial crack

propagation mode are plotted versus number of cycles N. As seen

in the figure, transverse cracking will occur until approximately

20 cycles at which time axial crack propagation becomes the mode

of failure. The notched composite residual strength is always

determined by the lower of the two curves. In this hypothetical

example, the composite residual st::ength increases until N = 20

cycles, then decreases until the strength of the composite becomes

equal to the maximum cyclic stress. The composite will fail on

the succeeding cycle, Nf, which is the resulting notched composite

laminate lifetime.

The static axial crack length curves of Figure 9 may be uti-

lized to calculate the axial fatigue crack growth with number of

cycles. At any given number of cycles, the axial crack length

will grow to the length indicated by the intersection of the max-

imum cyclic stress level with the appropriate crack length curve.

Figure 10b shows the results for this example. A similar computa-

tion can be made for transverse crack growth.

Off-Axis Fatigue Crack Mode

In principle, the same procedure used for axial crack prop-

agation can also be applied to the off-axis fatigue crack prop-

agation mode. Special consideration is necessary, however, to

treat the combined stress state in the off-axis x'y' coordinate

system. A calculation must first be made of the stress state

Ox' , Oy, , and Ox,y, around the notch root which occurs during

fatigue loading. This is performed in a manner identical to that

used to obtain the stress state around the notch for static loading.

With the combined stress state around the notch computed, it is

necessary to determine how the laminate x'y' shear properties

change under the combined cyclic loading. To do this, the laminate

analysis tecl nique discussed earlier is used to determine layer

315
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stresses which occur due to 0x' r _y, _ and ax,y , Laminate

property changes are computed from basic lamina fatigue data,

and laminate analysis is employed to find changed laminate properties.

The method is described in more detail in Reference 5.

Fatigue Analysis Procedure

This subsection summarizes the methodological framework which

has been developed to analyze the fatigue behavior of notched

composite laminates. The analysis procedure utilizes: the static

failure model; lamina fatigue properties in axial tension, axial

shear, and/or transverse tension; and constant strain laminate

analysis techniques.

A notched laminate with known fiber orientation properties

and constituent layer elastic, static failure, and fatigue prop-

erties is under cyclic fatigue loading at a maximum applied stress

of _max and a stress ratio R. Initial static laminate properties

are known either from experiment or from a laminate analysis

prediction based on layer behavior.

The fatigue analysis is begun by first predicting the initial

static strength in the axial, transverse, and off-axis propagation

modes. The lowest of the three failure stresses will be the

static failure strength of the notched laminate. From the static

analysis, the average axial tensile and shear stresses at the

notch reot are computed. A small increment of cycles is chosen

(say, a decade). The laminate is analyzed with notch root stresses

as an applied cyclic stress state, and the new laminate elastic

and failure properties near the notch are computed. From these

revised laminate properties, one can determine the residual strength

of the notched laminate following the first increment in cyclic

loading. This procedure is repeated until either the residual

strength is obtained at a given desired cycle, or until the

notched laminate residual strength drops to 0max"

This procedure is followed for the axial and transverse crack

propagation modes, and also for the off-axis crack propagation

mode. For a given N, the residual strength will be the lowest of

_A' _T' and a 0. The fatigue lifetime, Nf, is the number of cycles

at which the residual strength of the laminate drops to the max-

imum cyclic stress, amax"

A flow chart of this procedure is presented in Fiqure II.
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

The fatigue analysis of notched composites presented here
incorporates heterogeneous material behavior and experimentally
observed failure modes for =iber composite laminated materials.

The analysis utilizes an approximate "materials engineering"

approach along with simple experimental data. The philosophy by

which the model has been constructed is that repeated loading

causes changes in material properties near the notch. These

property changes result in altered notched composite residual

strengths and eventually cause fatigue failure.

The current model has distinct advantages in that only simple

tests on simple laminates are required as inputs to the analysis.

These tests are: residual strength and fatigue lifetime tensile

tests of unnotched [0] laminates, [90] laminates, and/or [±45]

laminates in tension. Although the tests required are in depth,

they are uncomplicated and relatively easy to perform. Once

the results from these tests have been obtained for a given

material, any laminate configuration and any notch geometry can be

analyzed.

Applications of the analysis presented herein and in Reference

5 show the following:

(i) Fatigue cycling can cause an initial increase in residual

tensile strength of notched composites. Subsequent cyc-

ling may either cause a reversal of this trend and

eventual fatigue failure, or it may result in a continued

increase in strength and runout. Such behavior varies

with notch size and laminate layup geometry.

(2) Static failure modes may differ from fatigue failure

modes in the same notched laminate. Therefore, a

material exhibiting higher initial static strength may

have a shorter fatigue lifetime, and vice-versa.

The fact that notched composites can have different static and

fatigue failure modes is a result of high significance. A common

assumption in structural reliability analysis is to assume a one-

to-one correlation between static strength distribution and fatigue

strength distribution. The results of the present analysis

indicate that in certain cases such an assumption may not be valid.

The concept of static proof testing to ensure fatigue lifetime

should therefore be critically re-examined. It is expected that

the current fatigue analysis will prove useful in developing a

design methodology for notched composites, especially in the
situations where the one-to-one correlation does not exist and

static proof testing for fatigue life is not valid.
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The static failure model has been substantiated by experi-

ment and analysis performed in References 2 and 4. Fatigue data

does not exist which is of the form necessary to quantitatively

corroborate the current fatigue analysis. However, the analysis

does show good quantitative agreement with such fatigue data as

are available. Also, a comprehensive testing/analysis program

is underway to verify the applicability of the mathematical model

and to correlate it with data from specific notched composite
laminates.
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FRACTURE BEHAVIOR OF

NOTCHED COMPOSITE LAMINATES

By James M. Whitney

Air Force Materials Laboratory

and Ran Y. Kim

University of Dayton Research Institute

SUMMARY

Two failure criteria for predicting the uniaxial tensile strength of a

laminated composite containing through-the-thickness material discon-

tinuities (notches) are discussed. Both of these criteria involve two

parameters (unnotched tensile strength of the laminate and a characteris-

tic length) and are capable of predicting observed discontinuity size effects

without resorting to the concepts of linear elastic fracture mechanics.

Using a Weibull statistical failure model, the characteristic length in both

strength criteria are shown to be a function of the stress distribution adja-

cent to the discontinuity and the shape parameter associated with the

distribution of unnotched tensile strength.

INTRODUCTION

In metallic materials the strength analysis of specimens containing holes

are traditionally separated from those containing sharp notches, Such a

separation stems from the use of failure criteria based on peak stresses at

a single point. In particular, strength in the presence of a smooth discon-

tinuity is characterized in terms of a stress concentration factor (SCF),

while strength in the _resence of a sharp notch is described in terms of a

stress intensity factor because of the existence of a stress singularity at

the tip of the notch. Two related criteria are summarized in the present

paper for predicting the uniaxial tensile strength of filament dominated

laminated composites containing through-the-thickness discontinuities of a

general shape. Thus, both criteria treat smooth discontinuities and sharp
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notches in a similar manner. It is also shown that statistical concepts of

brittle fracture provide the basis for the two criteria.

STRESS FRACTURE CRITERIA

Background

Experimental data presented by Waddoups, Eisenmann, and Kaminski

{reference 1) showed that the tensile strength of laminated composites con-

taining a circular hole depends on the absolute hole size. Since the SCF

is independent of hole size, this phenomenon could not be explained by a

classical SCF approach. A model involving linear elastic fracture mechanics

(LEFM) was proposed to explain the "hole size effect". In particular, the

authors assumed the existence of intense energy regions which were modeled

as through cracks of constant length a, extending symmetrically from each

side of the hole perpendicular to the load direction. The data reduction

scheme employed the strength of a control specimen (no hole) and the strength

of a specimen with a circular hole in conjunction with the isotropic analytical

solution for the problem as presented by Bowie (reference 2). This resulted

in a determination of the length a and a critical stress intensity factor, KQ,
which were assumed to be constant for a particular material and laminate

stacking geometry. This allowed the strength of the same laminate contain-

ing any sized hole to be predicted. It was shown in reference 1 that the

model served to predict the proper trend of tensile strength reduction with

increased hole size. Furthermore, the model was shown to result in a

reasonable quantitative correlation with available data.

Although the application of LEFM concepts to laminates containing circu-

lar cutouts understandably produced an increased interest in the use of frac-

ture mechanics with composite laminates, the need for such concepts is not

entirely clear. This is because of the following two observations (see refer-

ence 3_: (I) single cracks of the type observed in metals do not form in resin

matrix composites under repeated loads; and (Z) unlike metals, a positive

correlation between the unnotched tensile strength of a composite and its

fracture toughness seems to exist, that is, the greater the tensile strength

the greater the fracture toughness.

With these facts in mind, another explanation of the hole size effect was

introduced in reference 4. Here, the explanation was based simply on the

difference that exists in the normal stress distribution ahead of a hole for

different sized holes, as shown for an isotropie material in figure 1. It is

seen that, although all sized holes have the same stress concentration factor,

the normal stress perturbation from a uniform stress state is considerably

more concentrated near the ho'e boundary in the case of the smaller hole.
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Thus, intuitively, one might expect the plate containing the small hole

to be the stronger of the two. In particular, brittle failure of a body

under a given stress field is generally attributed to the existence of inher-

ent flaws of various dimensions distributed throughout the body as described

by Griffith in reference 5. Because a larger volume of material is sub-

jected to high stress in the case of the plate containing the larger hole, the

probability of having a large flaw in the highly stressed region is greater,

resulting in a lower average strength for this plate. In addition, the plate

containing the smaller hole has more capability to redistribute the stress,

leading to higher average strength than a plate with a smaller hole. Through

cracks were also considered in reference 4, where it was found that the

crack size effect on measured values of fracture toughness (the variation of

measured fracture toughness with crack size as shown in reference 6) could

be explained in a similar manner by considering the exact elasticity solution

for the normal stress ahead of a crack rather than just the singular term of

the asymptotic expansion (see figure 2).

Point Stress Criterion

Consider a hole of radius R in an infinite orthotropic plate, as shown

in figure I. If a uniform stres, ¢, is applied parallel to the y-axis at

infinity, then the normal stress,oy, along the x-axis in front of the hole

can be approximated by

6 \xl (i)

where K_ is the orthotropic stress concentration factor for an infinite width
T

plate as shown in reference 7. Equation 1 was shown in reference 8 to provide

an excellent approximation to the exact orthotropic plate solution.

The first failure criterion in reference 4, referred to as the "point

stress criterion", assumes failure to occur when u at some fixed distance,

do, ahead of the hole first reaches the unnotched tensile strength of the

material, a0, that is, when

(x, OVx (z)Oy = O0
=R+d

0

Using this criterion with equation 1 results in the notched to unnotehed strength

ratio

a N

a 0
(3)



where

R

(R+d 0)

00

and aN equals the notched strength of the infinite width laminate, i.e., the

applied stress, a, at failure. Note that for very large holes, _i----_I, the

classical stress concentration result, aN/a 0 = I/KT, is recovered. On

the other hand, for vanishingly small hole sizes, _-_0, the ratio

/%---_1, as wo_ld be expected. Thus, the expected limits are found.

Now consider the center cracked geometry of figure 9; the exact

anisotropic elasticity solution for the normal stress ahead of a crack of

length Zc in an infinite anisotropic plate under uniform uniaxial tension,

o, is given by (see reference 7)

(4)

where K 1 is the stress intensity factor, which in this case is given by KI=

gY_-. Using this result with the failure criterion, equation 2 {with R

replaced by c) yields

N L -_2_0 -

(5)

where

C

(c+d 0)

The predicted crack size effect on the measured value of the fracture

toughness, KQ,
form

can more easily be observed by writing equation 5 in the

This equation results from equation 5 simply by noting that KQ

for the infinite plate geometry being considered. In equation 6,

limit of KA

large crac_

=ONV 
the expected

= 0 for vanishingly small crack lengths is reached, while for

lengths, KQ asymptotically approaches a constant value of

KQ : 2V_-d- 0 (7)
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Average Stress Criterion

The second alternative failure criterion (see reference 4), called the

"average stress criterion", assumes failure to occur for a circular hole

when the value of a over some fixed distance, a , ahead of the hole first

reaches the unnotc_ed tensile strength of the material, i.e., when

R +a 0

1 i _ (x, 0) ctx = ,r0 (8)
Y

a 0 JR
Using the criterion with equation 1 results in t_,e notched to unnotched

strength ratio

a N 2 -_'3

a0 [2-_23 -_43 + ( K=T-/_(_ -_ 83)]

where

{9}

R

R+a
0

and a N
easily/

is again the notched strength of the infinite width laminate. It is

shown that the effected limits of _N/o'O are again recovered for very

small and very large holes.

Equation 4 for the center crack in conjunction with the average stress

criterion, equation 8 with R replaced by c yields the notched to unnotched

strength ratio

0¢

a = 1 (10)
0 +_4

where

_4
(c + ao)

with the fracture toughness taking the form

4 ,
OC

Again it is easily shown that the expected limits of%/a 0

small and large cracks, respectively.

value of fracture toughness is

(11)

are recovered for

For large cracks the asymptotic

rl*



_a 0KQ : aO " 2 (12)

Modified Stress Intensity F=_ctor

It should also be noted that an Irwin type correction factor, as dis-

cussed in reference 9, used in conjunction with equation I0 yields a

constant value of the critical stress intensity factor and an almost con-

stant value when used in conjunction with equation 5. In particular, an

Irwin type correction factor is defined in terms of a modified critical

stress intensity factor, Kb, given by the relationship

: +c (13)

where c + c O is an effective half crack length with c O being an adjustment

used to operationally induce a more constant value of critical stress

intensity factor. This adjustment was first introduced by Irwin in refer-

ence I0 for homogeneous metals. In reference 9,c0 was chosen such that

KQ approaches the asymptotic limit of KQ as the implanted crack length,

c, vanishes with the result

c o = Zd 0 (14)

a

0

Co - 2 (15)

for the point stress criterion and the average stress criterion, respectively.

Comparison to ]Experimental Data

At this point, several comments concerning the models should be made.

First, equations 3, 9, 6, and ii all predict the prrper trends of observed

behavior, i.e., decreasing strength of a laminate with increasing hole size

and increasing fracture toughness with increasing crack size. Second, it is

clear that these equations are quite useless unless the characteristic dis-

tance, d O or a0, remains constant for allhole or crack sizes in at least a

particular laminate of a p_rticular material system. In such a case, one

test on one hole or crack size would allow the failure strength of that lamin-

ate containing any hole or crack size to be predicted.

The effect of notch shape -.nd size were examined in references 4 and 9

by considering both circular holes and sharp-tipped center cracks of sizes

0.I, 0.3, 0.6, and 1.0 inch (hole diameter or crack length). These combin-

ations were considered to be a good test of the effect of the degree of stress



concentration, since they represent the range from extremely narrow to

extremely broad regions of concentration. The particular sizes c}losen

were made because previous data (see references l and 6) have shown

that the transition from unnotched behavior to large-notch size behavior

occurs in this range of notch size. Typical results taken from reference

9 are shown in figures 3 - 8 for Scotchply 1002 and Thornel 300/Narmco

5208 supplied in prepreg by 3M Company and Whittaker Corporation, respect-

ively. Results shown are for the quasi-isotropic orientation (0,+ 45, 90)2S

and for the characteristic lengths d O = 0.04 inches and a 0 = 0.15 inches. It

is important to note that the choice of d O and a 0 indicated is exactly the

values of d O and a 0 used in reference 4. In particular, the values of the

characteristic lengths used in reference 9 were not chosen from a best fit

of the data but from a best fit of data from holes in quasi-isotropic Scotch-

ply 1002 and cracks in (0 + 45) S T300/5208. The data has been corrected

for finite width specimens as discussed in reference 9. Data was also pre-

sented in reference 9 on (0, 90)4S laminates with similar correlation to the
failure criteria as illustrated for the quasi-isotropic laminates in the present

paper. In all figures, the solid clots represent the average experimental

value (of three tests), the vertical line through the dots represent the data

spread and the solid and dashed curves represent the predicted values

using the average and point stress failure criterion, respectively. This

data and other data found in references 4 and 9 indicate the stress failure

criteria to be useful design tools.

STATISTICAL STRENGTH MODEL

Statistics of Composites

Evidence was presented in reference 9 which suggested that the values

of the characteristics lengths, a 0 and do, are a function of the statistical

nature of the unnotched tensile strength. In order to pursue such an approach

in more detail the statistical aspects of composite tensile strength must be
considered.

It has been shown by Kaminski, reference 11, that the unnotched tensile

strength, a S , of laminated composites can be accurately described by the two

parameter Weibull distribution

where P is the probability of survival,

(16)

a 0 is the characteristic strength or



location parameter of the distribation, and Q is the shape paranleter. For

the stress failure models previously described, the notched strength_ S,

can be written in the form

°S = °'S f[ao (do), -jal (17)

where a is the half length of the discontinuity (hole radius or half crack

length). Using equation 17 in conjunction with equation 16 yields a probability

of survival function for the notched strength in the form

where

= f (19)

Thus, the notched strength, according to the facture model, will be described

by a WeibulI distribution having the same a as the unnotched strength, but

with a shifted Iocation parameter. This has been shown experimentally for

boron/epoxy and graphite/epoxy by Waddoups and HaIpin in reference 12.

Such a resuIt suggests that the notched strength can, at least qualitativeIy,

be predicted by a classical WeibulI failure modeI as discussed in reference

13.

Weibuli Failure Model

According to the Weibull strength model for brittle materials in reference

13, the probability of survival for a volume, V, is given by the function

ex [f / t°dI
where _r is the Iocation parameter for the strength distribution of a unit

volume of material subjected to uniform uniaxial stress. For uniform stress,

on a volume of material, equation 19 reduces to equation 16 with

°O : oA/V l'a (21)

Consider a homogeneous plate of uniform thickness, h, containing a

through-the-thickness discontinuity, and subjected to uniform uniaxiaI

external stress, _. The normal stress distribution, a, paralIelto the

externaI stress will be non-uniform in the vici.nitv of the discontinuity, but

can be written in the form

o : _ F(x, y) (22)

_#.6



where x and y are the in-plane coordinates, if failure is assumed to be

associated with this stress, then the probability of su_-v_,val, from equation

20, takes the form

P(aS__ ) = exp[- hA(k_/_) a] (23)

where A is the area of the plate and k is the stress enhancement factor

given by

k = 7 (x, y) dA (?-4)

The stress enhancement factor is analogous to SCF, but takes into account

the statistical aspects of brittle fracture rather than just the maximum

stress. This concept has been discussed by Scop and Argon, reference 14.

For an unnotched plate of the same material and dimensions subjected to a

uniform external stress a, equation 23 becomes identical to equation 16

with the substitution

= no(hA) 1/a

Now substituting

a N = Aa/k(hA)l/a = o0/k (25)

into equation 73 yields equation 18. Thus, the stress enhancement fa.,=tor

represents the reduction in the location parameter, for equal volume of

notched and unnotched material, due to the pi'esence of the notch, and is

a function of the discontinuity size as shown in the next section. The use

of equal volumes for notched and unnotched composites allows the effect of

stress gradients on strength to be assessed without volume being a factor.

Consider an infinite homogeneous isotropic plate of thickness h con-

taining a circular hole of radius R as shown in figure 9. In terms of

strength, the area adjacent to the hole which is subjected to the non-uniform

normal stressa is of particular interest. The non-uniform stress dissipates
Y

within a distance of 4R from the hole. For a hole radius up to one inch, then,

a 4 inch square is sufficient to account for the effect of stress gradients on

notch strength. For this case the stress enhancement factor, equation 24,

becomes
1/a

k = F(x, y d_v dy (26)



where

F(x, y) -- 1

z(xz+y )2 (  +y2)3
(271

3R4(x4- 6x2y2+ ¥4)

Z(x2+ y2)4

Results f_r the integration in equation 26 have been presented in reference

15 and are shown in figure 10 for a = 10,20 and 30. As a matter of prac-

tical interest, experimental values of aO/a N are shown from figures 3 and

4. For both Scotchply and T300/5208 the value of a is approximately 20.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Two models have been presented to qualitatively explain notch size

effects in laminated composite materials without the use of linear elastic

fracture mechanics concepts. In addition, experimental data shows the

models to be useful as a design tool for predicting the ultimate uniaxial

failure load of notched composites.

The results in figure 10 clearly indicate that classical statistical

concepts of brittle fracture can at least qualitatively explain discontin-

uity size effects. A cursory examination of equation 24 along with the

results in figure 10indicate that both the details of the non-uniform stress

distribution adjacent to the disco_,tinuity and the value of the shape parameter,

a, have an influence on the value of the characteristic lengths a 0 and d 0. It

should be noted that good quantitative agreement between the Weibull strength

theory and notched composite strength should not be expected. In particular,

such an approach neglects local heterogeneities which are present in laminated

composites. Furthermore, a first failure in composites does not necessarily

lead to to_al failure of the laminate, i.e. the Weibull theory is a series

model, while failure in composite materials must be described by a combina-

tion of series and parallel models. The statistical concepts presented here,

however, are useful in explainmg the mechanisms which lead to observed

discontinuity size effects in laminated composite materials.
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SUPER-HYBRID COMPOSITES -- AN EMERGING STRUCTURAL MATERIAL

By C. C. Chamis, R. F. Lark, T. L. Suliiva_

NASA Lewis Research Center

SUMMARY

Specimens of super-hybrids and advanced fiber composites were tested for

smooth and center notch tensile strength, flexural strength, and Izod impact

strength along the fiber direction and in the transverse direction. Specimens

were also subjected to thermal fatigue and then tested for possible degrada-

tion at room temperature. The smooth tensile specimens were instrumented to

obtain data for stress-strain curves. Laminate analysis was used to analyze

the super-hybrid specimens with respect to elastic and thermal properties,

residual stresses, and ply stresses at the specimen fracture stress condition.

The results show that the supzr-hybrid composites exhibit superior re-

sistance to Izod impact compared with other hybrid and advanced fiber com-

posites, are only slightly degraded by thermal fatigue, and have transverse

flexural strengths about three times that of diffusion bonded boron/aluminum.

INTRODUCT ION

The national need for the conser%ation of natural resources provides a

strong motivation for the efficient utilization of materials. In the area of

materials for flight vehicle applications, the super-hybrid composite concept

provides a means of utilizing advanced composite materials efficiently while

meeting diverse design requirements.

Advanced fiber/resin and fiber/aluminum matrix composites are used effec-

tively when the fiber and load directio,_s are coincident. To provide strength

or stiffness in more than one direction, composites with fibers oriented in

several directions are necessary. Orienting fibers in more than one direction

in the same composite, however, reduces their efficiency substantially and

introduces lamination residual stresses comparable to the transverse and shear

strength properties of the unidirectional composite. These lamination residual

stresses can severely limit the resistance of composite components in flight

vehicle structures to cyclic loads. In addition, current commercially avail-

able advanced fiber composites are weak in impact and erosion resistance. Also



graphite-fiber resin composites are susceptible to moisture degradation.

The aforementioned difficulties maybe overcometo a significant extent
via the super-hybrid composite concept. Briefly, superhybrids combine the
best characteristics of fiber/resin, fiber/metal, and metal foil materials
usLng adhesive bonding. Assembly of a super-hybrid is schematically illus-
trated in figure I. Preliminary studies on fabrication feasibility and
potential of super-hybrid composites as an aerospace material were reported in
reference I. In that study, one specific super-hybrid composite was madeand
tested for mechanical properties and Izod impact strength. The resistance of
super-hybrids to thermal fatigue was not investigated in the study reported
in reference I.

To further evaluate the super-hybrid composite concept and to further
illustrate their distinct advantages over other forms of advancedcomposites,
an investigation was conducted wherein super-hybrids were madefrom various
constituents and evaluated as to their mechanical properties, including impact
and thermal fatigue. Also this paper describes the fabrication and test pro-
cedures used in making super-hybrids, and provides comparisons of theoretical
predictions of mechanical properties and experimental results.

DESCRIPTIONOFCOMPOSITESYSTEMS

In the following section the various types of laminates investigated are
discussed.

Censtituent Plies and Materials

Four types of laminates were made, two boron/aluminum (B/A1) and two
super-hybrids. The types of laminates, laminate designations, constituent
materials, and material suppliers are listed in table I(a). The laminate
configurations are shownin table I(b). The numbering system for the laminate
types is consistant with that of reference i.

Thermal, physical and mechanical properties of the constituent materials
are summarizedin reference i, table II. Note the thermal and mechanical
properties of the boron/ll00-Al alloy composites are approximately the sameas
those for the boron/6061-Al alloy.

Laminate Fabrication

_. - Eight plies of 5.6 mil-B/llOO-Al were diffusion bondedby
the manufacturer, Amercom,Inc. to provide a unidirectional laminate. The
diffusion bonding conditions consisted of 4500 psi pressure at 950 °F for
1/2 hour.

Type II-B. - Six plies of 8.0 mil-S/]lOO-Al were diffusion bonded by the



manufacturer, Amercom,Inc. to produce a unidirectional laminate. _e diffus -
ion bonding conditions were the sameas those for TymeII-A.

Type VI. - Five sheets of titanium foil and i0 plies of graphite/epoxy

(Gr/Ep) were adhesively bonded using FM I000 structural adhesive to produce a

unidirectional laminate. The foil was so oriented that its primary rolling

direction was parallel to the fiber direction. Before bonding, the titanium

foil plies were degreased and treated with a 5-percent hydrogen fluoride solu-

tion for 30 seconds at room temperature. This was followed by a water and

methyl alcohol rlnse and then by drying.

The graphite/epoxy plies were bonded using PR 288 epoxy matrix resin

supplied by the Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. (3 M Co.). The time-

pressure-temperature curing cycle was selected to initially cure the graphite/

epoxy plies and then to cure the FM i000 interfaces. The procedure was as

follows: The various components of the laminate were assembled in a metal

mold. A laminating press was then preheated to 350 °F. The cold mold was

placed in the press and 15 psig contact pressure was applied. Contact pressure

was maintained for 3.6 minutes. A pressure of 600 psig was then applied.

Pressure and temperature were maintained for 2 hours to complete curing of the

epoxy resin matrix and the FM I000 adhesive. Upon completion of curing, the

press pressure was reduced to zero and the mold was removed from the press in

a hot condition. The laminate was then removed from the mold after cooling.

Type VII. - Four sheets of titanium foil, two plies of B/A1, and seven

plies of graphite/epoxy were adhesively bonded to produce a unidirectional

laminate. Super-hybrid Type VII is the same as Type V, (ref. i), without the

mid titanium foil layer. The bonding and curing procedures for Type VII were

the same as for Type VI. It is noted here that tb_ fabrication procedure for

super-hybrids VI and VII is similar to that for super-hybrid Type V in

reference i, except that 3501 epoxy resin matrix was used for the Type V lam-

inate.

Typical cross sections of the laminates are shown in the photomicrographs

of figure 2. The materials and various plies in these laminates are also

indicated in this figure. The detailed arrangement of the materials, plies

and their corresponding thicknesses are given in table l(b).

DESCRIPTION OF TEST PROGRAM

In this section the specimen preparation, instrumentation, types of

tests, and procedures are described.

Specimen Preparation

Unidirectional laminates ranging from 0.058 to 0.064 in. thick were cut

into 0.500 in. wide specimens by using a precision wafer cutting machine

equipped with a diamond cutting wheel. A specimen layout plan is shown in



figure 3. The ends of all specimensused to determine longitudinal smooth
tensile properties were reinforced with adhesively bonded aluminum tabs.

To determine the notch sensitivity of the laminates, through-the-thickness
center notches were placed in specimensusing electrical discharge machining.
In all cases the notch root radius was 0.003 in. or less. A notch length of
0.17 in. was used.

The flexural specimenswere used for the thermal fatigue and subsequent
residual strength studies. The flexural specimenswere selected because
flexure bending is the most convenient way to assess the structural integrity
retention of a material, as measuredby its mechanical properties since this
test subjects the material to tension, compression and shear simultaneously.

SpecimenInstrumentation

The specimensused to determine smooth tensile properties were instru-
mentedwith strain gages to measure longitudinal and transverse strain. A
photograph of an instrumented specimen is shownin figure 4.

Types of Tests and Procedures

Composite density. - Samples of each of the four types of laminates were

evaluated for density by using the ASTM D-792 test method for "Specific Gravity

and Density of Plastics by Displacement."

Smooth and notch tensile strengths. - The smooth and notch tensile speci-

mens were loaded to failure using a hydraulically actuated universal testing

machine. Longitudinal specimens hag a test section that was about 3 in. long,

and the transverse specimens had a test section that was about 2 in. long.

The notched specimens were loaded to failure at a loading rate of approximately

0.01 in./in./minute, and the maximum load noted. Loading was halted at con-

venient intervals when testing the smooth specimens so that strain gage data

(using a digital strain recorder) could be obtained.

Flexural strengths. - Test specimens having a length of 3 in. were tested

for flexural strength in an Instron testing machine. A three-point loading

system was used with a span of 2 in.

Izod impact strengths. - Non-standard unnotched thin specimens were sub-

jected to Izod impact strength tests using a TMI impact tester equipped with

a 2-1b hammer. The velocity of the hammer was Ii ft/sec. The specimen dimen-

sions were 0.50 in. wide by 2.5 in. long.

Thermal fatigue tests. - Test specimens having a length of 3 in. and a

width of 0.50 _,i. were subjected to a thermal fatigue test using a hot-cold

shock chamber. A photograph of the thermal fatigue specimen magazine is shown

in figure 5. The thermal fatigue chamber is shown in figure 6. Samples were
o

cycled (without applied e_tecnal stress) over a temperature range from -i00 F

to 300 ° F for i000 cycles. A typical cycle consisted of a two-minute cooling

|



and two-minute heating period. Samples were periodically withdrawn from ther-

mal fatigue testing and were subjected to flexural strength tests using a three-

point loading system with a span of 2 inches. All specimens, before and

after thermal fatigue testing, were examined optically, at 30X magnifica-

tion, for possible cracks or delaminations.

EXPERLMENTAL TEST PROGP_M RESULTS

In this section results obtained for density, tensile (smooth and notched),

flexural, flexural after thermal fatigue, and Izod impact tests are summarized

and discussed. Data for super-hybrid V are from reference i. They are in-

cluded here for comparison.

Density

The measured densities of the laminates tested are given in the third

column of table II. Note that all the super-hybrids have abou_ the same

density which is the same as that of glass/epoxy, 0.074 ib/in. =, and about

25 percent less than B/II00-AI.

Smooth Tensile Tests

Table II summarizes the test data obtained from smooth spec:mens (speci-

mens without notches). This table includes laminate longitudinal (load

applied parallel to fibers) and transverse (load applied normal to fibers)

tensile properties. The initial tangent moduli and Poisson's ratios are given.

As can be seen, inclusion of titanium foil layers in the super-hybrids improves

the transverse strength properties relative to the B/A1 unidirectional mater-

ials. The longitudinal and transverse fracture strains of the super-hybrids

are approximately equal.

Note in table II that the longitudinal fracture stress of super-hybrid

Type VI is about the same as that for the B/A1 composites. The corresponding

strain is greater by about 50-percent. Also, note that both the longitudinal

fracture stress and strain of the 5.6-B/AI (II-A) are about lO-percent greater

than those of the 8.0 B/A1 (II-B). The transverse fracture stress of the 5.6

and 8.0 B/II00-AI is only about 50-percent of that of 5.6 B/6061-AI (ref. i).

Stress-strain curves for all types of laminates are shown in figure 7(a)

for loads parallel to fibers and in figure 7(b) for loads transverse to the

fibers. The stress-strain curves are linear to fracture, or nearly so, for

specimens loaded parallel to the fibers. However, specimens loaded transverse

to the fibers exhibit considerable nonlinearity (fig. 7(b)). Curves of

Poisson's strain versus axial strain are shown in figure 8.

One interesting result (also mentioned in ref. i) is the failure mode of

super-hybrids V and VII tested in longitudinal tension. The boron/aluminum

plies failed when the tensile stress produced strain about equal to the

$5__



fracture strains of the boron fibers. The Gr/Ep plies remained intact and were

therefore still capable of carrying mechanical load. The authors believe this

failure mode to be significant because these hybrids can be designed to have

inherent fail-safe design characteristics.

Notch Tensile Tests

The test data obtained from notched specimens are summarized in table Ill.

Two interesting points to be observed from the data in table III are:

(I) The notch effects are small and about the same for both the longitu-

dinal and trans_rse directions in the super-hybrid composites.

(2) Notch strengthening for the transverse tensile specimens was observed

in both of the diffusion bonded B/A1 laminates. This strengthening

may be attributed, in part, to the transverse restraining effects of

the fibers at the notch ends, and to possible changes in the aluminum

matrix strength due to machining the notch.

Flexural Tests

The test data obtained from subjecting test specimens to three-point

f!exural loading are summarized in table IV. The important points to be ob-

served from the data are:

(I) _le super-hybrid composites exhibit significant improvement in

transverse strength compared with the B/II00-AI composites.

(2) The super-hybrid composites containing B/A1 exhibit a decrease in the

longitudinal flexural strength compared with other composites.

(3) The super-hybrid composite flexural longitudinal modulus is about

70-percent that of the corresponding tensile modulus (table II).

(4) The flexural transverse modulus of the super-hybrid composites is

smaller than the corresponding tensile modulus (table II).

Impact Tests

Unnotched Izod impact test data are summarized in table V. To compare

Izod impact resistance of the different laminates, the data were normalized

with respect to the cross sectional area of the composite. In table V the

low and high Izod impact strengths and the number of specimens for each com-

posite or material are given.

The important point to be observed from the data in table V is the

following: Using the super-hybrid composite concept, composite materials may

be designed with Izod impact resistance approaching that of 6061 aluminum



(800 in.-Ib/in. 2) (ref. i). In addition, when the lzod impact values are nor-
malized with respect to density, the longit_dinal impact resistance of the
type V hybrid is about 70-percent that of titanium (16,000 in.3).

._nother important point to be observed from the data in table V is that
the super-hybrids have Izod longitudinal impact resistance about two times
that of the B/IIOO-AI, while the transverse is about the same. This is signi-
ficant because B/II00-AI is considered to be a relatively high energy absorbing
material. It is noted, however, that the B/IIOO-AI unidirectional composite
provided by the material supplier maynot have been processed for optimum
impact resistance.

Flexural Tests After Thermal Fatigue

The thermal fatigue effects on the flexural strength of super-hybrids are
summarizedin table VI. Prior to testing these specimens in flexure, they
were subjected to i000 thermal cycles from -i00 °F to 300 °F. Optical examin-

ation, at 30X magnification, did not reveal cracks or delaminations. In

order to make the thermal fatigue effects more pronounced, the flexural fracture

stress after thermal cycling is compared to the as-fabricated highest value.

As can be observed from the data in table VI, the thermal fatigue effects on

the longitudinal flexural strength of the super-hybrids is less than 10-per-

cent, while on the transverse, it is about 25-percent.

The important point to be noted is that the transverse flexural re !

strength, after thermal fatigue, of the super-hybrids is still substanti.

when compared to the transverse strength of advanced unidirectional composites,

both metal and resin-matrix.

THEORETICAL RESULTS

The theoretical results described below were obtained using the laminate

theory and computer code described in reference 3. The results are for:

(i) mechanical and thermal properties

(2) ply residual stresses

(3) ply-stress and composite-stress influence coefficients.

Mechanical and Thermal Properties

The theoretically predicted mechanical properties are summarized in

table VII. In this table results are given for density, membrane (in-plane)

moduli and thermal coefficients of expansion, and bending moduli. Nominal

measured properties for 6061-AI and Ti (6 Ai-4V) are given for baseline material

comparisons.

J
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As can be observed from the data in table VII, the bending moduli of the

super-hybrids are comparable to those of the titanium alloy in magnitude and

the super-hybrids have less than one-half its density.

Lamination Residual Stresses

Laminati,_ residual stresses are induced in the constituent material

layers of the metal and resin matrix composites and the adhesive as a result

of the lamination process because of:

(i) The mismatch of the thermal coefficient of expansion of the
constituents

(2) The temperature difference between the cure and room temperatures
(ref. 2).

The lamination residual stresses were computed as described in reference i.

Selected results are summarized in table Vlll. Note that the safety margins
(S.M.) are also given; these were computed using the failure criterion in
reference 4.

The ply residual stresses in table VIII are for a particular ply type as
it is first encountered progressing inward from either surface. Several im-

portant observations from the data in table VIII are:

I. The S.M.'s for all plies is 0.66 or greater (zero denotes onset of

fracture). Therefore, considerable capacity remains to resist mechanical
load.

2. The longitudinal and transverse residual stresses in the adhesive are

approximately equal and appear to be insensitive to the composition of the

super-hybrid investigated. The adhesive residual stress is about 3.5 ksi

which is about 50-percent of the bulk-state fracture stress, (ref. I).

3. The longitudinal residual stress in the Gr/Ep plies is compressive.

4. The transverse residual stress in the B/A1 plies is relatively small;
less than 2.5 ksi.

Ply Stress Influence Coefficients

The concept of super-hybrid composites involves the strategic location of
the titanium foil and B/A1 plies to provide maximum resistance to transverse

and shear forces. A direct way to assess whether this was achieved in the

super-hybrids considered herein is to compute the ply stress influence coeffi-

cients due to uniaxial membrane and bending composite stresses. These in-

fluence coefficients were computed using the linear laminate analysis of

reference 3. Selected results obtained for super-hybrid V are summarized in

table IX. These results are for a particular ply type as it is first en-
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countered progressing inward from the surface. Note that to obtain the ply

stress, the influence coef icients must be multiplied by the membrane (bending)

stress taken with the correct sign.

As can be observed from the data in table IX, the titanium foil and B/A1

plies have large ply stress influence coefficients for uniaxial transverse

and shear composite stresses. Therefore, the titanium foils and the B/?_ in

the super-hybrids provide practically all the resistance for transverse and

shear forces. This verifies their role in the super-hybrid concept.

The other points to be observed from the data in table IX are:

I. The ply stress influence coefficients of the adhesive are negligible

for all uniaxial composite stresses. Therefore, fracture will occur first in

one of the non-adhesive constituents as desired in the super-hybrid concept.

2. The transverse and shear ply stress influence coefficients of the

Gr/Ep due to uniaxial transverse and shear composite stresses are about

lO-percent of the corresponding coefficients for the titanium and B/A1. This

is another desired feature of the super-hybrid concept.

3. The trmlsverse and shear ply stress influence coefficients for the

titanium foils and the B/AI plies are approximately equal. This means that

super-hybrids tested in the transverse direction, in in-plane shear, or in

twisting will exhibit nonlinear stress-strain to fracture. The £/AI plies will

fail first followed by yielding and finally fracture of the titanium. The

super-hybrid stress-strain curves in figure 7(b) and the Poisson's strain

curves in figure 8(b) are consistent with this observation.

The previous discussion leads to the following conclusion. The transverse

and shear fracture modes of super-hybrids will be governed by the titanium

foils in general. The transverse fracture strains for the super-hybrids in

table II are about 1-percent which is approximately equal to the yield strain

of titanium and which is in accord with the conclusion just stated. In-plane

or twisting shear fracture strains need yet to be determined.

The linear stresses in the various plies resulting from the combined

residual and applied loads may be obtained from the influence coefficients in

table IX and by adding algebraicly the corresponding residual stress from

table VIII.

Photographs of fractured super-hybrid specimens from various tests in

this program are shown in figure 9. Note the well defined fracture surfaces

on all these specimens.

Since the stress-strain curves for the super-hybrids tested in the longi-

tudinal direction are linear to fracture, the influence coefficients in ta-

ble IX can be used to compute the ply longitudinal fracture stress due to both

membrane and bending loads. For example, the longitudinal fracture stresses in

the B/A1 plies are (204 ksi) due to tensile load and (216 ksi) due to flexural

load. These values are about the same as those for laminate II-A, table II.



COMPARISONOFPREDICTEDANDMEASUREDDATA

Comparingcorresponding data from table VII (in-plane) wit_ those in
table II for the super-hybrids, it is seen that all but one of the predicted
values are within 10-percent of the measuredvalues. Note, the measuredvalues
for longitudinal modulus for the B/AI composites are less than the predicted
ones by an amountequivalent to that corresponding to approximately the
aluminummodulus contribution (as determined using the rule-of-mixtures).
This is probably the case because the II00-AI is so soft that it was probably
already stressed nonlinearly due to microresidual strains.

Comparingcorresponding data for the longitudinal and transverse modu!i
in table VII (bending) with those in table IV, it is seen that they are in
reasonably good agreement. These comparisons further substantiate that
linear laminate theory is adequate for predicting elastic properties of super-
hybrids.

SIIMMARYOFRESULTSANDCONCLUSIONS

The key results from this investigation are:

i. Super-hybrids subjected to I000 cycles of thermal fatigue from -i00 °

to 300 °F retained over 90-percent of their longitudinal flexural strength

and over 75-percent of their transverse flexural strength.

2. The transverse flexural strength of super-hybrids may be as high as

eight-times that of the commerically supplied boron/ll00-Al composite. The

longitudinal stress in the boron/aluminum plies of the super-hybrids at

fracture is about the same as that for the boron/ll00-Al composite.

3. The thin specimen Izod longitudinal impact resistance of the super-

hybrids is about twice that of the commercially supplied boron/ll00-Al, while

the transverse impact strength is about i00 to 150-percent of that of boron/

II00-AI.

4. Linear laminate analysis is adequate for predicting initial membrane

(in-plane) and bending elastic properties of super-hybrids.

5. Super-hybrids subjected to transverse tensile loads exhibit nonlinear

stress-strain relationships.

The data obtained and analyzed in this investigation further substantiate

the practicality and utility of the super-hybrid composite concept for attain-

ing superior impact, transverse and shear strength properties and notch insen-

sitivity. Since the titanium foils are on the surface, it may further be con-

cluded that super-hybrids should have good erosion and moisture resistance.
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"F.,kBLE ]. - I~.%_INAFH DESCRIPT]t)NS

(b) I,aminate

L_k_ ! N ATF.

(X_MPO_ ITION CO.MPOS ITION COMP05 IrloN COMPOSITION

Dif. Bonded Boron/llO0-Al Dif. Bonded Boron/llOO-Al Titanium, Graphite/Epoxy, Titanium,Boron/6061-Al,

(B/:\I) (B/AI) (Ti/(A-S/E)) Graphite/Epoxy

(ri/(E/,:l)/(A-S/_:))

Type- I I-A Tvpe-V I Type-V I I

Layer

no.

(a)
Material t, in.

B/A1, 0.0075

(5.6 mil,

ii00)

l

i

r 1F

(total thickness,

O. O_0 )

Layer

Type- I I-B

Material It, in.

I
B/AI, 0.0107

(8.0 rail,

1100)

!
I

I

I

I

1

p il

(to:al thickness,

0.0_4)

Layer

6

7

8

9

10

i1

22

23

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

Material t, in.

Ti (6-4) 0.0015

FM I000 0.0001

Ti (6-4) o.oo15

FM. 1000 0.0001

A-S/E 0.005

A-SIE 0.005

A-S/E 0.005

A-5/E i 0.005

i
A-S/E } 0.005

e_ IOOO io.oooi

Ti (6-4) 0,001%

F_ lO00 O.O001

A-_/E _,.005

A-S/F 0.005

A-_/E 0.005
i

A-_/F. i 0.005
i

A-_/E , 0.005

FM. i000 0.0001

Ti (6-4) 0.0015

FM i000 0.0001

ri (6-4) I O.OOiS

(total thickness,

0.058)

Layer

6

7

8

10 (b)

11

12

13

24

15

16

17

18

19

Material t, in.

Ti (6-4) 0.0015

FM iO00 0.OO1

Ti (6-4) 0.0015

FM iO00 0.OO1

B/At, 0.0074

(5.6 mil,

6061)

FM i000 0.001

A-Z/E 0.005

A-SIE 0.005

A-S/E 0.005

A-S/E 0.005

A-SIE 0.005

A-S/E 0.005

A-S/E 0.005

_ 1000 0.001

B/AI, i0.0074

(5.6 mil.

6061)

FM I000 0.O01

Ti (6-4) 0.O015

FM I000 0.001

Ti (6-4) 0.0015

(total thickness,

0.062)

t d,.n, re< ]aver tLic,tm,a>.

;" ,r l,_:i:_t,. :,,p,. "" ,ft.:. l* thi_ ]aver '..;a:4 7i (_-4) with F" !')13_) ,)n c-,_ch _i,]c.
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Figure 3-- Typical specimen layout plan. (Nominal values.

All dimensions are in cm (in.).)
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Figure 4.- Tnstrumented super-hybrid specimen.
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ADVANCED COMPOSITES IN BURD II

By Edward Crawley and John Wendell

Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

SUMMARY

B.U.R.D. II (Biplane U!tralight Research Device) _s a two

man powered pusher aircraft designed by M.I.T. students. Ad-

vanced composites have been used extensively in the design of the

primary flight structure. The main spar is a graphite/epoxy-

styrofoam beam, which presented some unique fabrication problems
for cost effective, minimum gauge structure. Design, analysis,

fabrication and test results will be described.

INTRODUCTION

Man's desire to fly under his own power, a desire long over-

shadowed by the development of high speed motorized flight, was

rekindled by the establishment of the Kremer Prize under the

auspices of the Royal Aeronautical Society. The prize, now

50,000, has gone unclaimed since 1957. The only requirements

for the prize are that a man or men must fly, solely under their

own power, in a figure-eight course around two pylons 805 m.

(1/2 mile) apart, with an altitude of at least 3.1 m. (i0 fee_)

at the start and finish line (Fig. I). While the requirements

are easily stated, they will be met only with great difficulty.

In 1969 a group of students in the Department of Aeronautics

and Astronautics at M.I.T. accepted the Kremer Prize challenge.

They did so hoping that they would not only build an aircraft

capable of winning the prize, but in doing so gain valuable prac-

tical engineering experience. Since that time almost twenty

students have worked on the BURD, with the constant advice and

support of the f_culty and staff of the Department of Aeronautics

and Astronautics and with the financial backing of M.I.T. and of

various individuals and corporations. These backers are known as

the "Friends of the BURD". The following results represent the

collective efforts of these twenty students.

PAGE BL4NK NOT F ED
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MIN. ALTITUDE i0' AT START AND FINISH LINE

FIGURE1.-THE KREMERPRIZE COURSE

CONFIGURATION OF THE BURD

The BURD has a canard biplane configuration and is powered

by two men through a pusher prop (Fig. 2). The design philosophy

which led to this configuration was one of minimum energy re-

quired over the length of the course. This demands a minimum

weight design for minimum total energy expenditure in both climb

and level flight. Note that cruise at maximum L/D is not

necessarily synonymous with cruise at minimum power. The second

main design consideration comes from the desire to turn success-

fully. The problem is that of negotiating a low speed (9.75m/sec,

32 ft/sec) low altitude (3 - 6 m.) turn. One solution is a re-

duced span with a minimum loss in aerodynamic efficiency. By

thus reducing the span and therefore the turning radius, the

overall distance which must be flown is significantly shortened.

The BURD evolved into a biplane allowing a shorter span for

a given wing area, and providing a reduced structural weight by

replacing a cantilever spar with a truss formed by the upper and

lower wing spars and the interwing struts and lift wires. The

aerodynamic disadvantage of reduced aspect ratio, wing intererence

_-_L_.[-3 _--Z_e_ J;_i'--__--_'_.._._--......_"" "..... ---...... ".........___ _ ............... "



and increased parasitic drag are compensated for by the addition
of tip plates, a negative stagger of the wings, and streamlining
of the struts. The weight savings and shorter span achieved
approximately compensate for the increased drag.

Since man_s power output is limited, a highly efficient
propulsion system is needed. A large propeller placed on a high
thrust line leads to this high propulsion efficiency. A pusher is
therefore located directly behind and above the rear pilot,
allowing a very short path for transmission of power frcm the
pedals at his feet to the prop above his head. Because the prop
is so placed it adds to the directional stabilitv of the aircraft,
while not disturbing the primary flow over the wings. Direc-
tional stability is also provided by the wing tip plates and a
vertical fin.

The canard configuration allows the nose down pitching moment
of the pusher prop and positive static margin to be balanced by
positive lift on this control surface. In addition to providing
control in pitch, it provides the pilot with a visual flight re-
ference to the horizon. Initially control in roll was provided by
lift spoilers on the upper spar of the lower wing, which simul-
taneousl_ decrease the lift, initiating roll, and increase the

drag on that same side, providing favorable yaw for turning. In-

dependent yaw control is achieved by two sets of spoilers placed

outboard on the wing tip plates, and are connected to a steerable

front bicycle wheel for ground steering.

Finally two men were chosen to increase the power to weight

ratio. While the first man must both pedal and fly the aircraft,

the second can concentrate completely on pedaling. The two men

sit on a light weight tandem bicycle f_ame, with their two sets of

pedals interconnected by a steel chain. The power is transmitted

from the back pedals to the prop by a plastic/cable chain.

The structure of BURD I was made up of a welded fuselage and

four wing panels built up from balsa spars, balsa ribs, and a

balsa leading and trailing edge, and covered with 1.27 x 10 -5 m.

(.0005 in.) polypropylene. The tip plates, fin and canard were of

similar balsa construction. (See table 1 for specifications.)



TESTING OF BURD I

Testing began with a series of low speed taxi tests, which
pointed out the necessity of ground steering and revealed other
minor problems, all of which were corrected. Next were carried

out several high speed taxi tests, during one of which, under

flight loads and rotation a failure of the lower wing trailing

edge occurred. Upon failure of the trailing edge the wings

swung symmetrically forward, then up, the aircraft came to a

stop, and settled onto its side.

The resulting analysis indicated that the BURD reached its

limit load factor at high angle of attack. Under these conditions

there is a forward aerodynamic load on the wings, as well as a

forward load resulting from negative stagger geometry of the

interwing plane truss. Under the resulting loads, the trailing

edge, weakened by age and by unknown and unintentional ground

handling impact loads, failed, allowing the wings to swing for-

ward. The conclusion reached was that balsa wood, because it is

easily damaged and moisture sensitive is perhaps not preferable

as the primary load bearing material in the trailing edge, and

when exposed, must be reinforced or protected.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IN THE CHOICE OF

GRAPHITE/EPOXY FOAM SPAR CONSTRUCTION

As a result of overall design considerations and the ex-

perience gained on BURD I, the following specific design require-

ments would have to be met by the main wing spar for BURD II.

First of course, the spar would have to carry the bending and

shear loads applied to it in all possible flight conditions, but

principally at the maximum lift coefficient, design limit load

factor flight condition (referred to as po_.t IV). Under these

conditions the spar must carry the loads imposed by the 174.3 kg.

(400 lb.) design weight times a 1.5 limit load factor times a 1.5

factor of safety. But because it is part of the interwing truss,

the spar must also take the beam-column tension and compression

loads resulting from this truss, in addition, the spar must be

stiff enough to produce reasonably small wing tip deflection under

flight loads and there must be an efficient arrangement to resist

the forward loads in chordwise bending.

Secondly, the total weight of both spars should not exceed

the design weight for the spars cn BURD I. This is 14.51 kg.

(32 lb.) for 2 18.90 m. (62 ft.) spars. In order to fit into the
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existing aerodynamic design, the spar would have to have exactly

the same dimensions as the spar of BURD I, 0.26 x .0762 m.

(10.4 x 3.0 in.) in cross section tapering to .114 x .0762 m.

(4.5 x 3.0 in) in the last 3.1 m. (i0.0 ft.) outboard (Fig. 3).

Simplicity of design and fabrication was also a key require-

ment. The spar, like all other components, would be produced by

a group of undergraduates working in an undergraduate lab and shop,

without any large or special equipment available to them. The spar

would therefore have to be made of materials easily fabricated and

assembled in this '%ottage industry" or"cut and try" situation. Be-

cause the design called for a 18.90 m. (62 ft.) cJntinuous length

of bea_ the spar would either have to be produced in a continuous

running process, or first small sections could be made, and then

assembled to form the two long spars.

While fatigue incurred due to cyclic loading is not a design

criteria, the spar should have a long storage life, during which

neither the materials, fasteners, nor adhesives used should

weaken with age or drying. Finally the minimum gauge of no mate-

rial can be violated in its use on the sDar, an important con-

sideration due to the extremely light structural loading.

Consideration of these requirements leads to the design of a

largely hollow closed rectangular box beam, with gradually

varying properties with spanwise station, built up of materials of

low density and high strength to weight ratio. Unfortunately no

single material available possessed the combination of strength,

low density and dependability required. We were left to consider

combinations of existing materials to produce a spar which would

meet our specifications. Thus we chose to make a composite spar

combining graphite and balsa for their best properties, and

accepting the fabrication difficulties.

The choice of graphite brought with it two problems, the first

being one of cost and availability. Fortunately we received wel-

come support from the Grumman Aerospace Corporation, who supplied

us with the needed graphite. The second problem was that in this

application, the graphite would be used in very thin layers, one

and two plies, and would have to be stabilized, especially in

compression. Balsa was first chosen as a light, workable material

to stabilize the graphite, and to provide adequate strength in

shear. However, due to its use as a thermal insulator in LNP

tankers, balsa in large qsantities was unavailable at the time,

and in its place we chose a lighter but weaker expanded polysty-

rene foam to stabilize the graphite and carry shear loads.



DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF SPAR

The detail design of the spar was an iterative process. The
imposed design flight loads were those associated with the high
angle of attack, load factor = 1.5 flight condition. First a pre-

liminary load model of the bending moment, shear and compression

load distributions in the spar was developed by assuming that the

stated flight loads were applied to a completely balsa wood spar,

as was the case in BURD I. Using this distribution a preliminary

design for the spar was arrived at. The spar would consist of a

foam box 0.26 x .0762 m. (10.4 x 3.0 in.) tapering to .114 x .0762

m. (4.5 x 3.0 in) in th_ outboard 3.1 m. (i0.0 ft.), with a web
thickness of 6.35 x i0 -_ m. (.25 in.) and a cap thickness of

12.7 x 10 -3 m. (.5 in.) (Fig. 4). Single and double plies of

graphite, located on the top and bottom caps, and at the top of

the webs as indicated in Fig. 4 were bonded to the foam. The

exact number and arrangement of plies depends on the spanwise

loads. In this preliminary design a value of 1.75 N/m (100 ib/in)

was used as the maximum compression stress that could be gene-

rated in a single ply stabilized by foam.

The spars are of course elements of the interwing truss, con-

sisting of the upper and lower spar, lift wires and struts. A

second truss was added in the chordwise plane of the wing to re-

sist the fore and aft chordwise bending. Due to the negative

stagger the main spar is thus in compression, the trailing edge

in tension. Every fourth rib (balsa ribs are spaced at .229 m.

( 9 in.))is under axial compression and drag wires connecting the

trailing edge and spar are in tension. These spanwise trusses

can be seen in Fig. 5. When the wing is covered, this truss lies

completely within the wing skin.

One half span of the entire wing structure, including the

spars, spanwise and chordwise trusses was then represented by a

finite element model with the node arrangement shown in Fig. 5.

Using a Finite Element Analysis Basic Library (FEABL) program, a

distributed flight load was applied, and carry through and sym-

metry fixity conditions were imposed at the mid span station. The

greatest spanwise bending moment of 1.06 x 103 N-m (9417 in.-ib.)

occurs at the upper spar root where the maximum axial compressive

load 3.59 x 103 N (809 lb.) and maximum shear 360 N (81 lb.) also

occur.

As a result of this analysis the spar cross section designs

were finalized to those shown in Fig. 4. The problems of detailed

design and of fittings and attachments remained. There were two



main spar fittings to be designed, the carry through and the
strut/lift wire attachment. At the carry through, two pins
attach the fuselage to each wing spar (Fig. 6). A foam block was
built into the hollow bex beam at the location of each of these
pins in order to stabilize the web and to assure uniform distri-
bution of the shear load. A thin walled aluminum tube was then
epoxied into a hole through the webs and block. The location of
the tube coincides with the neutral axis, and the inside diameter
matches the outside diameter of the pin extending from the fuse-
lage. This way the shear loads, but not spanwise bending are
transferred to the fuselage. At the upper wing root a maximum
shear load of 360 N (81 lb.) occurs, corresponding to a shear
stress of roughly 1.38 x 105 N/m2 (20 psi), well within the ma-
terial limit of the foam, as we shall see.

The design of the strut attachments is somewhat similar, in-
cluding the same type of internal foam block. At the strut loca-
tion an aluminum plate, bent at right angles, is built into the
corner of the foam box spar, with a tab protruding. The strut and
lift wires are attached to this tab by simple pin attachments
(Fig. 6).

CONSTRUCTIONTECHNIQUES

The materials used in spar construction included graphite,
foam and epoxy. The graphite used was Hercules Type A intermediate
modulus graphite supplied to us already cured in single and double
ply strips 76.2 x 10-3 m. (3 in.) wide by 6.7 m. (22 ft.) long.
The thickness per ply ranged from 0.152 mm. (.006 in.) to .203 mm.
(.008 in.) with a nominal thickness of .190 mm. (.0075 in.). The
foam used was a Dow 48.1 kg/m3 (3 ib/ft3) open cell expanded poly-
styrene foam with an elastic modulus of 2.07 x 107 N/m2 (3000 psi),
an ultimate compressive stress of 5.17 x 105 N/m2 (75 psi) and an
ultimate shear stress of 3.45 x 105 N/m2 (50 psi). For bonding
the foam box together and the secondary bonding of graphite to
styrofoam a commercial epoxy, Ecomold L28, was used with a room
temperature catalyst.

The spar was actu_%ly fabricated in 3 steps. First roughly
3.1 m. (i0 ft.) sections of foam box were built in the following
manner. The raw foam was milled using a taut hot wire into 6.35 mm
(.25 in.) by .264 m. (10.4 in.) webs and 63.5 mm. (25 in.) by
12.70 mm. caps. After the sections were trimmed to length, two
webs and one cap were assembled in a jig and epoxied with the ends
of the cap and webs staggered (Fig. 7). Twenty-four hours later,
the second cap was added. At this time any internal graphite, as
in the center section, or foam blocks were included.



Next the 3.1 m. (i0 ft.) sections were built up into roughly
6.2 m. (20 ft.) sections and the outside graphite was added. The
Selective Staggering of the ends of the two cap and two webs now
facilitated the butting together of two 3.1 m. sections (Fig. 7).
The surface of the large section was next prepared for the graphite
by sanding it smooth, then lightly reseaiing it with a hot air gun.
The epoxy was applied to the sealed foam and the grapnite was
placed, and taped, in place. This 6.2 m. section of the spar was
then enveloped in a layflat tubing vacunm bag, and the ends of the
bag were sealed to the outer surface of the spar with bag sealing
tape. The bag was then pumped down and the epoxy cured for 24
hours at room temperature. This process was repeated until all
the graphite was bonded to this 6.2 m. section.

Three 6.2 m. sections, one center section containing the
carry through and two outboard sections with tapering ends, were
now joined together and epoxied to form an 18.9 m. (62 ft.) spar.
Short 1 m. graphite strips were then bonded in place in the area
of these joints between the 6.2 m. sections, so that the graphite
would be continuous for the entire length of the spar. It should
be noted that in areas where the number or location of graphite
plies changed, one or several strips were tapered over about 1 m.,
so as not to cause any abrupt change in material properties or
location of the neutral axis. The finished product was two 18.9 m.
(62 ft.) spars.

TESTING OF THE SPAR

Two large full scale test articles were built and tested in
order to verify the detailed design of the spar and assure that
the design stress of 1.75 N/m (i00 ib/in) would be achieved in a
long length, single ply. Both test articles were 2.54 m. (100in.)
in length and were tested in four point bending. The first
article was a simple beam section of "outer" wing panel type,
tested to destruction for bending strength and deflection. The
second included a model of the carry through, and was loaded
through the simulated fuselage attachment pins.

The test results showed that we were able to generate 2.42 x
104 N/m (138 Ib/in) in a single ply of graphite in compression be-
fore it locally buckled away from the foam. The modulus of
elasticity calculated was 9.24 x i0 I0 N/m2 (13.4 x 106 psi). How-
ever the deflections measured were roughly twice those predicted
by simple beam theory. This is of course due to the fact that
shear is carried by the foam, whose modulus is a factor of 4000
less than that of the graphite. Shear deflection is therefore a
significant contribution to the overall deflection.
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Many other smaller test articles were built and tested to

verify the detailed design of the strut attachment, determine

web buckling and toughness, and general durability of the spar.

OTHER COMPOSITE APPLICATIONS

In addition to their use in the main wing spar, there are

several other areas where composites have been used. _he canard

spar is of a similar foam-graphite/epoxy construction as the main

spar, only in a smaller scale. The trailing edge, which is an

element of the chordwise truss to resist forward bending and is

always in tension, is built up of a one ply graphite strip,

stabilized by balsa. In addition the spoilers, small panels

hinged to pop up into the airstream, are composed of a polypro-

pylene skin stretched over a graphite reinforced balsa frame.

Finally "Kevlar" cables will be used in several of the trusses as
tension members.

CONCLUSIONS

Graphite in single and double plies was therefore success-

fully used in conjunction with foam to produce a light, strong_
stiff spar for BURD II. This fact and the fact that 2.42 x i0" N/m

(138 Ib/in) were generated in a single ply in compression indicate

the potential application of composites, used in small numbers of

plies, to other lightly loaded flight structures.
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TABLE 1 - Specifications of the BURD

Weight (empty)

Weight (gross)

Length

Height

Wing span

Canard Span

Propeller diameter

Wing area

Canard Area

Vertical stabilizer area

Tip plate area (each)

Cruise speed

Propeller speed

Crew

Cruise power

107.0 ib

400.0 Ib

27 ft

15 ft

62 ft

21 ft

i0 ft

640 ft 2

60 ft 2

27 ft 2

35 ft 2

32 ft/sec

240 rpm

2

i.i hp

48.6 kg

181.6 kg

8.2 m

4.6 m

18.9 m

6.4 m

3.0 m

59.4 m 2

2
5.6 m

2
2.5 m

2
3.2 m

9.7 m/sec

240 rpm

2

820 w
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PLANE OF SYMMETRY
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